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SYNOPSIS

Various transducers have been developed to measure

turbulent shear in the ocean. The airfoil probe with it's

piezoceramic beam encapsulated in a rubber airfoil has the

simplest electronic processing system. However, the beam is

very fragile and displays unpredictable thermal effects.

An airfoil probe with semiconductor strain gauges on an

aluminium cantilever beam has been developed as an

alternative to the piezoceramic beam. The probe was

calibrated by exciting it with a known shear generated by

the water flow from an oscillating nozzle. During

the calibration the thermal sensitivity of the probe was

established to be -1.7 % °C-'·

The probe, along with it's high gain, low noise

processing system, is fitted to a tethered free-fall

vehicle. A solid state data logger situated in the

vehicle is used to record the data generated by the

turbulence probe and a pressure transducer.

Field trials at St.Helena Bay and Hout Bay showed that the

sensitivity of the system is 20 dB lower than that of

similar systems using piezoceramic beams. The system is

able to resolve turbulent dissipation levels above

10-8 W kg-', making it useful in regions characterised by a

typical mixed layer (dissipation level of 10-6 W kg-');

however, it's sensitivity is not adequate for deep sea

measurements where dissipation levels may be as low as

10-'0 W kg-'.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The physical properties of the ocean microstructure are not

yet fully understood. An understanding of the physical

characteristics of the microstructure velocity field is

relevant to the fields of both oceanography and underwater

acoustics.

Oceanographers are becoming aware of the fact that

small-scale variations in temperature, salinity and

velocity, and the associated small-scale vertical mixing

play an important role in general circulation.

The Department of Oceanography at the University of Cape

Town is involved in identifying turbulent layers in the

water column. The aim is to correlate these layers with the

vertical flux of phytoplankton nutrients, ie. nitrates,

silicates and phosphates. To fulfil this objective, an

instrument which is able to measure variations in the

microstructure velocity field is required. The turbulence

may then be analysed in the spectral domain, where the

inertia and dissipation characteristics of the velocity

field may be quantified.

In the field of underwater acoustics, a knowledge of the

spectral and spatial magnitude of these turbulent

fluctuations is important in understanding the effects of

physical ocean processes on sound transmission. A study of

the effects of microscale variations on acoustic signals is

a major topic in current ocean acoustics research

(R.C.Spindel, 1985).
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The measurement of microsca~e ve~ocity fluctuations in the

ocean from a moving vehic~e requires an instrument capab~e

of high frequency response, fine spatial reso~ution and

high sensitivity. Furthermore, the instrument must have a

stab~e motion, fa~~ing free~y through the water co~umn

rather than being cable-lowered from a ship.

This project is thus

ca~ibrating and field

properties mentioned.

aimed at designing, constructing,

testing an instrument having the

This report first describes the expected physica~

properties of turbulent shear, and reviews the various

instruments previously deve~oped to measure this. The need

for an a~ternative transducer is substantiated. The design

of such a probe is then discussed, along with it's

processing e~ectronics and digita~ signal processing

algorithms. The calibration of the probe is then considered

and results are presented. The integration of the probe

into a system capable of measuring turbulence in the field

is then discussed. The results of field trials are

presented. Finally, these results, together with those from

the probe calibration are used to compare the,
characteristics of the system with those of other systems

in use elsewhere.
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CHAPTER 2

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SUBMARINE TURBULENCE

2.1 A DESCRIPTION OF THE VARIOUS SCALES OF OCEANIC MOVEMENT

In order to understand the properties of the ocean

microstructurre and turbulence on this scale, it is useful

to have an understanding of the spatial characteristics of

the various scales of marine flow fluctuation.

On the broadest level, background

pressure and salinity represent

ocean. Vertical scales in this

variations in temperature,

the "climatology" of the

structure are consistent

with mean ocean depths (order 5 km) and horizontal

variations limited only by the size of the ocean basins.

These background characteristics vary on a seasonal basis.

The next level is the mesoscale structure which is

superimposed on the deterministic background structure. By

definition, the mesoscale comprises spatial scales of tens

to hundreds of kilometers, and time scales of days to

several months. Complex rings, fronts, and eddy phenomena

are characteristic of this class of ocean structure. It is

estimated (R.C.Spindel, 1985) that 90% of the kinetic

energy in the ocean is contained in mesoscale eddy fields.

Variation in mesoscale characteristics can be analysed

deterministically or as a stochastic perturbation of the

background mean.

Finer scales of perturbation include internal waves, fine

structure, microstructure and turbulence. These phenomena

are generally treated as random processes. Internal waves

exist in deep water, with wavelengths of the order of 150m,
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and amplitudes of the order of several metres. They can

also exist on shelves, where horizontal scales are reduced

to between 100 m and 10 km, and vertical scales of 1-100 m.

Time scales for internal waves vary from 10 mins to a few

hours, and resultant horizontal currents from these

disturbances are of the order of 0,05 ms-'.

The ocean fine structure comprises areas of magnitude of

10-100 km on a horizontal scale, and 1-10 m on a vertical

scale. It is characterised by a strata 25-40 m thick. The

ocean fine structure spatially overlaps the internal waves

described.

Finally, on the smallest scale, the ocean microstructure

has a scale of the order of centimeters. Resultant

turbulence and dissipation are caused by molecular

processes. These processes are intermittent in time and

space. Turbulence may be caused by mixing between pockets

having uniform temperature and salinity, in statistically

stable regions below the main thermocline.

These microstructure variations are the

investigations; it is

that is the topic

study.

turbulence within

of both acoustic

subject of current

the microstructure

and oceanographic

2.2 THE MAGNITUDE

MICROSTRUCTURE

OF VELOCITY SHEARS WITHIN T~

In order to design a sensor to detect turbulent velocity

shears, it is necessary to know the approximate order of

magnitude of the expected shears. The literature on the

sensitivity of a variety of previously developed probes was

reviewed to this end:

a) PROTAS, a shear probe using a neutrally bouyant
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vane, described by J.H.Simpson (1971) is capable of

resolving shears of 1 mm/sec over vertical

separations of 30cm, ie: shears of 3.3 x 10-3s-'.

b) YVETTE, a free fall shear profiler described by

D.L.Evans, M.Mork and T.Gytre (1979) can detect

current variations of 0.05 x 10-3 cm s-' over

vertical separations of 10 cm, corresponding to

shears of 5 x 10-3s-'. Evans et al claim that a

shear of 5 x 10-2s-' is very large in the ocean.

c) The hot-film anemometer described by

R.E.Dingwell and F.B. Weiskopf (1981) meets the

resolution requirements of 0,02 cm s-1 at 10 knots

[0 dB Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR)] with an accuracy

of velocity fluctuations of 0,1 cm s-' at 10 knots.

These values are not interpreted as velocity

because the hot-film anemometer detects the axial,

rather than the transverse component of the

velocity field, which is required to measure

shears.

d) A typical shear profile as recorded by R.G.Lueck

and T.R.Osborn (1981) is shown in FIG. 2.1 It may

be seen that the majority of shears are less than

1s-'. The resolution of this instrument is of the

order of 10-2s-'.

It may be concluded that instrumentation currently used to

detect turbulent velocity fluctuations has a resolution of

between 10-3s-' and 10-2s-', depending on the type of

instrument.
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CHAPTER 3

REVIEW OF THE VARIOUS MARINE TURBULENCE PROBES

3.1 AIM OF THE REVIEW

The characteristics of transducers that have been developed

to detect marine turbulence are described. These are

compared in order to establish their relative merits

(relevant to this project) and to justify the pursuit for

an alternative sensor. The properties of the hot-film

anemometer, ultrasonic sensors, airfoil probes, sonar and

laser Doppler anemometers are reviewed and their

suitability for this project is discussed in the

conclusion.

3.2 THE HOT FILM ANEMOMETER

3.21 General Description

Hot-film probes consist of a thin metal sensing element

haVing a resistance of 5 to 20 n , deposited on a substrate

haVing high electrical and thermal insulating qualities, as

shown in FIG.3.1. Films are used in preference to wires in

liquid applications because they are better suited to

withstand the associated hydrodynamic forces, and are less

susceptible to contamination. The hot-film probe forms one

arm of a bridge, with a feedback network that keeps the

probe resistance constant. The flow of liquid past the

probe is responsible for heat transfer, and an attending

change in probe resistance. This change in resistance

unbalances the bridge, and the feedback network readjusts

the bridge voltage to achieve a new balance. Hence the

voltage variations required to balance the bridge are

proportional to the flow.
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FIG.3.1 Schematic of Thin Film Probe Assembly.

(R.E.Dingwell and F.B.Weiskopf)

3.22 Critical Review of the Hot-Film Anemometer.

The hot-film anemometer has a high frequency response,

varying from flat up to 500 Hz (as described in the review

by H.R.Frey and G.J.McNally, 1973) to a typical decay of -6

dB @ 500 HZ, as is characteristic of the conical probe

described by Dingwell et al (1981).

Hot-film anemometers have a high sensitivity.The instrument

discussed by Dingwell et al has a resolution of
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0,02 cm sec-' @ 10 knots, with an accuracy of velocity

fluctuations of 0,1 cm sec-' @ 10 knots. However, the

strongest asset of the hot-film (or hot-wire) anemometer is

it's high spatial resolution. The relationship between

bridge output voltage (V.a ) and particle displacement (p)

is governed by the law:

• • • •• (1)

where a~ is a calibration coefficient dependant on

frequency and d is the diameter of the hot-film sensor. A

typical value is 300 IJm, (P.S.Dubbleday, V.V.Apostalica and

D.L.Diebel, 1988), making the instrument an attractive

alternative for investigating inertial subrange and

dissipation range of turbulence within the microstructure,

where the spatial resolution of the probe is the

determining factor.

The advantages of high sensitivity and

of the hot-film anemometer are offset by

for field use. Shortcomings of this this

described in detail by Frey et al (1973)

(1981).

spatial resolution

it's unsuitability

type of probe are

and Dingwell et al

These include the short lifetime of standard probes (10-100

hrs in laboratory conditions, and less than 21 hrs in field

conditions), and the complexity of increasing this either

by an inert platinum vapour barrier over the Si02

insulating layer (Dingwell et all, or by encapsulating the

sensor in an elastomer boot filled with deionised water

(Dubbleday et all. Other shortcomings include the downward

drift in probe sensitivity due to deterioration of the film

junction necessitating frequent calibration checks; also,

the directional sensitivity of conical hot platinum film

probes limits their use in determining the 3 spatial

components of flow.
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3.3 ULTRASONIC SENSORS

3.31 General Description

Shear profiles that utilise acoustic current meters are

conceptually simple instruments comprising two ultrasonic

pingers that transmit pulses in opposite directions along

the same path. The difference in travel time is directly

proportional to the average fluid motion along that path.

The instrument described by Evans et al (1979) operates in

this manner.

3.32 Review of the Performance of the Ultrasonic Shear

Profiler

The transducer described by Evans et al is capable of

measuring velocities of 1 mm sec-', a sensitivity of the

same order of magnitude as the hot-film anemometer.

However, the physical separation of the probes limits the

spatial resolution of the instrument in two ways:

Firstly, the transit time of a pulse measured by the

instrument electronics must be determined to a high degree

of precision. Assume that two probes are spaced apart

(distance d) in a mean flow V, as depicted in FIG.3.2:

Mean Flow V

0
:>

0
PROBE A PROBE B

.: :>

Distance d

FIG.3.2 Probe Arrangement for Ultrasonic Sensor
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The time it takes for a pulse travelling from A to B (tab)

in water where the velocity of sound is c, is

tab = d/(c+V). The time for a pulse from B to A is

t b a = d/(c-V). The instrument measures the difference in

times, ie: tAb-tb a = -2dV/c~.

If the probes are spaced 30 cm apart (as is the case with

the probe used by Evans et all and the mean flow velocity

is 1 mms-', then for a velocity of sound of 1500 ms-',

tab-tba = -3x10-'o seconds. This value will fluctuate with

physical changes of the water. Therefore, in addition to

measuring transit times, the circuit must measure and

compensate for electronic drift and changes in the speed of

sound. The required precision increases as the probes are

moved closer together.

Secondly, probes

used by Evans et

being measured.

situated closer together than the 30 em

al will disturb the very structure that is

Thus, the effectiveness of ultrasonic instrumentation is

limited to analysing vertical scales of 0.5 m and larger.

These instruments are more suited to studying internal wave

characteristics and fine structure, than the turbulent

characteristsics of the inertial sub-range and dissipation

region, where a spatial resolution of centimeter order of

magnitude is required of the transducer.

3.4 DOPPLER BACKSCATTER TECHNIQUES

3.41 General Description of the Doppler-Backscatter Method

Doppler sensors can detect relative water motion by

transmitting a high-frequency (sound or light) signal in a

narrow beam, and measuring the frequency shift of the

returned signal as it is scattered from particles in the
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water. The attraction of this technique is it's remote

measuring capability. In theory, velocity can be measured

at a selected distance from the transducer without

disturbing the velocity structure, as is the case with

other techniques. The performance of Doppler Sonar and

Acoustic Doppler instruments, as well as Laser Doppler

Anemometers will be discussed.

3.42 A Review of the Performance of Acoustic Backscatter

Techniques and Doppler Sonar

In their review of velocity measurements using Acoustic

Doppler Backscatter, W.E.Woodward and G.F.Appell (1985)

discuss the then state of the art in this technology. From

the review, it is evident that the commercial devices

available using acoustic backscatter techniques are

primarily aimed at measuring mesoscale current variations.

A typical specified precision is 3.7 cms-' for a depth

resolution of 2 m. The spatial resolution is inadequate for

the measurement of microstructure disturbances. A system

was developed for turbulence measurement in estuaries, but

this never progressed beyond the research tool stage.

A high resolution Doppler Sonar system is described by

R.Lhermitte (1983). This system has a velocity resolution

of 0,2 cms-' and a water depth resolution of 3,5 cm. The

system has been used to measure water velocity and

turbulence in a tidal channel. The technique requires the

presence of a sufficient concentration of small targets

acting as traces of water velocity from which the phase

change between consecutive backscatter pulses is ~valuated.

The presence of air bubbles or organisms with propulsion

capability tend to bias the velocity measurement.

The experimental layout comprised a fixed beam inverted

Doppler Sonar which rested on the waterway floor, producing

a sonar beam tilted at 45° from the horizontal.
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The 200 kHz system had a range limited to 10-15 m which was

adequate for use in the channel.

The system described has adequate spatial and velocity

resolution to analyse dissipation due to microstructure

turbulence. However, the range limitations and requirement

of a fixed platform from which to monitor the turbulence,

prevent the instrument from being used to map vertical

shear profiles in a survey of the microstructure.

Furthermore, to evaluate water velocity as a function of

depth, a single Doppler Sonar would require either a

scanning beam or several fixed beams pointed in different

directions, because the Sonar only senses radial velocity ,

and evaluation of target motion as a vector would require

radial velocities from different directions.

3.43 The Laser Doppler Anemometer

Using the same principle as the other Doppler-shift

techniques described, the Laser-Doppler-Anemometer (LDA)

measures the Doppler-shift of laser light scattered from

small particles moving in the fluid. This method is well

established in determining fluid velocity in pipes, where

the fluid can be seeded with minute particles (micron order

of magnitude) evenly distributed through the fluid.

Theoretical aspects of this approach are discussed by

P.Buchhave, W.K.George and J.L.Lumley (1979) in their

review of the measurement of turbulence with the LDA. The

review also discusses the problems associated with this

technology, which include the following factors:

of ,the fluid have a

to noise ratio of the

the refractive index is

in the refractive index

effect on the signal

the case of seawater,

function of salinity , which may vary

Variations

detrimental

output. In

primarily a
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considerably through a typical vertical profile.

The measurement of low intensity turbulence requires the

use of a burst-signal processor. Here, the movement of

individual particles is monitored, as opposed to continuous

processing where particle motion is averaged over the probe

volume. This poses it's own problems, because the data

rate is usually below that required to resolve small scale

turbulence in a real-time mode (due to an inefficient

concentration of seeding particles), thus complicating the

extraction of statistical quantities from the randomly

sampled data. The burst signal has to be analysed for the

entire period that the particle is in the probe volume, for

the samples to reproduce the desired Eulerian velocity

field.

The only documented application of the LDA to the

measurement of marine microstructure turbulence that has

been discovered by the author in searching the literature

in this field, is in the Annual Report of the Centre for

Water Research at the University of Western Australia

(1986). The Department of Environmental Fluid Dynamics is

involved in the manufacture of a Microstructure Flux

Profiler that incorporates an LDA to monitor the u and v

components of velocity. It is difficult to evaluate the

performance of this instrument from the very brief

description which is given. The portable instrument does,

however, require a National 32016 32-bit microcomputer

system to handle data aquisition. The LDA signal processing

involves Fourier Transforms of signals with bandwidths up

to 100 kHz. The simplest Fourier Transforms algorithm

requires a sustained computational throughput of 14 million

floating point operations per second (Mflops), requiring 2

parallel processing systems having a combined throughput

of 20-40 Mflops.
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The source is a 5 milliwatt helium-neon laser. It is

claimed that the instrument will be capable of resolving

the three dimensional velocity field with em order of

magnitude resolution.

To date, there have been no publications on the performance

of the instrument. It will be interesting to monitor

publications from this University, in particular by

J.Imbeger (the academic director of the project), to

determine the success of this instrument.

Besides being technologically complex, the LDA is reliant

on a pre-specified particle concentration in the deployment

region. This may restrict it's deployment to regions where

the salinity and nutrient concentration (seeds) are within

specific operating limits.

3.5 AIRFOIL PROBES

3.51 Historical Development of the Probe

The first airfoil sensor was developed by T.E.Siddon and

H.S.Ribner in 1965 to monitor turbulent velocity

fluctuations in airflows. It consisted of a miniature

aluminium aerofoil connected to a tapered cantilever beam

embedded in a piezoceramic sensing element, as shown in

FIG. 3.2.

For low values of turbulent intensity, the piezoelectric

element produces an output voltage directly proportional to

the transverse component of the turbulent velocity.

The most significant problem encountered with this design

was obtaining an overall structural response free from

resonant peaks over the frequency range of interest, with

frequency components between 0 and 10 kHz contributing to
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the frequency spectrum in a typical aerospace application.

The resultant design had a fundamental natural frequency of

12.5 kHz.

/~OIL

UCING
LEl'ENT

f / / / r::z...-

" :::>
"-

J I..

)EoJT
TRANSD

E

--
FIG.3.3 Schematic of Original Airfoil Probe Transducer.

The design was improved by T.E.Siddon (1971), when he

replaced the aerofoil with an axisymmetric half-body of

revolution at the nose of a cylindrical probe. The

fundamental frequency of the beam-nosepiece was maximised

by using an epoxy coated balsa nosepiece. This light

configuration (FIG. 3.4) ensured a resonant frequency in

excess of 15 kHz, and minimised inertial loading of the

transducer arising from support vibration.

The application of this form of sensor was extended to

oceanographic applications by T.R.Osborn (1974), the sensor

construction being similar to that in Fig. 3.3., except for

the balsa nosepiece being replaced by a moulded silicone

rubber nose. A detailed description of the performance of

the transducer is given by T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford

(1980) •
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The probe has been deployed as a component of both

retrievable instrumentation systems (N.S.Oakley, 1977), and

expendable dissipation profiler (XDP) systems (R.G.Lueck

and T.R.Osborn, 1981).

PIEZOCERAMIC BIMORPH
ELEMENT

STAINLESS STEEL TUBING

BALSA NOSE PIECE

~::~~~~~~~~~~T::OPRE-AMPLIFIER

2.4 mm Epoxy COATING Epoxy

FIG. 3.4 Schematic of Airfoil Sensor as used in the

1970's.

More recently, the probe has been used to measure

microstructure turbulence both in submarine canyons to a

depth of 400 m (Lueck et aI, 1984), and as part of a

deep-sea instrumentation system where it has been deployed

to depths in excess of 1 500 m (N.S.Oakley, 1988).

3.52 Review of the Performance of Airfoil Probes

The comprehensive documentation available on the results of

field deployment of airfoil probes proves that their
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performance compares favourably with the other turbulence

measurement techniques discussed. The sensor is robust when

compared with the hot-film anemometer. It's resolution of

10-2s-' is fine enough to analyse dissipation levels

associated with microstructure shear.

The most attractive aspect of the airfoil probe is the

simplicity of the processing system. The signal from the

piezoelectric beam is amplified by a charge amplifier (the

beam acts as a capacitively coupled voltage source),

differentiated to present the data as a velocity shear, and

finally stored or transmitted to the surface vessel. The

result is a low maintenance processing system not requiring

continuous specialist input.

It has been shown (T.E.Siddon, 1971) that the spatial

resolution of the probe depends on the cross-section

diameter of the airfoil, and that the probe resolves

frequencies down to approximately 4 times the probe

diameter. Typical diameters of probes are between 4.7 mm

(T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980) and 6,0 mm (N.S.Oakley,

1977), resulting in a spatial resolution of between 19 and

24 mm.

The airfoil probe does have it's limitations, a number of

which are commented on below:

Firstly, piezoelectric devices are sensitive to temperature

variations. Experiments have shown (Osborn et al, 1981)

that the sensitivity of the probe is dependant on the mean

surrounding temperature, a factor of about +1% °C-'

(although this has been found to vary from probe to probe).

Piezoelectric devices show pyroelectric effects, resulting

in a low-frequency response to temperature changes. Osborn

et al showed that a 1°C temperature change over 1 m

resulted in a low frequency velocity shear of the order of
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2.5 X 10-2.s-'. Consequently, the

of the probe is limited to between 1

low-frequency response

and 0.1 Hz.

Secondly, piezoceramic bimorph beams are very brittle and

have a limited life. Any form of mechanical shock is bound

to break the sensing element. Lifetime is not a factor in

expendable instruments, but in instances where a

retrievable, reusable system has been desired, it has been

necessary to build a few probes for each research mission.

Each probe has to be calibrated individually because the

axial alignment of the piezoceamic beam affects the

sensitivity of the probe. Mechanical failure of the probe

is characterised by the presence of large noise spikes

associated with temperature changes. If the probe output is

not monitored for each deployment, these noise spikes may

contaminate the results of a significant portion of an

oceanographic survey.

Thirdly, due to the high impedance output characteristics

of the piezoceramic element, the probe is susceptible to

noise between the sensor and the pre-amplifier. This does

not seem to be a significant problem, as Lueck and Osborn

(1980) describe the contamination in their system to be 100

V~_ in the 1-250 Hz band, corresponding to a root mean

square (RMS) noise shear of 10-,o.W/m3 •

Finally, the theory that predicts the output signal of the

airfoil sensor is proportional to the transverse component

of velocity, is only valid if the sensor has small angles

of tilt and for an axial velocity much greater than the

transverse velocity (justified in Chapters 8.31 and 8.411).

Large angles of tilt of the probe (>+15°) result in a

non-linear output function due to viscosity effects on the

probe (T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980). Thus, the

hydrodynamic performance of the vehicle housing the probe

is an important consideration when designing the system.
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3.6 CONCLUSION

The suitability of the described sensors to the current

project should be considered with reference to the desired

spatial resolution of the probe portability of the

instrument, it's "user friendliness" (the users being

Oceanographers and not Electronic Engineers), as well as

the cost of design and manufacture (influenced by the state

and availability of current technology).

Of the probes described, the hot-film anemometer and the

airfoil probe are the only ones having the required spatial

resolution and portability, along with relatively little

technological complexity. Although the airfoil probe has a

spatial resolution one order of magnitude lower than that

of the hot-film anemometer, it proved to be adequate for

the analysis of microstructure turbulence. The advantage of

linearity and ease of calibration of the airfoil probe over

the hot-film anemometer make it the more attractive

alternative.

This project is therefore aimed at developing an airfoil

probe which has a lower maintenance requirement than those

used previously. This may be achieved by finding an

alternative sensing element to the brittle piezoceramic

beam currently used. Desirable characteristics of a new

sensor include a longer lifespan, improved thermal

characteristics and a higher signal to noise ratio than

present probes.
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CHAPTER 4

THE FEASIBILITY OF A STRAIN-GAUGED BEAM AS A TURBULENCE

TRANSDUCER

A feasibility study of this nature was conducted by

I.C.Main as part of an undergraduate thesis at the

University of Cape Town in 1987. This section reviews some

of the important factors to be considered.

4.1 CHOICE OF BEAM CONFIGURATION

BRAss CASING

rep YEI'r!

SILICONE AIRFOIL
NoSE

ALLt1INILt1 BEAM

EPoXY AAcfm

.......................................................................... '0,.._ _ .

........................................
:::::::::::m:::m::::mm:EEm!

SIDE YEll.'

STRAIN GAUGE 8mm.. .

8
EID{T YE I'r!

FIG. 4.1 Cantilever Beam Airfoil Probe
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The most appropriate configuration is a cantilever beam

anchored in an epoxy base, as shown in FIG. 4.1 For maximum

sensitivity, the strain gauges must be mounted as close to

the anchor as possible, in an active half-bridge

configuration, where the bending moment is the greatest.

The axis-symmetric silicone airfoil remains the same as

that used for piezoceramic transducers.

4.2 CHOICE OF BEAM MATERIAL

• • • •• (2)

strain (€) on a thin cantilever beam of

thickness 1, w and h, resectively,

equation:

€ - ...§IL
wh2E

In accordance with Euler-Bernoullian beam theory, the

length, width and

is given by the

where F is the applied force and E is the modulus of

elasticity for the material. It is evident that the

material that produces the largest strain for a given force

is that with the lowest modulus. FIG. 4.2 lists the modulus

of elasticity for a selection of materials.

Material Elasticity [GPa)

Aluminium 69
Brass 90
Cast Iron 108-188
Copper Berrlilium 181
Stainless Steel 179-198
Steel 200+

FIG. 4.2 Young's Modulus for a Selection of Materials

Substituting these values for

that aluminium will produce the

applied force.

E in equation

largest strain

(2) confirms

for a given
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4.3 CHOICE OF STRAIN GAUGE

The suitability of the strain gauge for this application is

determined by :

a) The physical dimensions of the strain gauge.

b) The achievable sensitivity of the gauge.

c) The compatibility of the gauge with the substrate.

4.31 Physical Dimensions

For maximum spatial resolution of the probe, the strain

gauge must be as narrow as possible. This restricts the

choice to the simple bending gauge, as shown in FIG. 4.3.

Single Semiconductor Crystal

FIG.4.3 Bending Strain Gauges (Bruel and Kjaer).

4.32 Sensitivity

The sensitivity of a strain gauge is indicated by it's

Gauge Factor (G)

G = oR
€R

•••• ' (3)
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where R is the static resistance of the strain gauge, and

6R is the change in resistance for a given applied strain

( e ). A Gauge Factor of 2.1 is typical for resistive

bending strain gauges.

A probe utilising conventional resistive strain gauges has

been designed and described by I.C.Main (1987). It was

found that for the magnitude of strains expected, a Gauge

Factor of 2.1 resulted in a SNR too low to retrieve the

driving signal. It was proposed that a similar system be

designed using semi-conductor strain gauges. These have a

Gauge Factor of 120, providing a 35 dB sensitivity

improvement. Some of this advantage may be lost due to the

non-linear thermal behaviour and sensitivity associated

with semiconductor strain gauges. The design of a system

using semiconductor strain gauges is persued in Chapter 5.

4.33 Compatibility with the Substrate

The gauge backing material and the cement must be able to

operate at the anticipated temperature and strain levels.

Due to the moderate temperatures encountered in the ocean,

and the low strains expected due to turbulence, the

specifications of standard gauges are adequate.

The temperature

should suit the

expansion coefficient of the

aluminium to which it is to

strain gauge

be attached.

Semiconductor strain gauges specify a thermal coefficient

as an apperant strain on steel (typically +11 ~e / e C ) .

However, if the gauges are used in a full bridge

configuration, or if dummy gauges are used, the arrangement

is thermally compensated.
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where R is the static resistance of the strain gauge, and 

oR is the change in resistance for a given applied strain 

( e ). A Gauge Factor of 2.1 is typical for resistive 

bending strain gauges. 

A probe utilising conventional resistive strain gauges has 

been designed and described by I.C.Main (1987). It was 

found that for the magnitude of strains expected, a Gauge 

Factor of 2.1 resulted in a SNR too low to retrieve the 

driving signal. It was proposed that a similar system be 

designed using semi-conductor strain gauges. These have a 

Gauge Factor of 120, providing a 35 dB sensitivity 

improvement. Some of this advantage may be lost due to the 

non-linear thermal behaviour and sensitivity associated 

with semiconductor strain gauges. The design of a system 

using semiconductor strain gauges is persued in Chapter 5. 

4.33 Compatibility with the Substrate 

The gauge backing material and the cement must be able to 

operate at the anticipated temperature and strain levels. 

Due to the moderate temperatures encountered in the ocean, 

and the low strains expected due to turbulence, the 

specifications of standard gauges are adequate. 

The temperature expansion coefficient of the 

should suit the aluminium to which it is to 

strain gauge 

be attached. 

Semiconductor strain gauges specify a thermal coefficient 

as an apperant strain on steel (typically +11 ~e /oel. 
However, if the gauges are used in a full bridge 

configuration, or if dummy gauges are used, the arrangement 

is thermally compensated. 
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4.4 REQUIREMENTS OF THE SIGNAL PROCESSOR

It will be shown in Chapter 6.1 that the output voltage

from the strain gauged bridge has a microvolt order of

magnitude, which may be compared with the millivolt order

of magnitude signal resulting from an equivalent force on a

PZT5B piezoceramic beam. This requires careful design of

the amplifier stage if an adequate SNR of the output signal

is to be achieved.

The overall gain of the system will be required to be in

excess of 100 dB, in order to raise the output signal to

levels compatible with a data-logging system. The bridge

will require a high gain, low noise instrumentation

pre-amplifier in the immediate vicinity of the strain

gauges and the processing electronics. This instrumentation

amplifier requires a high common mode rejection ratio of

the order of 110 dB, and low thermal drift characteristics

to minimise the errors in the output signal caused by the

electronics.

4.5 CONCLUSION

It should be possible to replace the piezoceramic beam of

the current airfoil probe with semiconductor strain gauges

mounted on an aluminium cantilever beam, if a high gain ,

low noise amplifier is used.
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4.4 REQUIREMENTS OF THE SIGNAL PROCESSOR 

It will be shown in Chapter 6.1 that the output voltage 

from the strain gauged bridge has a microvolt order of 

magnitude, which may be compared with the millivolt order 

of magnitude signal resulting from an equivalent force on a 

PZTSB piezoceramic 

the amplifier stage 

is to be achieved. 

beam. This requires careful design of 

if an adequate SNR of the output signal 

The overall gain of the system will be required to be in 

excess of 100 dB, in order to raise the output signal to 

levels compatible with a data-logging system. The bridge 

will require a high gain, low noise instrumentation 

pre-amplifier in the immediate vicinity of the strain 

gauges and the processing electronics. This instrumentation 

amplifier requires a high common mode rejection ratio of 

the order of 110 dB, and low thermal drift characteristics 

to minimise the errors in the output signal caused by the 

electronics. 

4.5 CONCLUSION 

It should be possible to replace the piezoceramic beam of 

the current airfoil probe with semiconductor strain gauges 

mounted on an aluminium cantilever beam, if a high gain , 

low noise amplifier is used. 
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C~P~R5

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AN AIRFOIL PROBE USING

SEMICONDUCTOR STRAIN GAUGES

5.1 DE~RMINATIONOF THE CANTILEVER BEAM DIMENSIONS

5.11 Spatial Resolution

It has been shown (Siddon, 1971) that the airfoil probe is

able to resolve wavelengths down to about four times the

probe diameter. FIG. 5.1. shows the probe response (~ (S)..
plotted against Strouhal frequency (S), where S = fdlO, 0
being the mean flow of a round jet. This can be regarded as

a measure of probe diameter: wavelength ratio, dl h • The

frequency response of the airfoil probe begins to fall when

d exceeds h/4.

Osborn and Crawford show that if the transfer function of a

sinewave of wavelength h is averaged over a length L, the

result is the (Sin x)/x function, with x - nL/h • This

relation implies that the -3 dB point is at h • 2.2SL , and

the point h • 4L corresponds to the -1 dB point. Thus, as

the cross-sectional area of the airfoil decreases, so the

spatial resolution increases.

The width of the cantilever beam is ultimately limited by

the width of available strain gauges. The narrowes~

semiconductor bending gauges that Kyowa Electronics

manufacture (Kyowa are the suppliers for this project) have

a backing 5 mm wide. It should therefore be possible to

manufacture an airfoil having a cross-sectional diameter of

7-8 mm. This is marginally larger than the 4.7-6 mm of

previous airfoil designs, but the probe will still be

capable of resolving wavelengths of 3.5 cm and longer.
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C~P~R5 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF AN AIRFOIL PROBE USING 

SEMICONDUCTOR STRAIN GAUGES 

5.1 DE~RMINATION OF THE CANTILEVER BEAM DIMENSIONS 

5.11 Spatial Resolution 

It has been shown (Siddon, 1971) that the airfoil probe is 

able to resolve wavelengths down to about four times the 

probe diameter. FIG. 5.1. shows the probe response (~ (S» .. 
plotted against Strouhal frequency (5), where 5 = fd/u, U 

being the mean flow of a round jet. This can be regarded as 

a measure of probe diameter: wavelength ratio, dl A . The 

frequency response of the airfoil probe begins to fall when 

d exceeds A/4. 

Osborn and Crawford show that if the transfer function of a 

sinewave of wavelength A is averaged over a length L, the 

result is the (Sin xlix function, with x - nL/A . This 

relation implies that the -3 dB point is at A = 2.2SL , and 

the point A = 4L corresponds to the -1 dB point. Thus, as 

the cross-sectional area of the airfoil decreases, so the 

spatial resolution increases. 

The width of 

the width of 

semiconductor 

the cantilever beam is ultimately limited by 

available strain gauges. The narrowes~ 

bending gauges that Kyowa Electronics 

manufacture (Kyowa are the suppliers for this project) have 

a backing 5 mm wide. It should therefore be possible to 

manufacture an airfoil having a cross-sectional diameter of 

7-8 Mm. This is marginally larger than the 4.7-6 rom of 

previous airfoil designs, but the probe will still be 

capable of resolving wavelengths of 3.5 em and longer. 
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X-WIRE PROBE

AIRFOIL PROBE (V CHANNEL)

AIRFOIL PROBE (U CHANNEL)
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FIG. 5.1 Comparison of Turbulence Spectra as Measured

with Lift Sensing Probe and X-Wire Probe

(T.E.Siddon, et aI, 1971).

5.12 Beam Sensitivity

5.121 The Relationship between Sensitivity and Natural

Frequency

The relationship between the beam dimensions and probe

sensitivity was described by Equation (2). It can be

seen that the thickness of the beam is the single most

significant dimension influencing beam sensitivity. If

the width of the beam is set at 5 rom, as justified

above, and the length is set at 20 rom (an aspect ratio

comparable to other lift sensors), then the sensitivity

of the probe is inversely proportional to the second

power of beam thickness (h2
) .
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The sensitivity of the probe, however, is determined

ultimately by the fundamental resonant response of the

airfoil/cantilever beam combination. This can be

attributed to the fact that the natural frequency of

the beam becomes lower as the beam thickness is

decreased. Eventually, for a thin beam, the resonant

frequency encroaches into the frequency range of the

expected turbulence driving signal, biasing the

frequency response of the probe and contaminating the

output signal.

5.122 Determining the Relationship between

Thickness and Natural Frequency

Beam

(i) Alternative Methods of Solution.

The problem arises in ascertaining the resonant

response of the airfoil as a function of beam thickness

in order to set the fundamental frequency at a

predetermined value. In mechanical terms,the airfoil

may be described as a complex thick beam with low

aspect ratio. It does, therefore, not comply with

Euler-Bernoullian .beam theory, in which the shearing

effects of the cantilever beam are neglected. Due to

the complex nature of the beam structure (aluminium:

silicone combination), the mathematical solution lies

in solving the boundary conditions of a set of

differential equations (Dr.H.Pierce, personal

communication). This would require expert knowledge in

the field of beam theory.

An alternative solution is to work on a trial and error

basis, constructing probes of various thickness, and

testing their response. This method is extremely costly

in terms of the cost of the strain gauges and time in

building probes which would later be discarded.
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A feasible approach to solving the problem involves the

creation of a finite element model and analysing the

response using ABAQUS, a finite element analysis

algorithm, in conjunction with the VAX/VMS computing

system.

(ii) The Finite Element Model.

(a) General Approach to Finite Element Analysis.

A method of approaching the problem involves creating a

one-dimensional beam model. The results of this

analysis can be compared against the known resonant

response of a prototype probe which has already been

constructed. Parameters can be tuned until theory

coincides with the known experimental values. The

single dimensional model can be extended to a

two-dimensional "beam in a plane model" which

incorporates the effect of transverse shear deformation

of the beam. This two-dimensional model would prove a

more accurate representation of how the resonant

frequency of the probe varies with the thickness of the

aluminium cantilever beam.

The model is defined by representing the complex beam

as a set of elements, each element approximating the

physical displacement of the corresponding part of the

real beam., The elements are then linked by a set of

nodes which prevent the sides of neighbouring elements

from separating or overlapping when the model deforms.

In the case of the cantilever beam, boundary conditions

are set by fixing the appropriate nodes. The Finite

Element Algorithm then requires the Elasticity, Poisson

Ratio and Density (Mass) for both the aluminium and the

rubber elements.
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A feasible approach to solving the problem involves the 

creation of a finite element model and analysing the 

response using ABAQUS, 
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(a) General Approach to Finite Element Analysis. 

A method of approaching the problem 

one-dimensional beam model. The 

involves creating a 

results of this 

analysis can be compared against the known resonant 

response of a prototype probe which has already been 

constructed. Parameters can be tuned until theory 

coincides with the known experimental values. The 

single dimensional model can be extended to a 

two-dimensional "beam in a plane model" which 

incorporates the effect of transverse shear deformation 

of the beam. This two-dimensional model would prove a 

more accurate representation of how the resonant 

frequency of the probe varies with the thickness of the 

aluminium cantilever beam. 

The model is defined by representing the complex beam 

as a set of elements, each element approximating the 

physical displacement of the corresponding part of the 

real beam •. The elements are then linked by a set of 

nodes which prevent the sides of neighbouring elements 

from separating or overlapping when the model deforms. 

In the case of the cantilever beam, boundary conditions 

are set by fixing the appropriate nodes. The Finite 

Element Algorithm then requires the Elasticity, Poisson 

Ratio and Density (Mass) for both the aluminium and the 

rubber elements. 
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The Modulus of Elasticity of the Q3-3321 Silicone

Moulding Rubber used, is 0.7 ·MFa at 100% elongation

(Appendix 1), corresponding to Point A on FIG. 6.2

However, the Stress:Strain relationship for rubber is

non-linear and has a pronounced hysterisis.

Stress (MPa)

0.7 -------------

B

A

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Typical Cur-ve

Manu-factur-er's

Specif'ication

100%

Strain (% Elongation)

FIG. 5.2 Typical Stress:Strain Curve for Rubber.

PARAMETER RUBBER ALUMINIUM

Density (kg/m3 ) 900 2700
Poisson's Ratio 0.5 0
Young's modulus IMPa) 0.3-0.7 69 000

FIG. 5.3 Physical Properties of Composite Beam.
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The Elasticity must therefore be modified to a value

corresponding to a much lower strain. (In the natural

frequency analysis, beam deflection is small and,

therefore, very small strains are encountered). Region

B on FIG. 6.2 would be more appropriate in order to

estimate the Elasticity for the natural frequency

calculation.

FIG. 5.3 gives. the input parameters chosen for rubber

and aluminium.

NOTES:

a) The Poisson's Ratio of aluminium is taken to

mm20x

value of 0.3,

neglected due

the aluminium

be incompressible,

of 0.5. When the

actual

Ratio

it's

shearing being

aspect ratio of

Poisson's

and not

a

0,be

transverse

with

to the high

beam (less than 1 mm thickness

length) •

b) The rubber is assumed to

actual parameter

algorithm, a value

avoid theoretical

in calculations

materials.

is entered into the

of 0.499 is chosen to

singularities encountered

involving incompressible

(b) The One-Dimensional Finite Element Model.

developed using linear

as shown in FIG.5.4. The

by 4 line elements linked

A single line model is

Timoshenko beam elements,

aluminiumn beam is described

by 5 nodes. The elements are defined as having a

rectangular cross-section. The silicone airfoil is

approximated by a similar line element beam with a

circular cross-section and nodes that coincide with
those of the aluminium beam.
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The Elasticity must therefore be modified to a value 

corresponding to a much lower strain. (In the natural 

frequency analysis, beam deflection is small and, 

therefore, very small strains are encountered). Region 

B on FIG. 6.2 would be more appropriate in order to 

estimate the Elasticity for the natural frequency 

calculation. 

FIG. 5.3 gives the input parameters chosen for rubber 

and aluminium. 

NOTES: 

a) The poisson's Ratio of aluminium is taken to 

be 0, and not it's actual value of 0.3, 

transverse 

to the high 

beam (less 

length). 

shearing being neglected due 

aspect ratio of the aluminium 

than 1 rom thickness x 20 rom 

b) The rubber is assumed to be incompressible, 

with a Poisson's Ratio of 0.5. When the 

actual parameter is entered into the 

algorithm, a value of 0.499 is chosen to 

avoid theoretical 

in calculations 

materials. 

singularities encountered 

involving incompressible 

(b) The One-Dimensional Finite Element Model. 

A single line model 

Timoshenko beam elements, 

is developed using linear 

as shown in FIG.5.4. The 

aluminiumn beam is described by 4 line elements linked 

by 5 nodes. The elements are defined as having a 

rectangular cross-section. The silicone airfoil is 

approximated by a similar line element beam with a 

circular cross-section and nodes that coincide with 

those of the aluminium beam. 
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Node 1 Fixed

NODE

/
20 mm

ELEMENT

•
8mm

•

SILICONE

177 7 Z ZJ-ALUMINIUM

5mm.. ..

CROSS SECTION

FIG. 5.4 Simple Line Element Model.

FIG. 5.5 shows the results of the analysis for the

various thicknesses of aluminium. The elasticity of the

silicone model was estimated at 0.5 MFa for this

curve.

Point A corresponds to the calculated frequency for an

input to the algorithm of 0.35 mm. A prototype probe

of similar dimensions was constructed and the resonant

response was found by blowing on the airfoil to obtain

an approximate white noise forcing function. The output

spectrum of the probe is shown in FIG. 5.6.

The resonant

plot. This

value of 228

peak at 190 Hz is clearly visible in the

should be compared with the theoretical

Hz (Point A on Fig. 5.5.) obtained using
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Finite E1ement techniques. The discrepancy between the

two va1ues may be attributed to the Eu1er-Bernou11ian

assumptions used in the ana1ysis of the 1ine e1ement

mode1.

NATURAL FREQUENCY: BEAM THICKNESS.

RESPONSE [Hz]
2000,---------------------------,

1500 -------..- ---------- -------.----- .-.-.-.. -- - ..----- -- - -L-.---
//

///

1000 --------- ....-----..-. ------.---..--..-.-.--/-- -----.------

//////

500 -------.----~---------.. -------.------ - ---.----
.r:

Point A_r/

1.61.40.4 06 08 1 1.2
BEAM THICKNESS [mmJ

02

oL-_--'-__--'--__.L-_---.1.__--L__..l-_---"'----_-'

o

FIG. 5.5 Variation of Natura1 Frequency

with Beam Thickness - 1° Mode1.
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NORMALISED
RESPONSE

(dB)

o 200 400 600 800

FREQUENCY (HZl

FIG. 5.6. Resonant Response of prototype Airfoil Probe.

(c) Conclusion.

FIG. 5.5. allows a reasonable prediction of the

resonant behaviour of the probe as the aluminium beam

thickness increases. The resultant curve is adequate

for the order of magnitude approximation required, and

time did not permit a two-dimensional analysis.

5.123 Determination of the Desired Beam Thickness

Now that an estimate of the resonant behaviour is

known, it is possible to set the natural frequency to a

predetermined value. This value can be decided once

the frequency range of the expected turbulence driving

signal is known.
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A typical airfoil probe (Lueck et al, 1981) is able to

resolve spatial frequencies of the order of 100 Cycles

per Meter (cpm), as shown in FIG. 5.7. The

time-dependant frequency is obtained by multiplying

this resolution by the expected fall speed of the

probe.

Fall speeds of previously designed airfoil probes have

varied between 0.5 ms-' for retrievable instruments

(N.S.Oakley, 1977) to as fast as 3 ms-' for XDP

instruments (Lueck et al, 1984).

Thus, if a fall

frequency response

100 Hz.

speed of 1 ms-' is selected, the

of the probe should be flat up to

Finally, evaluating this in terms of required beam

thickness, FIG.5.5 shows that the beam will need to be

at least 1 rom thick in order to keep it's natural

frequency one order of magnitude higher than the

expected 100 Hz driving signal.

-,

x
"

N,
U
V-

Prooe II OuotSlno' NarrOWl

€. 1.4.tO-~ W/mJ

I -E
u
"v
Uo ~

<!
'",u

v
-I .:

10 30

FrltQuency (Hz)

100 300

FIG. 5.7 Spectrum of Shear Signal

(R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn, 1981). /36
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5.2 STRAIN GAUGE BRIDGE CRITERIA

5.21 Configuration for Maximum Sensitivity

The placement position of

cantilever beam is shown

the strain gauges on the

in FIG. 4.1. In order to

obtain maximum sensitivity from this arrangement, two

strain gauges must form an active half-bridge, as shown

in FIG. 5.8.

--,---J'- V+

A

To Pre-amplifier

~ If ~

. Active Arm Passive Arm

FIG. 5.8 Active Half-Bridge Configuration.

R = Resistance
2 'i dR= Change in R

i = Current

R2 4

V E
4 3

1

FIG. 5.9 Bridge Circuit.
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The output voltage (V) frcm a bridge excited by a

voltage (E) may be derived from the circuit in FIG. 5.9 as

follows:

E
• (R + dR) + (R - dR)

so VA3 = & - ..k (R + dR)
~ 2 2R

- L.QR
- 2R

5.22 Thermal Stability of the Bridge

5.221 The Active Arm

• • • •• ( 4)

• • . .• ( 5 )

• • • •• (6)

· • • •• (7 )

• • • •• (8)

• • • •• (9 )

• • • •• ( 1 0)

If the active strain gauges are well matched and

experience an identical resistance change due to a

given thermal gradient, there will be no apparent

strain at the bridge output due to thermal drift.

Furthermore, as long as the gauges are matched,

expansion of the aluminium beam due to heating will

cause the same apparent strain on both gauges, thus

negating the resultant output drift.
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The output v01tage (V) from a bridge excited by a 

v01tage (E) may be derived from the circuit in FIG. 5.9 as 

f0110ws: 

E 
• (R .. dR) .. (R - dR) 

_ L9& 
- 2R 

(R .. dR) 

5.22 Therma1 Stability of the Bridge 

5.221 The Active Arm 

• •• " ( 4) 

• • . .• ( 5 ) 

• •• " (6) 

· • . •. (1 ) 

• • • •• (8) 

• • • •• (9 ) 

• • • •• ( 1 0) 

If the active strain gauges are well matched and 

experience an identica1 resistance change due to a 

given thermal gradient, there will be no apparent 

strain at the bridge output due to thermal drift. 

Furthermore, as long as the gauges are matched, 

expansion of the aluminium beam due to heating will 

cause the same apparent strain on both gauges, thus 

negating the resultant output drift. 
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5.222 The Passive Arm

Experience has shown (I.e.Main, 1987) that if the

passive arm (FIG. 5.8) is made of carbon resistors,

significant drifting occurs at the bridge output, as

the bridge heats up. This can be attributed to uneven

heating of the resistors due to mismatching and thermal

variations within the physical layout of the bridge.

This effect can be minimised

with compensation strain

proximity, so that they

thermal variations.

5.223 Interconnecting Leads

by replacing the

gauges mounted

experience the

resistors

in close

identical

It is important to ensure that the leads between the

strain gauges and the bridge nodes are as short as

possible to prevent spurious signals due to electronic

noise and temperature-induced resistance changes.

The lead length can be minimised by mounting the

passive compensation gauges on the aluminium beam

immediately behind the active gauges (in the epoxy

anchor). This has the added advantage of ensuring that

all the gauges experience similar thermal conditions.

5.23 Balancing the Bridge

The traditional method of balancing a strain gauge bridge

under no-load conditions, is shown in FIG. 5.10. A

potentiometer is used to zero the effects of uneven

potential divider ratios between the two arms.
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5.222 The Passive Arm 

Experience has shown (I.e.Main, 1987) that if the 

passive arm (FIG. 5.8) is made of carbon resistors, 

significant drifting occurs at the bridge output, as 

the bridge heats up. This can be attributed to uneven 

heating of the resistors due to mismatching and thermal 

variations within the physical layout of the bridge. 

This effect can be minimised by replacing the resistors 

with compensation strain gauges mounted in close 

proximity, so that they experience the identical 

thermal variations. 

5.223 Interconnecting Leads 

It is important to ensure that the leads between the 

strain gauges and the bridge nodes are as short as 

possible to prevent spurious signals due to electronic 

noise and temperature-induced resistance changes. 

5.23 

The lead length can be minimised by mounting the 

passive compensation gauges on the aluminium beam 

immediately behind the active gauges (in the epoxy 

anChor). This has the added advantage of ensuring that 

all the gauges experience similar thermal conditions. 

The traditional method of balancing a strain gauge bridge 

under no-load conditions, is shown in FIG. 5.10. A 

potentiometer is used to zero the effects of uneven 

potential divider ratios between the two arms. 
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Balancing
Potentiometer

~~L__~=j'iL- +V

~

)
s t r a ; n
Gauges

(+)

(-)

solyed by decoupling the bridge from the

the transducer. This is justifiable for a

FIG 5.10 Traditional Bridge Balancing Technique.

This method was used by I.e.Main (1987) in a prototype

design and was found to be most unsatisfactory. The bridge

required continuous tuning due to thermal drift, as well as

unbalancing caused by any permanent deformation of the

cantilever beam.

This problem was

preamplifier of

few reasons:

a) The low frequency resolution of the probe is, in

any event, restricted to a factor determined by

the length of the vehicle housing the probe.
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The airfoil will not be capable of resolving

wavelengths longer than the length of the

vehicle, because longer wavelengths advect the

vehicle, changing it's angle of attack and

making the sensitivity of the shear probe

unpredictable. (Lueck et al, 1984).

b} The low frequency response of the instrument is

likely to be affected by the thermal

characteristics of the electronics and spurious

signals due to any mismatch in the strain

gauges.

c} Any D.C. signal output from the bridge would be

the result of a constant transverse force on the

beam caused by viscosity effects on an axially

misaligned probe. This signal is not necessary

in the evaluation of the velocity shear, which

may be described as the derivative of the

transverse force on the beam.

5.3 DESCRIPTION OF AIRFOIL PROBE

An airfoil probe was constructed using two KSP-2-E4

semiconductor strain gauges (Kyowa Electronics, Japan)

mounted on an aluminium beam 1 mm thick (as justified in

Chapter 5.123), 5 mm wide and 80 mm long. Two aluminium

compensated conventional foil gauges (KFC-2-C1-23) were

mounted on the beam, inside the probe as the compensating

passive arm of the strain gauge bridge. A longitudinal view

through the probe is given in Appendix 23. The silicone

airfoil was moulded from Dow Corning Q3-3321 RTV High

Strength Mouldmaking Rubber (Appindix 1). The active length

of the cantilever beam is 20 mm and the cross-sectional

diameter of the airfoil is 8 mm. The method used to

construct the probe is described by I.C.Main (1987).
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The airfoil will not be 

wavelengths longer than 

capable of resolving 

the length of the 

vehicle, because longer wavelengths advect the 

attack and 

shear probe 

vehicle, changing it's 

making the sensitivity 

unpredictable. (Lueck et 

angle of 

of the 

aI, 1984). 

b) The low frequency response of the instrument is 

likely to be affected by the thermal 

characteristics of the electronics and spurious 

signals due to any mismatch in the strain 

gauges. 

c) Any D.C. signal output from the bridge would be 

the result of a constant transverse force on the 

beam caused by viscosity effects on an axially 

misaligned probe. This signal is not necessary 

in the evaluation of the velocity shear, which 

may be described as the derivative of the 

transverse force on the beam. 

5.3 DESCRIPTION OF AIRFOIL PROBE 

An airfoil probe was constructed using two KSP-2-E4 

semiconductor strain gauges (Kyowa Electronics, Japan) 

mounted on an aluminium beam 1 rom thick (as justified in 

Chapter 5.123), 5 rom wide and 80 mm 

compensated conventional foil gauges 

mounted on the beam, inside the probe 

long. Two aluminium 

(KFC-2-C1-23) were 

as the compensating 

passive arm of the strain gauge bridge. A longitudinal view 

through the probe is given in Appendix 23. The silicone 

airfoil was moulded from Dow Corning Q3-3321 RTV High 

strength Mouldmaking Rubber (Appindix 1). The active length 

of the cantilever beam is 20 rom and the cross-sectional 

diameter of the airfoil is 8 Mm. The method used to 

construct the probe is described by I.C.Main (1987). 
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CHAPTER 6

DESIGN OF THE PROCESSING ELECTRONICS

6. 1 GAIN REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROCESSOR

In order to establish the gain required to amplify the

expected bridge output signal to levels compatible with the

data-logging system, the magnitude of the transverse force

on the beam needs to be determined. This requires an

estimate of the order of magnitude of the transverse

component of the turbulent velocity flow.

The instantaneous cross force (Fp ) caused by potential flow

on a slender body of revolution, has been described by

Allen and Perkins (1952) as:

• • • .• (11)

where p is the fluid density, A is the cross sectional area

of the probe, V and u are the axial and transverse

components of velocity, respectively.

The diameter of

allow for the 5

the airfoil probe has been set at

mm width of the aluminium beam

8 mm to

and the

surrounding brass casing. This corresponds to a cross

sectional area of 5x10- s m2 • It was established in 5.123

that the fall speed of the vehicle housing the probe will

be 1 ms-'. This corresponds to the (V) component of the

velocity.

It is difficult to estimate the transverse component of

velocity (u) by examining typical shear profiles, as in

FIG.2.1. However, it is evident that the resolution of the

various instruments described in Chapter 3 varies between 1

and 10 mm s-'.
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C~P~R6 

DESIGN OF THE PROCESSING ELECTRONICS 

6.1 GAIN REQUIREMENTS OF THE PROCESSOR 

In order to establish the gain required to amplify the 

expected bridge output signal to levels compatible with the 

data-logging system, the magnitude of the transverse force 

on the beam needs to be determined. This requires an 

estimate of the order of magnitude of the transverse 

component of the turbulent velOCity flow. 

The instantaneous cross force (Fp) caused by potential flow 

on a slender body of revolution, has been described by 

Allen and Perkins (1952) as: 

• • • •• (1 1 ) 

where p is the fluid density, A is the cross sectional area 

of the probe, V and u are the axial and transverse 

components of velocity, respectively. 

The diameter of the airfoil probe has been set at 8 rom to 

allow for the 5 rom width of the aluminium beam and the 

surrounding brass casing. This corresponds to a cross 

sectional area of 5x10- 5 m2. It was established in 5.123 

that the fall speed of the vehicle housing the probe will 

be 1 ms-'. This corresponds to the (V) component of the 

velocity. 

It is difficult to estimate the transverse component of 

velocity (u) by examining typical shear profiles, as in 

FIG.2.1. However, it is evident that the resolution of the 

various instruments described in Chapter 3 varies between 1 

and 10 rom s-'. 
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The resultant cross force (Fp ) is calculated by

substituting these estimates into Equation (11). It may be

seen that the the above velocities correspond to cross

forces of between 50 ~ and 0.5 mN on the probe.

strain on the cantilever

forces result

beam is calculated

h = 1 mm) are used in (2)

force) calculated above.

of between 0,017 ~e and

derived indimensionsThe beam

=Smmand

(the cross

in strains

(2) •

mm, w

of F

These

The resultant

using Equation

ChapterS (1 = 20

with the values

0,17~e.

Using Equations (3) and (10), it is possible to predict the

output signal (Vo~t) from the strain gauge bridge, knowing

that strain magnitudes of between 0, 01 ue and 0, 1 ue can be

expected.

Recalling Equation (3),

G • dR
eR

and from Equation (10),

V .E.dR
oul 2". R

Substituting, EVOUl - 2" ,. G ,. e . . . •. (12)

Semiconductor strain gauges have a maximum current rating

of 20 mAo Therefore, for a specified gauge resistance of

116 n and a bridge excitation voltage (E) of 3 volts, the

resultant current through each strain gauge will be 13 mA,

well within the rated value.

Thus, for an airfoil probe utilising

gauges with a gauge factor (G) of 2.1,

output voltage of:

E .. 0.05 - 0.5 ~V

conventional strain

results in a bridge
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The resultant cross force (Fp) is calculated by 

substituting these estimates into Equation (11). It may be 

seen that the the above velocities correspond to cross 

forces of between 50 ~ and 0.5 mN on the probe. 

The resultant strain on the cantilever beam is calculated 

using Equation 

ChapterS (l = 20 

with the values 

(2). The beam dimensions derived in 

mID, W = 5 mID and h = 1 mID) are used in (2) 

of F (the cross force) calculated above. 

These forces result in strains of between 0,017 ~€ and 

0, 17 11€. 

Using Equations (3) and (10), it is possible to predict the 

output signal (Vo~t) from the strain gauge bridge, knowing 

that strain magnitudes of between 0, 01 ~€ and 0,1 II€ can be 

expected. 

Recalling Equation (3), 

G s dR 
eR 

and from Equation (10), 

V ~E"dR 
oul 2" R 

Substituting, • • • •• (12) 

Semiconductor strain gauges have a maximum current rating 

of 20 mAo Therefore, for a specified gauge resistance of 

116 n and a bridge excitation voltage (E) of 3 volts, the 

resultant current through each strain gauge will be 13 mA, 

well within the rated value. 

Thus, for an airfoil probe utilising conventional strain 

gauges with a gauge factor (G) of 2.1, results in a bridge 

output voltage of: 

E ,. 0.05 - 0.5 ~V 
/43 
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and, for a probe using semiconductor strain gauges, with a

gauge factor of 120, the resultant output voltage is:

E ,. 1 ... 10 ~V

It may be concluded that in order to amplify the output

signal to 1 volt, a signal comparable to the full scale

input voltage of the data logger, the processor requires an

amplification of about 126 - 146 dB for the case of a

probe using conventional strain gauges, and about 100 - 120

dB for the semiconductor probe.

6.2 BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS OF THE AMPLIFIER

6.21 The High Frequency Band Limit

It has been established in Chapter 5.11 that the spatial

resolution of the airfoil probe is limited to 4 times the

probe diameter, corresponding to a resolution of 32 mm for

the strain gauge probe being developed. This requires an

amplifier with a flat response to a frequency of 32 Hz, if

the vehicle housing the probe is to be deployed at a fall

speed of 1 ms-'. However, to allow for variations in fall

speed, and the possible construction of smaller probes with

significantly higher spatial resolution, the processor will

be designed with a frequency response flat to 100 Hz. A

cut-off frequency higher than this would require a

correspondingly higher sampling frequecy, resulting in

inefficient use of the memory of the data logger.

6.22 Determination of the Low Frequency Cut-off Point

In Chapter 5.23 it was established that the easiest method

of balancing the strain gauge bridge was to limit the low
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and, for a probe using semiconductor strain gauges, with a 

gauge factor of 120, the resultant output voltage is: 

E " 1 ... 10 ~V 

It may be concluded that in order to amplify the output 

signal to 1 Volt, a signal comparable to the full scale 

input voltage of the data logger, the processor 

amplification of about 126 - 146 dB for the 

requires an 

case of a 

probe using conventional strain gauges, and about 100 - 120 

dB for the semiconductor probe. 

6.2 BANDWIDTH REQUIREMENTS OF THE AMPLIFIER 

6.21 The High Frequency Band Limit 

It has been established in Chapter 5.11 that the spatial 

resolution of the airfoil probe is limited to 4 times the 

probe diameter, corresponding to a resolution of 32 rom for 

the strain gauge probe being developed. This requires an 

amplifier with a flat response to a frequency of 32 Hz, if 

the vehicle housing the probe is to be deployed at a fall 

speed of 1 ms-'. However, to allow for variations in fall 

speed, and the possible construction of smaller probes with 

significantly higher spatial resolution, the processor will 

be designed with a frequency response flat to 100 Hz. A 

cut-off frequency higher than this would require a 

correspondingly higher sampling frequecy, resulting in 

inefficient use of the memory of the data logger. 

6.22 Determination of the Low Frequency Cut-off Point 

In Chapter 5.23 it was established that the easiest method 

of balancing the strain gauge bridge was to limit the low 
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frequency response of the probe, motivated by the fact that

the low frequency behaviour of the probe deviates from the

predictable airfoil theory.

A suitable cut-off frequency must be determined which will

restrict electronic and thermal drift without damping the

signal which contains low frequency information useful in

the analysis of the turbulence spectrum. If, for example,

the low frequency response of the probe is limited to 1

HZ, the corresponding low frequency resolution of the

vehicle/airfoil probe combination is 1 cpm. Resolving

longer wavelengths would require a vehicle longer than the

1 meter long vehicle available, due to the tilt effects

mentioned in 5.23 (a). Also, variations on wavelength

scales of larger than 1 meter may be classified within

the ocean fine structure, as described in Chapter 2, and

become less important when analysing the turbulent

microstructure.

6.3 DESIGN OF THE PRE-AMPLIFIER STAGE

6.31 Determination of a Suitable Amplifier Configuration

It has been suggested (Horowitz and Hill) that the best

method of achieving the high CMRR required in the case of a

strain gauge bridge amplifier, is to use the classical

instrumentation amplifier, as shown in FIG. 6.1.

The prototype probe constructed by

this configuration, but due to the

system, the amplifier was found

performance.

I.C.Main (1987) utilized

high gain demand of the

to have a poor noise

Subsequently, the performance of an instrumentation

amplifier using micropower OP220 and OP20, shown in FIG.

6.2, has been compared with the performance of a relatively

new (1987) precision operational amplifier, the LM607C
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frequency response of the probe, motivated by the fact that 

the low frequency behaviour of the probe deviates from the 

predictable airfoil theory. 

A suitable cut-off frequency must be determined which will 

restrict electronic and thermal drift without damping the 

signal which contains low frequency information useful in 

the analysis of the turbulence spectrum. If, for example, 

the low frequency response of the probe is limited to 1 

Hz, the corresponding low frequency resolution of the 

vehicle/airfoil probe combination is 1 cpm. Resolving 

longer wavelengths would require a vehicle longer than the 

1 meter long vehicle available, due to the tilt effects 

mentioned in 5.23 (a). Also, variations on wavelength 

scales of larger than 1 meter may be classified within 

the ocean 

become 

fine structure, as 

less important when 

described in Chapter 2, and 

analysing the turbulent 

microstructure. 

6.3 DESIGN OF THE PRE-AMPLIFIER STAGE 

6.31 Determination of a Suitable Amplifier Configuration 

It has been suggested (Horowitz and Hill) that the best 

method of achieving the high CMRR required in the case of a 

strain gauge bridge amplifier, is to use the classical 

instrumentation amplifier, as shown in FIG. 6.1. 

The prototype probe constructed by I.C.Main (1987) utilized 

this configuration, but due to the high 

system, the amplifier was found to 

performance. 

gain demand of the 

have a poor noise 

Subsequently, the performance of an instrumentation 

amplifier using micropower OP220 and OP20, shown in FIG. 

6.2, has been compared with the performance of a relatively 

new (1987) precision operational amplifier, the LM607C 
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(Data Sheet Appendix 2), configured as differentia~

amp~ifier, as shown in FIG. 6.3.

u,

R,

c;:-f_ R 2

U,

'-I R

~,nmoffset

-VEE

u, >- _

G :: t + 2R 2
1'9 R,

FIG. 6.1 Classical Instrumentation Amp~ifier.

(From Horowitz and Hi~~ II The Art of Electronics ")

1011
10k 1M

473<
10\1

OP OUTPUTleek :I"INFUT ..
+

473<

lek 1M

5V

FIG. 6.2 Instrumentation Amp~ifier

using Micropower Components.
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R,

R,
v,

Vou !
v,

R.

R, -
Vou !

R2 VI)s.J • jf"(V2 -
1

FIG. 6.3 LM607 Op-Amp Configured as a Differential Amp.

Both circuits were constructed using identical gain

characteristics (60 dB), bandlimited by a first order low

pass filter with f 3 d B = 267 Hz. The differential inputs

were tied together, and the outputs compared as follows:

Output Noise (V,m.)

Instrumentation Amp. 8.5 mV

Differential Amp. 3.5 mV

This demonstrates that the LM607 offers an advantage of

more than 3 dB in Noise Power. The specified input offset

voltage drift of both systems is of the same order of

magnitude (1 ~V °C-'). Thus, the LM607 is the more

attractive preamplifier alternative

An alternative device worth considering is the LM163

Precision Instrumentation amplifier which offers the

classical instrumentation amplifier arrangement as a single

integrated circuit. The specifications of the LM163 are

compared with those of the LM607 in FIG. 6.4.
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CHARACTERISTIC UNITS LH 507 LH 153
9p-Amp Instr-Amp

Supply Range V 3- 18 5- 18
Gain variable I0, 100, 1000
CHRR-typ,cal dB 140 130'
CHRR-minimum dB 110 120
Input Bias Current nA 10 5
Input Offset Current nA 0.5 I
Input Noise voltage UV p_ p 0.2 0.4'

(0. 1- 10Hz)
Input Current Noise pA p_ p 14 40
Slew Rate-typical V/us 0.7 1 '
Input Offset voltage uv/oC 0.2 0.2"

Drift 10'"

,
"
'"

For fixed gain: G=500, 1000
For fixed gain: G=500
For programmable gain: G=1000

FIG. 6.4 Comparison of LM163 Instrumentation and

LM607 Operational Amplifiers.

It can be seen that the new generation of operational

amplifier (LM607 - 1987) has characteristics comparable to

those of the more dated (LM163-1983) instrumentation

amplifier. The LM 607 has a typical CMRR 10 dB higher than

that of the LM163, the advantage of continuously variable

gain, lower input current noise and a wider supply range.

These

design

strain

factors, along with it's

for a preamplifier in the

gauge bridge} and lower

smaller size (easing the

immediate vicinity of the

price, all contribute to
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the use of the LM607 as the

6.32 Theoretical Description of Pre-Amplifier stage

6.321 Magnitude Response

The LM607C Pre-amplifier circuit is shown in Appendix 3

The circuit may be analysed as follows:

C, R,

+ 1
• • • •• (13)

For a differential amplifier,

the Magnitude Response •

wR2C\•
~(WR2C2)2 dl (wRICl + 1]

• • • •• (14)

• . . •• (15)

· . . .• ( 16)
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with component values

a band pass filter with

f 3 ",.. = 132 Hz.

as depicted in

a high frequency

SIGNAL
BANDWIDTH

---7' . 4-

LOW PASS
FILTER

BO

45
GAIN
(dB)

30

15

0
0.01 0.1 . 10 100 lk 10k lOOk

FREQUENCY (Hz)

FIG. 6.5 Magnitude Plot of the Pre-Amplifier Response.

6.322 Phase Response

The phase

immaterial.

response

This is

of the turbulence channel is

because there is no correlation

between phases at different wavenumbers; therefore,

meaningful statistical quantities are not affected by a

variation of phase shift with frequency. (p.Bradshaw,

1971, p.145)

6.4 SIGNAL CONDITIONING AND STORAGE

6.41 Introduction

The low impedance signal from the pre-amplifier situated

/50
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the airfoil probe

a screened cable

data logger.

immediately behind

vehicle is fed via

circuit board in the

-50-

in

to

the

the

nose of the

conditioning

The signal is differentiated, filtered, calibrated and

sampled as an 8 bit data stream before being stored in a

RAM memory module. This section discusses the

characteristics of each of the stages mentioned.

6.42 The Differentiator stage

The output signal from the strain gauge bridge, and hence

the pre-amplifier, is a measure of the instantaneous

cross-force on the aluminium cantilever beam corresponding

to the instantaneous transverse component of velocity. In

order to interpret the signal as a velocity shear (shear

being the rate of change of instantaneous velocity), it

must be differentiated over the bandwidth of interest. The

circuit chosen (Appendix 4) has unity gain at 1 Hz, with a

gain of 6 dB/octave from DC to 200 Hz. The 1 nF capacitor

is included to roll off the gain above 1 kHz, reducing the

high frequency noise associated with differentiators. The

magnitude plot of the differentiator response is shown in

FIG. 6.6.

FIG. 6.6 Magnitude Plot of Differentiator.
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immediately behind the airfoil probe in the nose of the 

vehicle is fed via a screened cable to the conditioning 

circuit board in the data logger. 

The signal 

sampled as 

is differentiated, filtered, calibrated 

an 8 bit data stream before being stored 

and 

in a 

RAM memory module. This section discusses the 

characteristics of each of the stages mentioned. 

6.42 The Differentiator stage 

The output signal 

the pre-amplifier, 

from the strain gauge 

is a measure of 

bridge, and hence 

the instantaneous 

cross-force on the aluminium cantilever beam corresponding 

to the instantaneous transverse component of 

order to interpret the signal as a velocity 

being the rate of change of instantaneous 

velocity. In 

shear (shear 

velocity), it 

must be differentiated over the bandwidth of interest. The 

circuit chosen (Appendix 4) has unity gain at 1 Hz, with a 

gain of 6 dB/octave from DC to 200 Hz. The 1 nF capacitor 

is included to roll off the gain above 1 kHz, reducing the 

high frequency noise associated with differentiators. The 

magnitude plot of the differentiator response is shown in 

FIG. 6.6. 

FIG. 6.6 Magnitude Plot of Differentiator. 
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6.43 The Filter stage

The output of the differentiator is fed into a low pass

anti-aliasing filter, which must be included before the

signal can be sampled. To achieve maximum efficiency from

the RAM module, the sampling frequency should be as low as

possible. Using a fourth order elliptic filter with 0.5 dB

ripple in the passband, the signal can be damped by 50 dB

between the cut-off frequency (100 Hz) and a specified

stop-band frequency of 250 Hz.

The procedure for designing the filter using an

switched capacitor filter is given in Appendix 5, with

resulting circuit illustrated in Appendices 6a and 6b.

filter is necessary to

resonant peak expected

the filter is shown

The steep roll-off of the

aliasing caused by the sharp

kHz. The magnitude plot of

6.7.

prevent

near 1

in FIG.

S

-15

GAIN -JQ
(dO)

-\S

-60
25 50

FREQUENCY (Hz)

FIG. 6.7 Magnitude Plot for 4~h Order Elliptic Filter.
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6.44 The Ca1ibration stage

This fina1 gain stage, shown in Appendix 7, is inc1uded to

ensure that the full scale output from the turbulence

I channel is compatible with the full scale range of the AID

converter of the data 1ogger. The various selectable gains

are determined when the probe is calibrated (Chapter 8) and

during field testing where the exact magnitude of the

velocity fluctuations encountered by the probe become

evident.

A DC shift potentiometer is included in the circuit to bias

the input signal of the AID to exactly the middle of the

digita1 range.

6.45 The Sampling Procedure

It was established in 6.43 that the turbulence channel has

a specified stop-band frequency of 250 Hz. The sampling

theorem then dictates a sampling frequency of:

• • • •• (17)

= 500 Hz

The data logger has been programmed to sample the

turbulence channel at 500 Hz, multiplexing the signal with

the two other channels, pressure and temperature, each

sampled at 2 Hz to ensure adequate data to determine

comprehensive profiles of the respective channels. (At this

stage, a temperature transducer has not been included on

board the vehicle - this profile can be constructed from a

separate XDP trace).

6.46 The Storage Module

The three channels

data stream in 512

are multiplexed and stored as an 8 bit

kB of static RAM of a data logger
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6.44 The Ca1ibration stage 

This final gain stage, shown in Appendix 7, is included to 

ensure that the full scale output from the turbulence 

I channel is compatible with the full scale range of the AID 

converter of the data logger. The various selectable gains 

are determined when the probe is calibrated (Chapter 8) and 

during field testing where the exact magnitude of the 

velocity fluctuations encountered by the probe become 

evident. 

A DC shift potentiometer is included in the circuit to bias 

the input signal of the AID to exactly the middle of the 

digital range. 

6.45 The Sampling Procedure 

It was established in 6.43 that the turbulence channel has 

a specified stop-band frequency of 250 Hz. The sampling 

theorem then dictates a sampling frequency of: 

• • • •• (17) 

= 500 Hz 

The data logger has been programmed to sample the 

turbulence channel at 500 Hz, multiplexing the signal with 

the two other channels, pressure and temperature, each 

sampled at 2 Hz to ensure adequate data to determine 

comprehensive profiles of the respective channels. (At this 

stage, a temperature transducer has not been included on 

board the vehicle - this profile can be constructed from a 

separate XDP trace). 

6.46 The storage Module 

The three channels are multiplexed and stored as an 8 bit 

data stream in 512 kB of static RAM of a data logger 

153 
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driver shou~d
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designed and programmed by the CSIR Division of Earth and

Marine Sciences at Ste~~enbosch (Appendix 17). The samp~ing

and storage is contro~~ed by a Motorola MC14680S

microprocessor, and two 2716 Eprom devices.

6.S DESCRIPTION OF THE REQUIRED POWER SUPPLIES /

The data ~ogger is powered by a 6V ~ead-acid battery. The

turbu~ence channel conditioning circuitry requires a stab~e

10V supp~y. This is achieved by using the Maxim 630 S-lSV

DC-DC convertor, as shown in Appendix 8. This vo~tage is

then regu~ated at 10V, using a Ref 01 regu~ator with

current boost, as shown in Appendix 9. A SV rai~ is

supp~ied, using the Ref 02 precision regu~ator, as shown in

Appendix 10.

It was estab~ished in Chapter 6.1 that the

bridge requires a regu~ated 3V supp~y. This,
be capab~e of supplying 26 rnA and a stab~e voltage is

essentia~ to minimise spurious signa~s within the bridge.

The precision 3V strain gauge bridge driver is shown in

Appendix 11.

6.6 SHIELDING REQUIREMENTS

Due to the high gain requirements of the turbulence channe~

bridge amp~ifier, correct shielding of the system is

critica~. A schematic of the shie~ding arrangements is

shown in FIG. 6.8.

Essentia~ characteristics of this arrangement inc~ude:

a)Avoidance of possible paths for current ~oops within

the shie~ding system, by ensuring that a~~ ground

p~anes are connected to earth at one point on~y.
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designed and programmed by the CSIR Division of Earth and 

Marine Sciences at ste~~enhosch (Appendix 17). The sampling 

and storage is controlled by a Motorola MC14680S 

microprocessor, and two 2716 Eprom devices. 

6.5 DESCRIPTION OF THE REQUIRED POWER SUPPLIES / 

The data ~ogger is powered by a 6V lead-acid battery. The 

turbu~ence channel conditioning circuitry requires a stable 

10V supply. This is achieved by using the Maxim 630 5-15V 

DC-DC convertor, as shown in Appendix 8. This voltage is 

then regulated at 10V, using a Ref 01 regulator with 

current boost, as shown in Appendix 9. A 5V rai~ is 

supplied, using the Ref 02 precision regulator, as shown in 

Appendix 10. 

It was established in Chapter 6.1 that the strain gauge 

bridge requires a regulated 3V supply. This driver should 
, 

be capable of supplying 26 rnA and a stable voltage is 

the bridge. essential to 

The precision 

Appendix 11. 

minimise spurious 

3V strain gauge 

6.6 SHIELDING REQUIREMENTS 

signals 

bridge 

within 

driver is shown in 

Due to the high gain requirements of the turbulence channel 

bridge amplifier, correct shielding of the system is 

critical. A schematic of the shielding arrangements is 

shown in FIG. 6.8. 

Essentia~ characteristics of this arrangement include: 

a)Avoidance of possible paths for current loops within 

the shielding system, by ensuring that all ground 

planes are connected to earth at one point only. 
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b)Avoiding the use of the shield as the return path for

any electrical signal.

c)The use of. shielded cable between transducers and the

processor.

d)Grounding the aluminium cantilever beam

e)Using a double-sided printed circuit board having a

ground plane on the component side.

Brass casing acts
as shield
,/

Turbulence Sensor

DIN
Plug

, ~ 1 -.::.:.::-_--=I~ShieldedCables
L,L.. l I I . Pre-amp

Sensor I I .. - \- -t ~~~~~~~~r-' -_J L -,
1111----------------, r-'
I I II '- - --"

II II
I jl;

~ I'

Pressure

Processor with
ground plane

+

Battery

FIG. 6.8 Electronic System Shielding Schematic.
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CHAPTER 7

SIGNAL PROCESSING OF THE TURBULENCE DATA

7.1 OBJECTIVES OF SIGNAL PROCESSING

Most of the theoretical work on turbulence (eg: P.Bradshaw,

1971) is concerned with the behaviour of wavenumber spectra

and with the transfer of turbulent energy from low

wavenumbers to high wavenumbers. Although the physics of

turbulent dissipation is beyond the scope of this thesis,

the wavenumber spectrum resulting from probe excitation is

crutial in evaluating the probe performance. This spectrum

gives an indication of the response of the system to

excitation at various wavenumbers (laboratory turbulence

simulation) and it is necessary in ascertaining whether

results are contaminated through natural vibration of the

probe and it's supporting vehicle, or aliasing of the

sampled signal.

Therefore, the data generated by the turbulence probe

should be transformed into a power spectrum displaying the

spectral density, ¢(w) as a function of radian frequency,

W.A second simple transformation, discussed in Chapter

8.5, may be used to transfer the frequency spectrum to a

wavenumber spectrum with ¢(k) as a function of the

wavenumber, k. This power spectrum, in conjunction with a

time dependant shear trace (FIG. 2.1), may be used by

oceanographers to analyse energy dissipation as a result of

microstructure turbulence.

7.2 POWER SPECTRAL ESTIMATION
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7.21 Classification of the Turbulence Signal

In order to find the optimum spectral estimation algorithm,

Geckinli and Yavus (1983) suggest that a physical signal

may be classified as one of the following:

a) A Finite Energy Signal.

b) A Periodic or Periodic-like Signal.

c) A Stationary Random Process.

d) A Non-Stationary Random Process.

A full description of each category is given by Geckinli

and Yavus in their book entitled "Discrete Fourier

Transform and it's Application to Power Spectra

Estimation". The shear trace defined by the airfoil probe

is a long duration physical signal with time varying

features. Analagous to a speech signal, the shear trace

cannot be assumed to be Finite energy in nature, Periodic,

or the outcome of a Stationary process; it therefore fits

into the fourth category.

The signal, x(t) therefore has an average autocorrelation

function:

. . . .. (18)

where 2B is the

E{ } denotes

spectrum S_~(f)

record length, T is the correlation lag and

the ensemble average. The average power

is then given as:

. . . •. (19)

ie: S_~(f) is the Fourier transform of R_~(T).

If it is assumed that the time-averaged autocorrelation of

the process is equal to the time-averaged autocorrelation

of any of it's outcomes, then Equation 18 becomes:

(20)
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record length, T is the correlation lag and 

the ensemble average. The average power 
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ie: Sa~(f) is the Fourier transform of R_~(T). 
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the process is equal to the time-averaged autocorrelation 

of any of it's outcomes, then Equation 18 becomes: 
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In practice, 2B is finite, covering all time varying

features, and R..~( T) may be calculated for finite lag

values truncated to the interval ITI S; Tm • For stability of

the spectral estimate, Tm ~~ B.

7.22 Direct Spectral Estimation Using the Welch Method

7.221 Welch's Algorithm

The Welch method of power spectral estimation is well

described by C.H.Chen (1982). A brief summary of the

algorithm follows:

The spectral components,

sequence, windowed by a

estimated using:

"Sl(w) ,of an N

windowing function

point data

W~ may be

N-l
~I

n=O
"'" (21)

This algorithm

frequencies:

gives spectral estimates at

k
f - Nt.t

N[k - 0, :I, ±2. ±3•... ;1:2) ••••• (22)

If N is selected to be 2048 (suitable for a 1024 point

Fast Fourier Transform) and a sampling frequency of 500

Hz is used (Equation 17), then the resultant spectral

resolution is 0.244 Hz.

7.222 Selection of a Suitable Data Window

C.H.Chen (1982) demonstrates the smearing effect of a

variety of simple data windows on an input signal

comprised of 2 sinusoids and random noise. He then

shows that for a poor SNR , the Hanning window is the

most effective window for preserving the sinusoidal

peaks.
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7.221 Welch's Algorithm 

The Welch method of power spectral estimation is well 

described by C.H.Chen (1982). A brief summary of the 

algorithm follows: 

A 

The spectral components, S,(w) ,of an N point data 

sequence, windowed by a windowing function W~ may be 

estimated using: 

N-, 
~I • • • •• (21) 

n=O 

This algorithm gives spectral estimates at 

frequencies: 

N [k - 0, H, ;,2, ±3, "'%2J ••••• (22) 

If N is selected to be 2048 (suitable for a 1024 point 

Fast Fourier Transform) and a sampling frequency of 500 

Hz is used (Equation 17), then the resultant spectral 

resolution is 0.244 Hz. 

7.222 Selection of a Suitable Data Window 

C.H.Chen (1982) demonstrates the smearing effect of a 

variety of simple data windows on an input signal 

comprised of 2 sinusoids and random noise. He then 

shows that for a poor SNR , the Hanning window is the 

most effective window for preserving the sinusoidal 

peaks. 
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During probe calibration, the probe is stimulated by a

sinusoidal forcing function, and preservation of the

resultant spectral peak is important. Thus, a Hanning

window is well justified. Furthermore, the spectrum

shown in FIG. 5.8 (R.G Lueck and T.R.Odborn, 1981) has

been derived using a Hanning window. If that spectrum

is to be used as a comparison with resultant spectra

from the strain gauge probe, both estimates should be

derived through the same procedure

For a record length NT, the Hanning window is defined

as:

[o¥1 + cos 21lt ) It I < NT
NT 2

Wet) = . . .. . (23)

It I " NT
2

7.223 The Use of a Spectral Window

If the direct method of power spectral estimation is

used, the autocorrelation is estimated over an

interval ITI S T, where T is the length of the process.

The resultant spectrum has a variance inversely

proportional to T.

This variance could be reduced by circularily

convoluting the spectral estimate (resulting from

Equation 21) with a spectral window. However, if the

average of many spectral estimates is to be taken, as

is the case with a shear trace, there is no need for a

spectral window (N.C.Geckinli and D.Yavus, 1983) as the

process of averaging reduces the variance.
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7.3 PROCESSING THE TURBULENCE DATA IN THE TIME DOMAIN

The output signal from the turbulence channel is directly

proportional to the turbulent velocity shear. Therefore,

this data may be presented directly, once the coefficient

relating the system output voltage to the velocity shear is

known.
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CHAPTER 8

CALIBRATION OF THE STRAIN GAUGE AIRFOIL PROBE

8.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

The calibration procedure is aimed at

output (eo), shown in FIG.B.l, in

controllable, driving shear (du/dt).

describing the system

terms of a known,

The effects of temperature and pressure fluctuations on the

probe sensitivity should be determined, along with an

investigation into the effect of angle of attack on the

calibration coefficient. The electronic noise generated by

the system must be described in terms of RMS shear, if the

system performance is to be compared effectively with the

performance of other airfoil probes. Finally, the theory

supporting the time dependant turbulence simulation in the

calibration situation should be modified so that it may be

applied to the spatial dependant shear (du/dz) encountered

in the field.

8.2 THEORETICAL RESPONSE OF THE AIRFOIL PROBE TO TRANSVERSE

VELOCITIES

oDI~FEME"T1"'TOR ;-_~

~~u
( Ci PROBE

V

FIG. 8.1 Definition of Coordinate System Relative to the

Probe Alignment.
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in an inviscid flow

which is assumed to
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The probe may be described as an axis-symmetric airfoil of

revolution mounted so that the mean velocity (V) is aligned

with the axis of revolution (FIG. 8.1).

Allen and Perkins describe the cross

slender, inlclined body of revolution

of speed (0) and angle of attack (01 ),

be small, as:

1 -2 dA
fp = 2" p U dx sin 201 · . .. ( 24)

where p is the fluid density, and ~ is the rate of change

in body cross-sectional area longitudinally along the

probe. (In this discussion, it is the cross force which is

perpendicular to the airfoil, not the lift force which is

perpendicular to the mean velocity vector, that is being

analysed. Siddon et al (1965) give a derivation involving

the lift force).

Equation (24) is correct to the second power in 01 in an

inviscid flow. The total cross force exerted on the probe

(Fp) is derived by Osborn et al (1980) by integrating (24)

along the length of the probe from it's tip, where A=O, to

it's base, where dA/dx=O:

= ~PA sin 201

Using the double angle relation for sin 201

Fp • pAVu

· . . .. ( 25 )

· . . .. (26)

• • ... (27)

There is a second cross force, Fv , due to viscous effects,

which is proportional to the square of the cross-stream

velocity:
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analysed. Siddon et al (1965) give a derivation involving 
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inviscid flow. The total cross force exerted on the probe 

(Fp) is derived by Osborn et al (1980) by integrating (24) 

along the length of the probe from it's tip, where A=O, to 

it's base, where dA/dx=O: 

· . . .. (25 ) 
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There is a second cross force, Fv , due to viscous effects, 

which is proportional to the square of the cross-stream 

velocity: 
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... " (28)

where B is a constant of proportionality.

Thus, the output is only linear in the cross-stream

velocity for small angles of attack (ie: small a ), where

the cross force due to the pressure dominates, and Fv may

be neglected.

The final step in

transfer function of

relationship between

output signal from

described in Chapter

the theoretical derivation of the

the airfoil probe is obtaining the

the cross force (F p ) and the resultant

the processor. This procedure was

6 • 1 •

8.3 DEVELOPMENT OF A CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

8.31 Simulating a Velocity Shear

As described in Chapter 6.42, the airfoil probe measures

the magnitude of velocity shear ie: the rate of change of

cross force (F p ) on the beam. Therefore, it cannot be

calibrated by being deployed in a constant flow (analagous

to DC excitation). The flow needs to be modulated

sinusoidally to generate a time-dependant cross force to

stimulate the sensor. Three methods that have been used to

do this are described below.

8.32 Review of Technigues Previously Used to Calibrate the

Airfoil Probe.

8.321 The Rotating Nozzle Technigue

T.E.Siddon (1971) used a rotating nozzle, as depicted

in FIG. 8.2.
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cross force ( ) on the beam. Therefore, it cannot be 

calibrated by being deployed in a 

to DC excitation). The flow 
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needs to be modulated 

sinusoidally to generate a time-dependant cross force to 

stimulate the sensor. Three methods that have been used to 

do this are described below. 
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Airfoil Probe. 

8.321 The Rotating Nozzle Technique 

T.E.Siddon (1971) used a rotating nozzle, as depicted 

in FIG. 8.2. 
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~..
~

Nozzle Rotates

FIG. 8.2 Rotating Nozzle Calibrator.

(T.E.Siddon, 1971)

The

to

probe is positioned in an airflow

swirl, due to the inclination

which is forced

of the nozzle

passageway. Hence the probe experiences a sinusoidally

fluctuating cross flow. The relationship between the

cross component of flow [Vet)], the mean flow (U), and

the angle of inclination (e), is given as:

~ = eo sln(211ft)
U

and the probe sensitivity (Sv) is determined from:

(29)

[mY per rom water) . . . .. (30)

where erma is the RMS output voltage, and q is a

measure of the dynamic pressure of the jet:

.... , (31)

It should be noted, however, that Siddon's probe was

used to measure airflow turbulence, allowing for a

nozzle which could be rotated in an air lubricated

bearing.
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FIG. 8.2 Rotating Nozzle Calibrator. 

(T.E.Siddon, 1971) 

The probe is positioned in an airflow which is forced 

to swirl, due to the inclination of the nozzle 

passageway. Hence the probe experiences a sinusoidally 

fluctuating cross flow. The relationship between the 

cross component of flow [VItI], the mean flow (U), and 

the angle of inclination (e), is given as: 

~ = eo sin(21lft) 
U 

..... (29) 

and the probe sensitivity (Sv) is determined from: 

[mV per mm water! . . . .. (30) 

where erms is the RMS output voltage, and q is a 

measure of the dynamic pressure of the jet: 

• .... (31) 

It should be noted, however, that Siddon's probe was 

used to measure airflow turbulence, allowing for a 

nozzle which could be rotated in an air lubricated 

bearing. 
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T.R.Osborn (1974) describes a similar apparatus used to

modulate a water jet. However, a high mean flow of

between 100 and 145 cm s-' was required because the

instrument did not operate at lower water velocities.

This is probably due to the numerous problems

associated with designing a rotating water nozzle which

has a self-sealing mechanism.

8.322 The Rotating Probe Technique

rlo e

-, I
I .

SLIP
RINGS

ZOom

RESER'J<l'R.

~:.- -;- REDUCER

HONEYCOMB

STAND

'HATER tN

LOOSE
PACKING
MATERIAL

FIG. 8.3 Rotating Probe Calibrator.

(T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980)
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The calibration apparatus used at the University of

British Colombia (described by T.R.Osborn et al, 1980)

comprises a jet which discharges vertically into a tank

of water, with the tip of the probe mounted above the

outlet at an angle, as shown in FIG. 8.3.

The probe is rotated about it's axis, generating a

sinusoidal voltage. Slip rings are used to bring the

supply voltage to the preamplifier, and to transmit the

output signal to an RMS meter.

This method

described in

has been implemented successfully,

detail by Osborn et al.

and is

8.323 The Oscillating Probe Technique

N.S.Oakey (1977) describes a calibration procedure

which avoids the use of rotating parts. The probe is

oscillated through a small angle (1° - 5°) in the mean

flow at various frequencies (0.1 10 Hz) by a

mechanical driver. A theoretical description of the

procedure is given by Oakey (1977).

8.33 Feasibility of Previously Used Calibration Techniques

8.331 The Rotating Nozzle

An investigation into the availability of a

self-sealing nozzle led to the conclusion that most

devices use the dynamic pressure to seal the bearing.

This restricts the range of mean velocities through the

nozzle, as described by Osborn (1974). It became

evident that the nozzle and seals would need to be

designed and machined, resulting in a costly and time

consuming procedure.
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8.332 The Rotating Probe

This technique was used by G.S.Anderson (1986) in an

undergraduate project at the University of Cape Town.

It was found that the noise generated by the slip-ring

contacts and the driving motor seriously contaminated

the output signal, introducing unacceptable uncertainty

into the calibration coefficient.

It is expected that, due to the high gain requirement

of the strain gauge preamplifier (relative to that of

the piezoceramic probe), and the requirement of a

stable, noise free supply for the strain gauge bridge,

that the noise contamination of a system using slip

rings will be at an unacceptable level.

8.333 The Oscillating Probe

This appears to be the simplest of the techniques that

have been described. It is unrestricted in the usable

range of water velocities and modulating frequencies.

Although no details of the system are given by Oakey

(1977), the concept of a mechanical driver appears to

be simple.

8.34 Construction of the Calibration Rig

The feasibility study described in Chapter 8.33 above,

motivated the design of an economical and effective

oscillating calibration system, as opposed to the rotating

systems mentioned. An investigation into alternative

designs revealed that it would be easier to design a

mechanical driver that oscillates the water flow over a

stationary probe than the Oakey system of oscillating the

probe in a laminar flow.

The system comprises a nozzle which oscillates about it's
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systems mentioned. An investigation into alternative 

designs revealed that it would be easier to design a 

mechanical driver that oscillates the water flow over a 

stationary probe than the Oakey system of oscillating the 

probe in a laminar flow. 

The system comprises a nozzle which oscillates about it's 
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outlet, the probe rema~n~ng fixed in the flow. The nozzle

is fitted with a honeycomb insert to ensure laminar flow at

it's outlet. Flow rate is controlled by a valve upstream of

the nozzle, allowing control of the mean velocity over a

range 0.4 - 2 ms-'. The nozzle is driven, via a crank and

levers, by a variable

over a range 0 - 10

system is given in FIG.

speed motor, continuously variable

cycles/second. A schematic of the

8.4.

Rod

I
variablel
Speed -r
Motor I

T
,

\
"

\
,

\ I Con'nectins
\ I
\
\~

~NoZZle
\~_,I
,':--\\
\'.=,'/

Tube

Flexible Joint ~

Collar

~

Water
Flow -

-tonevcomo

FRONT VIE\! SIDE VIEW

FIG. 8.4 Schematic of Calibration System.
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8.35 Minimisation of Background Noise

in the Calibration Rig

Early experimentation with flow over the probe revealed

that turbulence in the drainage system and dripping onto

the probe supports caused unacceptably high levels of

backgroung noise, especially in the frequency region 20 

200 HZ, as shown by the spectrum in FIG. 8.5.

I ..
r----------~-l Power Spectrum Ull---------,

0

-1

~ -2·

~; -3....
0 -4...

-5

I'~ i., 1.\1t.i ~~.
r~l mT~

,I' J I . "
'J.- I. !II I

, J "~Pi 1'"..... :: .. ' ~ l'tIl
,1 •.-1, -I.r, .........., II r-

/ '>
<:

I
1

I

10
Frequency 1Hz]

I
100

FIG. 8.5 Power Spectrum Showing Background Noise

Caused by Turbulent Drainage.

The drainage system below the calibration rig was modified

to ensure vibration-free flow. The final system, arrived at

through a process of trial and error, is shown in

FIG. 8.6. The Power Spectrum in FIG.8.? shows the improved

backgroung noise levels in comparison with FIG. 8.5.
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FIG. 8.6 Cross Section through Drainage System of

Calibration Rig.
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Power Spectrum

0
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~~
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- -3

-61;.. -4
to
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-6

1 10
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-100

FIG. 8.7 Power Spectrum Showing Background Noise

due to Laminar Drainage.

8.4 PROBE CALIBRATION

8.41 Determination of a Calibration Coefficient

8.411 Derivarion of the Calibration Coefficient

Using the coordinate system defined in FIG.8.l, the

calibration coefficient, S, may be derived for the

airfoil probe.

The transfer function of the airfoil probe has been

described by Equation 27 in Chapter 8.2. The transverse

force due to potential flow (F p ) , is described in terms

of the fluid density ( p ), the X-sectional area of the

probe (A), and the axial and transverse components of

velocity, V and u.
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Fp • pAVu ••••• (32)

If a is small, then u.,Oa and V.,iJ

If a is now varied sinusoidally such that:

a = am sin(wt).

a time dependant shear, du/dt, is generated:

dFp du
dt • pAY dt

Substituting Equation 33 into Equation 32:

-2Fp • pAU Clm sinCwt)

• •• " (33)

· . . .. (34)

(35)

Due to the differential transfer function of the

electronic system:

e ~o

• SpAV~~

..... (36)

..... (37)

• • • •. (38 )

Using Equation 37:

s. eopp x _1_
2PAV2

Clm W

with e o p p denoting peak to peak

• • ... (39)

output voltage.

8.412 Band-limiting of Shear Simulation Data

Preliminary trials using the calibration rig showed

that the sinusoidal shear measured by the airfoil had a

poor SNR , resulting from background noise. Because

the maximum excitation frequency of the calibration rig

is 10 cycles per second, it was decided to design a

range of
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Fp - pAVu ••••• (32) 

If CI is small, then u"Occ and V"'U 

If a is now varied sinusoidally such that: 

a = ccm sin(wt]. 

a time dependant shear, du/dt, is generated: 

dFp du 
dt - pAY dt 

Substituting Equation 33 into Equation 32: 

Fp - PAU
2
am sin(wt) 

• •• " (33) 

· . . .. (34) 

(35) 

Due to the differential transfer function of the 

electronic system: 

USing Equation 37: 

e ~ o 

-2 eo = S[pAU amI w cos(wt) 

- SpAV~~ 

xL 
w 

• • • •• (36 ) 

· . . .. (37 ) 

• • . •. (38 ) 

• • . .• ( 39) 

with e opp denoting peak to peak output voltage. 

8.412 Band-limiting of Shear Simulation Data 

Preliminary trials using the calibration rig showed 

that the sinusoidal shear measured by the airfoil had a 

poor SNR , resulting from background noise. Because 

the maximum excitation frequency of the calibration rig 

is 10 cycles per second, it was decided to design a 

range of 
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The probe was excited

flowing at 0.72 ms-' at

excursion of the nozzle

-/~-

Finite Impulse Response (FIR) low pass filters

(software driven) with cut-off frequencies between 5 Hz

and 50 Hz to reduce the variance of the calibration

curve. The filters designed are 21 point FIR low pass

filters, the design of which is discussed fully by

N.B.Jones (1982). The input and output signals of 1

second of data into and out of a 10 Hz low pass filter

are given for 2 probe excitation frequencies in

Appendix 18. The data presented demonstrates the

decrease in SNR as excitation frequency is decreased.

(Note: the Y-axis scaling in these plots is arbitrary,

as the calibration coefficient has not yet been

determined).

8.413 Determining the Calibration Coefficient

Using Equation 39, the calibration coefficient (S) may

be determined by plotting the system output (eo p p ) at

various excitation frequencies (w), for constant

values of am and V.

at 6 frequencies with water

the nozzle orifice. The angular

was limited to a = 3°. Them
resultant shear data was filtered by a low pass filter

with f 3 d B = 25 Hz. The system output was determined by

calculating the RMS output over a 12 second period.

The results of the calibration process are

FIG. 8.8, from which it will be seen

excitation frequencies below 3.4 Hz, the

noise level dominates.

shown in

that for

background

The calibration coefficient has been calculated by

discarding Point A (in FIG.8.8), the system output for

excitation at 2.4 Hz, and calculating the slope of the

curve passing through the 5 remaining points using a

linear regression. The resultant best-fit line is shown

in FIG. 8.9.
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Finite Impulse Response (FIR) low pass filters 

(software driven) with cut-off frequencies between 5 Hz 

and 50 Hz to reduce the variance of the calibration 

curve. The filters designed are 21 point FIR low pass 

filters, the design of which is discussed fully by 

N.B.Jones (1982). The input and output signals of 1 

second of data into and out of a 10 Hz low pass filter 

are given for 2 

Appendix 18. The 

probe excitation frequencies in 

data presented demonstrates the 

decrease in SNR as excitation frequency is decreased. 

(Note: the Y-axis scaling in these plots is arbitrary, 

as the calibration coefficient has not yet been 

determined) . 

8.413 Determining the Calibration Coefficient 

Using Equation 39, the calibration coefficient (S) may 

be determined by plotting the system output (eopp ) at 

various excitation frequencies (w), for constant 

values of am and V. 

The probe was excited at 6 frequencies with 

flowing at 0.72 ms-' at the nozzle orifice. The 

excursion of the nozzle was limited 

resultant shear data was filtered by a 

to ex = m 

low pass 

water 

angular 

3°. The 

filter 

with f3dB = 25 Hz. The system output was determined by 

calculating the RMS output over a 12 second period. 

The results of the calibration process are shown in 

FIG. 8.8, from which it will be seen that for 

excitation frequencies below 3.4 Hz, the background 

noise level dominates. 

The calibration coefficient has been calculated by 

discarding Point A (in FIG.8.8), the system output for 

excitation at 2.4 Hz, and calculating the slope of the 

curve passing through the 5 remaining points using a 

linear regression. The resultant best-fit line is shown 

in FIG. 8.9. 
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CALCULATION OF CALIBRATION COEFFICIENT
BACKGROUND NOISE LEVEL

See Footnote.
60,-------------------------,

50 f---------- ---- ---.---.--.--..---_.--- -.- -----------7.L----

.>40 f----.- - -. -- '.. -.-..---- .. "._" - - -.- .. -cr'.- --..---- -.. -._. -- ..-

.>
.//

30 f------------ --- --------- .-..- . -- -"". --.-. -...... .--- - - ..--_.. - ..-..-..------

A ~---
2 0 ~::: __. _::-::-._. -:-:::-_~- ::.:: :-_ ::-:-: __- _.::-:-.-::-:-::::-_-:- :-:: :-:-_::-:::-.-:-:

Noise Level
10 f-----.-------------.._- ...-.----.-- ----- -- --------------------

,
10

DEPENDANT VARIABLE:

,
20 30 40 50

FREQUENCY lrsu/secl
60 70

FIG. 8.8 Calibration Curve Showing Noise Level.

From FIG. 8.9, the calibration coefficient is

determined by the

p and A are 1000 kg

slope of the curve. The constants

m- 3 and 5.03 x 10- 5 m2 respectively

The resultant slope, S =

correlation coefficient of

0.80 Vs2kg-'m-', has

0.996. The curve, with

a
4

degrees of freedom, has a confidence limit of over

99.9%
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CALCULATION OF CALIBRATION COEFFICIENT
SLOPE DETERMINATION

See Footnote
60 ;...-_.:-..:.--=-~------,--------------~

/
50 f...---.---.._------------ - ..r>":
401---·..-------·--· ..-. --..- -.--..-. -- - - ..-~ ----- ..-----....- .....--

/~
30 1------.----.--_. -. -- ....--- -- -. ~-,. - ---...--....---.----..--.-.---.--

.s-:
20~~·--··--·--·---··---·~ --.- ..... -- --.--.-- .... -.- '--'.-'':V-' ------.~-----.~-----.~---~-----

o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70
FREQUENCY lr ad/seol

DEPENDANT VARIABLE:

FIG. 8.9 Calibration Curve Deduced by Linear Regression.

8.414 Potential Errors and Uncertainty in the

Calibration Procedure

Spe~tra resulting from the calibration process

described in Chapter 8.413 displayed a pronounced

sequence of odd harmonics. The spectra for calibration

at 2.4 Hz and 9.8 Hz are shown in Appendix 19. These

harmonics may be explained by the vibrational

characteristics of the calibration rig. The transverse

driving sinusoidal shear is biased by an additive
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transverse vector caused by the vibration of the rig

being transmitted through the water. However, [ref.

Appendix 19, Spectrum B)] the power in the 3r 4 harmonic

is 13.2 dB down on the fundamental, causing an error of

less than 5%.

These harmonics may be reduced by increasing the

angle, am , noting that a must remain small for the

probe transfer function (Equation 27) and the theory

supporting the calibration procedure (Chapter 8.411) to

remain valid. By increasing am from 3° (as used during

calibration) to 7°, the ratio of the fundamental to 3r 4

harmonic is increased to approximately 26.5 dB, an

error of less than 0.3%, as shown in the relevant

spectrum in Appendix 19 (Spectrum C).

8.42 Determination of a Coefficient of Thermal Sensitivity

8.421 Static Response of the Probe

The semiconductor strain gauges used have a specified

coefficient of thermal sensitivity of - 0.17 % °C- 1 .

Due to changes in the density and elasticity properties

of the beam/airfoil combination resulting from

temperature changes, empirical verification of this

coefficient was required.

The probe was calibrated at 3 temperatures within a

range expected in the field. The other parameters of

mean flow velocity and frequency were kept constant.

The resultant RMS response at each temperature is

presented as a velocity shear in FIG. 8.10 which

depicts the best-fit straight line for the 3 points.

The slope of

sensitivity is

which the probe

the curve is 2.96 % °C-1 (100%

assumed at 14.0 °c, the temperature at

was originally calibrated).
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transverse vector caused by the vibration of the rig 

being transmitted through the water. However, [ref. 

Appendix 19, Spectrum B)] the power in the 3rd harmonic 

is 13.2 dB down on the fundamental, causing an error of 

less than 5%. 

These harmonics may be reduced by increasing the 

angle, am , noting that a must remain small for the 

probe transfer function (Equation 27) and the theory 

supporting the calibration procedure (Chapter 8.411) to 

remain valid. By increasing Om from 3° (as used during 

calibration) to 7°, the ratio of the fundamental to 3r~ 

harmonic is increased to approximately 26.5 dB, an 

error of less than 0.3%, as shown in the relevant 

spectrum in Appendix 19 (Spectrum C). 

8.42 Determination of a Coefficient of Thermal Sensitivity 

8.421 Static Response of the Probe 

The semiconductor strain gauges used have a specified 

coefficient of thermal sensitivity of - 0.17 % °c-' . 
Due to changes in the density and elasticity properties 

of the beam/airfoil combination resulting from 

temperature changes, empirical verification of this 

coefficient was required. 

The probe was calibrated at 3 temperatures within a 

range expected in the field. The other parameters of 

mean flow velocity and frequency were kept constant. 

The resultant RMS response at each temperature is 

presented as a velocity shear in FIG. 8.10 which 

depicts the best-fit straight line for the 3 points. 

The slope of the curve is 2.96 % °C-' (100% 

sensitivity is assumed at 14.0 DC, the temperature at 

which the probe was originally calibrated). 
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The correlation coefficient is - 0.99999

there is only a single degree of

confidence limit is over 99.9 %.

and, although

freedom, the

STATIC THERMAL SENSITIVITY

RMS RESPONSE [sec-q
0.3.----------------------------,

0.25 --- -~----------."--.-------. _. " .- ..- --------------..-- .---~-"-

0.2

0.15

0.1 -_ ..__._---_.__._..._----,,-_..- .....- - .._..... --._------_.._----

0.05 r--------------··--------------------·----~-·-·--

0L-...L--L-L--'_.L.-...L--L-L--l_.L.-..l--L-L--l'--.L.-..l--L-..L--l---l

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
TEMPERATURE [OCl

PROBE RESPONSE OVER 60 SECOND PERIOD

FIG. 8.10 Determination of Thermal Sensitivity.

8.422 Dynamic Response of the Probe

During the static tests described in Chapter 8.421, the

probe was given time to reach thermal stability before

the velocity shear at each temperature was measured.

The resultant coefficient is inappropriate for field

conditions where the probe is confronted with a

continuous gradient, the steady state conditions in

Chapter 8.421 never, being achieved.
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To simulate field conditions, the water temperature at the

inlet of the calibration system was increased gradually

from 14.0 °c to 23 DC over a period of 120 seconds. (Note:

it was too difficult to replicate the negative temperature

gradient which prevails in practice in the field). The

curves of temperature vs time, and the resultant response

vs time are given in Appendix 20. The probe response at

various temperatures, neglecting thermal lag, has been

plotted for various temperatures in FIG. 8.11.

DYNAMIC THERMAL SENSITIVITY
SIMULATED THERMOCLINE

NORMALIZED RESPONSE
1,.:..--=-.:=--...:..----------------,

0.8~----.._- -- --.------...-.-.-.-.-.-..

0.6 1----.--.- -. --"' - - .-. -.. . .

0.41-------- --..._._------- ---. -- _._----'"------

0.2 --- ...-_.._---. _.... --- . __ ._._. - .._.

, ,

2218
TEMPERATURE [oCl

14
of---'-__l_...L--+___l_~_'__t__-'---l-..L.---+----l--'--.......J

10

• Series 1

PROBE RESPONSE VS TEMPERATURE

FIG. 8.11 Dynamic Thermal Response.

Using a linear regression, the probe response may be

correlated against temperature. The correlation

coefficient is .. 0.96 and the confidence limit is

99.9 % for the 10 degrees of freedom used.
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of dynamic thermal

slope of FIG. 8.11 is

to the static value of

Chapter 8.421. The dynamic

appropriate for evaluating

derived from simulated field

morethe

having been

is

field results,

conditions.

coefficient

The resultant coefficient

sensitivity given by the

1.36 % °C-', compared

- 2.96 % °C-' derived in

8.423 Thermal Impulse Response of the Probe

A step change in the temperature of the probe (eg:

through deploying a warm instrument in cold water

without allowing time for a steady state to be reached)

may upset the thermal stability of the system if it is

not well lagged. To evaluate the thermal stability of

the system, an "impulse" of hot water (40 °C+) was

introduced to the nozzle of the calibration rig without

disturbing the flow velocity, after the probe had been

given time to reach a steady state condition at 14°C.

The time response of the system was monitored. Graphs of

both temperature and probe response as functions of time

are given in Appendix 22.

The resultant response of the system depicts a low

frequency oscillation in the probe sensitivity with a

period of approximately 15 seconds. The temperature

step of) 30°C is far more severe than would be

encountered in the field, but the curve shows that the

thermal response is well damped. Any spurious shears

arising from oscillations in the sensitivity have a

frequency well below the 1 Hz cut-off frequency of the

bridge/preamplifier decoupling filter discussed in

Chapter 6.22.
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The resultant coefficient of dynamic thermal 
sensitivity given by the slope of FIG. 8.11 is 

1.36 % °C-', compared to the static value of 

- 2.96 % °C-1 derived in Chapter 8.421. The dynamic 

coefficient is the more appropriate for evaluating 

field results, having been derived from simulated field 

conditions. 

8.423 Thermal Impulse Response of the Probe 

A step change in 

through deploying 

the temperature of the probe (eg: 

a warm instrument in cold water 

without allowing time for a steady state to be reached) 

may upset the thermal stability of the system if it is 

not well lagged. To evaluate the thermal stability of 

the system, an "impulse" of hot water (40 °C+) was 

introduced to the nozzle of the calibration rig without 

disturbing the flow velocity, after the probe had been 

given time to reach a steady state condition at 14°C. 

The time response of the system was monitored. Graphs of 

both temperature and probe response as functions of time 

are given in Appendix 22. 

The resultant response of the system depicts a low 

frequency oscillation in the probe sensitivity with a 

period of approximately 15 seconds. The temperature 

step of) 30 °C is far more severe than would be 

encountered in the field, but the curve shows that the 

thermal response is well damped. Any spurious shears 

arising from oscillations in the sensitivity have a 

frequency well below the 1 Hz cut-off frequency of the 

bridge/preamplifier decoupling filter discussed in 

Chapter 6.22. 
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8.43 Effect of Probe Anqle of Attack on Calibration

Coefficient

the calibration coefficient (Chapter

assumption that the probe has a small

the mean flow. The effect of the angle

probe's sensitivity was determined

as per Chapter 8.413, except that the water velocity (V)

and the excitation frequency ( w) were set at constant

values, and the probe response (eo p p ) was monitored for

different angles of attack (am).

Due to the mechanical design of the calibration rig, the

maximum angular excursion of the nozzle was limited from

+7° to _7°. The uncertainty in the measurement of the

nozzle angle was 1/2°, arising from mechanical slack in the

system. Thus, the probe response was monitored for only

three angular settings of the nozzle. The resultant

calibration curve is shown in Appendix 21.

Due to the lack of data points, this procedure did not

constitute a rigorous calibration, but the resultant slope

of 0.76 Vs 2kg-2m- 1 compares favourably with the value of

of 0.8 calculated in Chapter 8.413. However, the curve,

with it's correlation coefficient of r = 0.9997, is linear

for angles of attack of up to 7°.

Thus, as long as the righting moment of the vehicle

prevents angular excursions greater than about 7°, the

viscosity effects discussed in Chapter 8.2 (Equation 28)

may be neglected.

8.44 Effects of Hydrostatic Pressure on Probe Sensitivity

Kyowa have not published any data on the effect of pressure

on the sensitivity of their semiconductor strain gauges,

according to their local distributor, Peter Jones
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8.43 Effect of Probe Anqle of Attack on Calibration 

Coefficient 

The derivation of the calibration coefficient (Chapter 

8.411) required the assumption that the probe has a small 

angle of attack into the mean flow. The effect of the angle 

of attack on the probe's sensitivity was determined 

as per Chapter 8.413, except that the water velocity (V) 

and the excitation frequency ( w) were set at constant 

values, and the probe response (eopp ) was monitored for 

different angles of attack (am). 

Due to the mechanical design of the calibration rig, the 

maximum angular excursion of the nozzle was limited from 

+7° to _7°. The uncertainty in the measurement of the 

nozzle angle was 1/2°, arising from mechanical slack in the 

system. Thus, the probe response was monitored for only 

three angular settings of the nozzle. The resultant 

calibration curve is shown in Appendix 21. 

Due to the lack of data points, this procedure did not 

constitute a rigorous calibration, but the resultant slope 

of 0.76 Vs 2 kg- 2 m- 1 compares favourably with the value of 

of 0.8 calculated in Chapter 8.413. However, the curve, 

with it's correlation coefficient of r = 0.9997, is linear 

for angles of attack of up to 7°. 

Thus, as long as the righting moment of the vehicle 

prevents angular 

. viscosity effects 

may be neglected. 

excursions greater than 

discussed in Chapter 8.2 

about 7°, the 

(Equation 28) 

8.44 Effects of Hydrostatic Pressure on Probe Sensitivity 

Kyowa have not published any data on the effect of pressure 

on the sensitivity of their semiconductor strain gauges, 

according to their local distributor, Peter Jones 
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Electronics. It is likely that any sensitivity changes will

be as a result of temperature change due to pressure

gradient. The probe is to be subjected to a gentle

pressure gradient only (a 10 bar change over 100 seconds),

and pressure induced temperature changes may thus be

neglected.

8.45 Evaluation of Electronic Noise

The electronic noise generated by the processing

electronics presents itself as an apparent shear at the

output of the turbulence channel. This noise may be

measured by monitoring the system response in a

vibration-free laboratory environment, with no water

flowing over the probe.

The noise was measured for three available sensitivity

settings of the turbulence probe (x1, x4.7 and x10) and

band limited to 100 Hz. The results are tabulated in

FIG.8.12 in terms of both an RMS voltage and an apparent

time-varying RMS shear (du/dt), using Equation 38 with a

probe velocity V = 1 ms-'.

Sensitivity RMS Noise lrnv] du/dt [ms·Zj

x 1 9.0 0.2
x 4.7 18,6 0.096
x 10 25.7 0.062

FIG. 8.12 Electronic Noise Levels at Different

Sensitivity Settings.

The noise is white, with a spectrum that is flat over the

band 1 - 100 Hz. The power spectrum shown in FIG. 8.13 has

been derived by monitoring 30 seconds of the system output,

using the x10 sensitivity setting.
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FIG. 8.13 Spectrum of Electronic Noise.

8.5 TRANSFORMATION OF CALIBRATION THEORY

TO SPATIAL DOMAIN

of turbulence differs from turbulence

in the simulated

in the field.

of velocity [u(t)]

variable lutz/V)]

Laboratory simulation

encountered in the

component

a spatial

field in that the time-varying

case becomes

Consequently:
du ~ vdu
dt dz .•.. , (40 )

Furthermore, the time-dependant frequency (w) may be

related to the wavenumber (k), using the relationship:

w - k,V

as described by P.Bradwhaw (1971).

• .. •• (41)
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Equation 37 of Chapter 8.411 may be described in terms of

spatial variables and becomes:

... " 142 )

. . . .. (43)

In practical

probe/vehicle

denoted as Iz)

terms, IV) is the terminal velocity

system as it penetrates the water

previously.

of the

column,
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Equation 37 of Chapter 8.411 may be described in terms of 

spatial variables and becomes: 

... " ( 42 I 

. . . .. (43) 

In practical terms, (VI is the terminal velocity of the 

probe/vehicle system as it penetrates the water column, 

denoted as (z) previously. 
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CHAPTER 9

DESCRIPTION OF TROUT SYSTEM

9.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter is aimed at introducing the reader to the

TROUT (Transducer for Research on Oceanographic Underwater

Turbu1ence) system which was deve10ped to measure

turbu1ence and process data generated from dep10yments in

the fie1d. Each component and it's interface with the

system is discussed briefly. An overview of the system is

presented as a b10ck diagram in FIG. 9.1.

j~ PAOGAA~

V Readall
i PAOGAA~

~ Datasort

POWER SPECTRUM II""'" I

SHEAR TRACE ~

multI
plexed

FILES

DATA

FILES

t PAOGRA~

TROUT

FIG. 9.1 Block Diagram of TROUT System.
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9.2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE MECHANICAL SYSTEM

9.21 Description of the Vehicle

A longitudinal section through the vehicle is shown in

Appendix 24. It is constructed from a tubular PVC casing

having an inside diameter sufficient to accomodate the data

logger which is shown in Appendix 17. The vehicle has a

turned aluminium nosepiece at the front and a tightly

fitted nylon collar at the rear. Four perspex fins are

slotted into the nylon collar to improve the vehicle's

stability. The vehicle's rear end is closed with a cover

which is sealed with a single O-Ring, and secured with 8

screws fitting into the nylon collar.

,The vehicle is suspended from the surface vessel by a

slightly positively bouyant plastic cable having a safe

operating load specification of over 80 kg. Success is

critically dependant on the free-falling vehicle having a

stable descent. Any vibration of the vehicle will be

interpreted by the sensor a velocity shear, contaminating

the results. This stability is achieved by designing the

vehicle with a high aspect ratio and a strong righting

moment (achievable by mounting ballasting weights as close

to the vehicle's nose as possible. For the vehicle to fall

at 1 ms-', the ballasting weight should be about 2-3 kg, as

determined in the calculations in Appendix 25.

9.22 The Probe/Vehicle Interface

The system requires a probe that can be replaced in the

field if it is damaged or if it fails. A screw-in probe is

unacceptable due to the resultant twisting/breakage of the

connecting leads to the preamplifier. The current design

allows for a slide-in fitting, with a cap which screws over

the probe, sealing onto O-Rings (shown in Appendix 26).
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stability. The vehicle's rear end is closed with a cover 
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screws fitting into the nylon collar. 
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operating load specification of over 80 kg. Success is 

critically dependant on the free-falling vehicle having a 

stable descent. Any vibration of the vehicle will be 
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the results. This stability is achieved by designing the 

vehicle with a high aspect ratio and a strong righting 

moment (achievable by mounting ballasting weights as close 

to the vehicle's nose as possible. For the vehicle to fall 

at 1 ms-', the ballasting weight should be about 2-3 kg, as 

determined in the calculations in Appendix 25. 

9.22 The Probe/Vehicle Interface 

The system requires a probe that can be replaced in the 

field if it is damaged or if it fails. A screw-in probe is 

unacceptable due to the resultant twisting/breakage of the 

connecting leads to the preamplifier. The current design 

allows for a slide-in fitting, with a cap which screws over 

the probe, sealing onto O-Rings (shown in Appendix 26). 
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the preamplifier via a DIN plug

preamplifier is situated in the

the wiring channel to the probe.

9.3 SENSITIVITY SETTINGS OF TURBULENCE CHANNEL

Calibration Full Scale
SWitch Sensitivity Coefficient Shear Is"] •

1 x 1 0.80 18
2 x 4.7 3.76 3.9
3 x 10 8.0 1.8
4 Unused - -

* A vehicle terminal velocity of 1 ms-' is assumed.

FIG. 9.2 Table of Probe Sensitivity Settings.

The sensitivity of the turbulence channel may be changed by

the DIP switch on the output stage of the turbulence

channel (shown in Appendix 7). The full scale shear for

each sensitivity setting is given in FIG. 9.2 which also

shows the modified calibration coefficient.

9.4 DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESSURE CHANNEL

9.41 Description of the Pressure Sensor

The pressure sensor is. a Sensotek Model MA miniature

pressure transducer with temperature compensation (Appendix

12). The transducer is rated at 300 psi (200m of water),

and produces a full scale output of 30.108 mV for a 10v

supply.
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The calibration record is listed in Appendix 13.

9.42 Description of the Amplifier

The bridge is driven by a similar power source to the

strain gauge bridge of the turbulence channel. The circuit

diagram is shown in Appendix 14. The pre-amplifier is an

instrumentation amplifier utilizing an OP220 input stage

(Input stages are matched, therefore thermal drift is low).

The output stage is a micropower OP20 (Appendix 15).

The output voltage is matched to the AID convertor of the

data logger via a calibration stage which allows for

calibration and DC shift (Appendix 15).

9.43 Calibration of the Pressure Transducer

As described in Chapter 9.41 the pressure transducer is

rated for 300 psi (200 m of seawater) and 10 V excitation.

To simplify the design of the voltage supply for the

pressure transducer, it was decided to use the available 6

V battery supply, regulated at 5 V as opposed to using a

DC-DC convertor to generate a 10 V power supply from the 6

V battery. This has the disadvantage of halving the full

scale output voltage of the sensor. Furthermore, it was

envisaged that the TROUT system would not be deployed to a

depth greater than 50 m of water (75 psi), and the

amplifier output was modified accordingly. Thus, the

amplifier required a gain of 400 to match the resultant

3.76 mV full scale output of the transducer to the 1.5 V

full scale input of the AID convertor.

The pressure transducer was calibrated by simulating a

system deployment to a depth of exactly 15 m of water in a

decompression chamber. The resultant depth vs time trace is

shown in Appendix 27, using a calibration coefficient of 48

dBar (equivalent to a full scale depth of 48 m of water).
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The calibration record is listed in Appendix 13. 

9.42 Description of the Amplifier 

The bridge is driven by a similar power source to the 

strain gauge bridge of the turbulence channel. The circuit 

diagram is shown in Appendix 14. The pre-amplifier is an 

instrumentation amplifier utilizing an OP220 input stage 

(Input stages are matched, therefore thermal drift is low). 

The output stage is a micropower OP20 (Appendix 15). 

The output voltage is matched to the AID convertor of the 

data logger via a calibration stage which allows for 

calibration and DC shift (Appendix 15). 

9.43 

As described in Chapter 9.41 the pressure transducer is 

rated for 300 psi (200 m of seawater) and 10 V excitation. 

To simplify the design of the voltage supply for the 

pressure transducer, it was decided to use the available 6 

V battery supply, regulated at 5 V as opposed to using a 

DC-DC convertor to generate a 10 V power supply from the 6 

V battery. This has the disadvantage of halving the full 

scale output voltage of the sensor. Furthermore, it was 

envisaged that the TROUT system would not be deployed to a 

depth greater than 50 m of water (75 psi), and the 

amplifier output was modified accordingly. Thus, the 

amplifier required a gain of 400 to match the resultant 

3.76 mV full scale output of the transducer to the 1.5 V 

full scale input of the AID convertor. 

The pressure transducer was calibrated by simulating a 

system deployment to a depth of exactly 15 m of water in a 

decompression chamber. The resultant depth vs time trace is 

shown in Appendix 27, using a calibration coefficient of 48 

dBar (equivalent to a full scale depth of 48 m of water). 
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9.5 THE DATA LOGGING SYSTEM

9.51 Power-Up of the Data Logger

The initialization procedure required to reset the data

logger and prepare it for field use prior to sealing it in

the vehicle is described in the data logger instruction

manual included as Appendix 28.

As described in Chapter 6.5, the data logger is powered by

a 6 volt lead-acid battery. ITo conserve power, the

processor lies in a "wait-state" until pulsed by a signal

via a magnetic reed switch fitted into the vehicle cover.

9.52 Triggering of the Turbulence Channel

Once the data logger is activated, it switches on the

electronics of the turbulence channel, which are activated

by a relay controlled by the processor. Thus, before

deployment, the electronics are allowed to reach thermal

stability. The data logger begins to monitor the pressure

channel; once a pre-determined pressure is reached (5 m),

the data logger begins recording data from the three

channels.

9.53 Sampling Procedure

The three channels, temperature (inactive), pressure and

turbulence are sampled, multiplexed and stored in RAM, as

described in Chapter 5.45.

Sampling continues for 120 seconds, after which the data

logger returns to it's wait-state until re-triggered by the

reed. The RAM has the capacity to store results from eight

successive deployments of the probe before it requires

milking. Each file is headed by the date and time of

deployment; the resultant file after each 120 seconds

deployment is 60 480 bytes.
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9.5 THE DATA LOGGING SYSTEM 

9.51 Power-Up of the Data Logger 

The initialization procedure required to reset the data 

logger and prepare it for field use prior to sealing it in 

the vehicle is described in the data logger instruction 

manual included as Appendix 28. 

As described in Chapter 6.5, the data logger is powered by 

a 6 volt lead-acid battery. ITo conserve power, the 

processor lies in a "wait-state" until pulsed by a signal 

via a magnetic reed switch fitted into the vehicle cover. 

9.52 Triggering of the Turbulence Channel 

Once the data logger is activated, it switches on the 

electronics of the turbulence channel, which are activated 

by a relay controlled by the processor. Thus, before 

deployment, the electronics are allowed to reach thermal 

stability. The data logger begins to monitor the pressure 

channel; once a pre-determined pressure is reached (5 m), 

the data logger begins recording data from the three 

channels. 

9.53 Sampling Procedure 

The three channels, temperature (inactive), pressure and 

turbulence are sampled, multiplexed and stored in RAM, as 

described in Chapter 5.45. 

Sampling continues for 120 seconds, after which the data 

logger returns to it's wait-state until re-triggered by the 

reed. The RAM has the capacity to store results from eight 

successive deployments of the probe before it requires 

milking. Each file is headed by the date and time of 

deployment; the resultant file after each 120 seconds 

deployment is 60 480 bytes. 
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9.54 PC/Data Logger Interface

The data logger may be milked by interfacing it with a

personal computer via an optical connection fitted into the

cover of the vehicle. Thus, the data logger may be milked

without opening the vehicle casing. The optical signal

(1200 baud) is converted to a serial stream which is

retrieved via the RS232 port of the PC. Milking is

controlled by a program READALL developed by the CSIR at

Stellenbosch; this stores the data as a hex file.

9.6 SOFTWARE PROCESSING

9.61 MEHOD Downloading Program READALL

INPUT DATA: Data stored in RAM of data logger.

OUTPUT DATA: Multiplexed hexadecimal files.

DESCRIPTION:

The multiplexed files generated by READALL (one file for

each probe deployment) have a format described in Appendix

29.

9.62 Data File Creation Program DATASORT

INPUT DATA:

OUTPUT DATA:

Multiplexed files generated by READALL.

.- HEAD1 - HEADx

- TURE1 - TUREx

- PRES1 - PRESx

- TEMP1 - TEMPx

x Refers to the deployment number.

DESCRIPTION:

The files labelYed HEAD contain the date and time of probe

deployments. The files TORE, PRES and TEMP are the data

files from the turbulence, pressure and temperature

channels, respectively.

DATASORT was developed using Turbo Pascal V3.0 and is

listed in Appendix 30.
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9.54 PC/Data Logger Interface 

The data logger may be milked by interfacing it with a 

personal computer via an optical connection fitted into the 

cover of the vehicle. Thus, the data logger may be milked 

without opening the vehicle casing. The optical signal 

(1200 baud) is converted to a serial stream which is 

retrieved via the RS232 port 

controlled by a program READALL 

of the PC. 

developed by 

Milking is 

the CSIR at 

Stellenbosch; this stores the data as a hex file. 

9.6 SOFTWARE PROCESSING 

9.61 MEMOD Downloading Program READALL 

INPUT DATA: Data stored in RAM of data logger. 

OUTPUT DATA: Multiplexed hexadecimal files. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The multiplexed files generated by READALL (one file for 

each probe deployment) have a format described in Appendix 

29. 

9.62 

INPUT DATA: Multiplexed files generated by READALL. 

OUTPUT DATA:- HEAD1 - HEADx 

- TURE1 - TUREx 

- PRES1 - PRESx 

- TEMP1 - TEMPx 

x Refers to the deployment number. 

DESCRIPTION: 

The files labelYed HEAD contain the date and time of probe 

deployments. The files TURR, PRES and TEMP are the data 

files from the turbulence, pressure and temperature 

channels, respectively. 

DATASORT was developed using Turbo Pascal V3.0 and is 

listed in Appendix 30. 
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9.63 Data Processing Program TROUT

any

time.

over

time information."

depth vs

vehic1e

date and

graph of

speed of

intervaL

fa1l

time

Average

specified

Pressure derived

INPUT DATA: - A11 fi1es generated by DATASORT.

Fu11 scale output of pressure transducer

(ca1ibrated at 48 dEar for this project).

OUTPUT DATA:- Display of date and time of a11 current

dep1oyments.

- Header file with

DESCRIPTION:

This program (developed in Turbo Pasca1) is menu-driven and

requires minimal user input. Re1evant data from the header

fi1e is listed on a1l graphic disp1ays (depth

characteristics, shear traces and power spectra) for

identification purposes. The program is listed in Appendix

31. A11 the include fi1es mentioned in the program listing

are from the Graphic Too1box and Numerica1 Methods Toolbox

of Turbo PascaL

9.64 Shear Data Presentation (Time Domain) Program TRACE

INPUT DATA:

OUTPUT DATA:

TURB1 - TURBx (Turbulence data fi1es).

Header fi1e generated by Program TROUT.

Ca1ibration Coefficient of probe.

(0.8 x Sensitivity Setting).

Vehic1e fa11 speed.

Disp1ay shear trace in 1 second segments

(for ca1ibration purposes).

Disp1ay shear trace in 10 second segments

(for presentation of fie1d resu1ts).

DESCRIPTION:

The program must be preceded

the header file. A range of

pass fi1ters (5 Hz, 10 Hz, 25

before disp1aying the data.

by Program TROUT to generate

Finite Impu1se Response 10w

Hz and 50 Hz) may be se1ected
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9.63 Data Processing Program TROUT 

INPUT DATA: - All files generated by DATASORT. 

Full scale output of pressure transducer 

(calibrated at 48 dBar for this project). 

OUTPUT DATA:- Display of date and time of all current 

deployments. 

DESCRIPTION: 

- Header file with date and time information; 

Pressure derived graph of depth vs time. 

Average fall speed of vehicle over any 

specified time interval. 

This program (developed in Turbo Pascal) is menu-driven and 

requires minimal user input. Relevant data from the header 

file is listed on all graphic displays (depth 

characteristics, shear traces and power spectra) for 

identification purposes. The program is listed in Appendix 

31. All the include files mentioned in the program listing 

are from the Graphic Toolbox and Numerical Methods Toolbox 

of Turbo Pascal. 

9.64 Shear Data Presentation (Time Domain) Program TRACE 

INPUT DATA: 

OUTPUT DATA: 

DESCRIPTION: 

TURE1 - TURBx (TUrbulence data files). 

Header file generated by Program TROUT. 

Calibration Coefficient of probe. 

(0.8 x Sensitivity Setting). 

Vehicle fall speed. 

Display shear trace in 1 second segments 

(for calibration purposes). 

Display shear trace in 10 second segments 

(for presentation of field results). 

The program must be preceded by Program TROUT to generate 

the header file. A range of Finite Impulse Response low 

pass filters (5 Hz, 10 Hz, 25 Hz and 50 Hz) may be selected 

before displaying the data. 
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These are useful during probe calibration, as described in

Chapter 8.412. These filters do not affect the original

data files, but only the arrays that are plotted. A program

listing is given in Appendix 32.

9.65 Shear Data Presentation (Power Spectrum) : Program

SPECTRUM

INPUT DATA: TURB1 - TURBx (Turbulence data files)

- Header file generated by Program TROUT

- Calibration Coefficient of probe.

- Vehicle fall speed.

OUTPUT DATA :- Power spectrum of shear trace over 0-200 Hz

DESCRIPTION:

This program (listed in Appendix 33) uses the Fourier

Transform algorithms provided in Numerical Methods Toolbox,

in conjunction with the Welch method of Power Spectral

estimation (described in Chapter 7.22). A theoretical

description of the process is given in Chapter 7. The

process is summarised briefly in FIG. 9.3.

Each segment consists of 2048 data points (corresponding to

about 4 seconds of data. Each segment may then be processed

separately using the RADIX 4 FFT algorithm. The user

selects the number of segments to be processed according to

the active deployment time of the vehicle. A number of

processing options are available, including Log/Linear

selection for vertical scale, subtraction of interference,

saving the processed spectrum as a file, replotting a

previously processed spectrum and calculating the mean

square shear over a specified band.
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These are useful during probe calibration, as described in 

Chapter 8.412. These filters do not affect the original 

data files, but only the arrays that are plotted. A program 

listing is given in Appendix 32. 

9.65 Shear Data Presentation (Power Spectrum) 

SPECTRUM 

Program 

INPUT DATA: TURB1 - TURBx (Turbulence data files) 

- Header file generated by Program TROUT 

- Calibration Coefficient of probe. 

- Vehicle fall speed. 

OUTPUT DATA :- Power spectrum of shear trace over 0-200 Hz 

DESCRIPTION: 

This program (listed in Appendix 33) uses the Fourier 

Transform algorithms provided in Numerical Methods Toolbox, 

in conjunction with the Welch method of Power Spectral 

estimation (described in Chapter 7.22). A theoretical 

description of the process is given in Chapter 7. The 

process is summarised briefly in FIG. 9.3. 

Each segment consists of 

about 4 seconds of data. 

2048 data points (corresponding to 

Each 

separately 

selects the 

using the RADIX 

segment may then be processed 

4 FFT algorithm. The user 

number of segments to be processed according to 

the active deployment time of the vehicle. A number of 

processing options are available, including Log/Linear 

selection for vertical scale, subtraction of interference, 

saving the processed spectrum as a file, replotting a 

previously processed spectrum and calculating the mean 

square shear over a specified band. 
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Process Each Segment Seperately

c::=============::;:>

SHEAR 0
TRACE 0> 0
Divide 0into

N Segments

HANNING
1024Ct

WINDOW RADIX4

=FT

'NELCH
SPECTRAL

ES~IMATE

FIG. 9.3 Power Spectral Estimation Algorithm.

9.7 SHEAR DATA INTERPRETATION

Although the analysis of the turbulent shear data generated

by the airfoil probe is beyond the scope of this project,

it is important that the data can be interpreted in an

oceanographic sense, in order to evaluate the system and

effectively compare it's performance with previous systems.

The software algorithms discussed in Chapter 9.6 allow the

user to present the data as either a time varying shear

trace (with a choice of 1 second or 10 second time axis

display), or as a power spectrum similar to that shown in

Fig. 8.13. The user may use the program to calculate the

RMS shear over a time interval (program TRACE), or to

calculate the mean square shear (du/dz)2 over any specified

frequency band (program SPECTRUM).
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The mean square shear may be used to calculate the

turbulent kinetic energy dissipation € [Wkg-'] of a

turbulent field with a kinematic viscosity v [m"'s-']. If

the turbulent field is isotopic, then N.S.Oakey (1988)

gives the dissipation as:

€ = 7.5 v ( du )2
dz • • • •• (44)

This value may

levels of TROUT

be used to compare the effective

with that of other systems.

noise
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CHAPTER 10

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF FIELD TRIALS

10.1 PRELIMINARY FIELD TRIALS

10.11 Introduction

ST. HELENA BAY

Preliminary field tests were conducted at St.Helena Bay

during July,1989. The tests were conducted from a ski-boat.

The gradual slope of the sea bed permitted a depth of only

20 metes being attained after some 45 minutes travel from

the harbour. A temperature profile revealed that typical

winter conditions prevailed. A very weak thermocline

existed (a change in temperature from 12.6 ~C to 12.4 ~C

over a depth of 12 metres). This suggests that the water

column was well mixed (due to the fresh winds which had

prevailed

deployed

metres.

over

three

the previous few days). The

times to depths of between

system was

10 and 15

10.12 Deployment Results

The vehicle had a reasonably constant fall speed of

0.8 ms-' over the depth range 0-8 m, before the drag of the

retrieval rope disturbed the fall (the boat was not

anchored and it's drift caused the the fall of the vehicle

to be interupted about 5 m sooner than anticipated).

The sensitivity of the turbulence probe was set at x4.7

(corresponding to a full scale response to a shear of

3.9 s-'). The resultant shear trace showed random noise

spikes which were removed manually from the data sequence

(these spikes could be a result of both the electronic

noise of the system and collisions of the probe with small

organisms in the water).
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PRESENTATION OF RESULTS OF FIELD TRIALS 

10.1 PRELIMINARY FIELD TRIALS ST. HELENA BAY 

10.11 Introduction 

Preliminary field tests were conducted at St.Helena Bay 

during July,1989. The tests were conducted from a ski-boat. 

The gradual slope of the sea bed permitted a depth of only 

20 metes being attained after some 45 minutes travel from 

the harbour. A temperature profile revealed that typical 

winter conditions prevailed. A very weak thermocline 

existed (a change in temperature from 12.6 ~C to 12.4 ~C 

over a depth of 12 metres). This suggests that the water 

column was well mixed (due to the fresh winds which had 

prevailed over the previous few days). The system was 

deployed three times to depths of between 10 and 15 

metres. 

10.12 Deployment Results 

The vehicle had a reasonably constant fall speed of 

0.8 ms- 1 over the depth range 0-8 m, before the drag of the 

retrieval rope disturbed the fall (the boat was not 

anchored and it's drift caused the the fall of the vehicle 

to be interupted about 5 m sooner than anticipated). 

The sensitivity of the turbulence probe was set at x4.7 

(corresponding to a full scale response to a shear of 

3.9 s-'). The resultant shear trace showed random noise 

spikes 

(these 

which were removed manually from the data sequence 

spikes could be a result of both the electronic 

noise of the system and collisions of the probe with small 

organisms in the water). 
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The spectrum resulting from the first 8 seconds of system

deployment is shown in FIG. 10.1 below.
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FIG. 10.1 Turbulence Spectrum: St.Helena Bay.

10.13 Discussion

Due to the short length of the data sequence, which is a

consequence of the shallow water in which the system was

deployed, the spectrum in FIG. 10.1 has a high variance

(the spectrum is derived from only 2x2048 pt data segments,

each windowed, transformed and averaged as described in

Chapter 9.65). The absence of a pronounced boundary layer

makes interpretation of the spectrum difficult.
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It is not possible to separate the effective noise level

of the system from possible turbulent excitation, as the

shear trace (shown in Appendix 34) is not comprised of

active and quiet regions, as is the case when a strong

thermocline exists. A good example of such a trace is given

by T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford (1979) and is shown in

FIG. 10.2.

T e m p [0 C 1

10 .5 20 25. , ,
-05 J ')5

" 0

50

E

100 .<:...
c,

"I Q

J
I
I

I
I
J 20 a

FIG. 10.2 Shear Trace in Presence of Strong Thermocline.

(T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1979.)

The above spectrum shows, however, that the system response

is flat over the frequency range 1-100 HZ, and any vehicle

vibration appears to be well damped (a spectrum with a

lower variance resulting from a longer data sequence

would give a better indication of the hydrodynamic

stability of the vehicle).
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The mean square shear for the spectrum shown in FIG. 10.1

is 2xl0-3 s-Z over the frequency range 0-25 Hz. (Applying

Equation 41 with a vehicle fall speed of 0.8 ms-' and a

band limit of 25 Hz, it can be seen that the energy of all

wavelengths down to a scale of 32 mm is being considered,

corresponding to the 3 dB cut-off in spatial resolution of

the airfoil probe as discussed in Chapter 5.11)

The dissipation associated with a mean square shear of

2xl0-3s-~ may be calculated using Equation 44. If a

kinematic viscosity of 1.3xl0-6mzs-' is assumed (N.S.Oakey,

1988), then the resultant dissipation is 2xl0-SWkg-'.

It was intended that more field tests would be conducted in

deeper water in the same area

set at a higher sensitivity, but

necessitated their cancellation.

10.2 FIELD TRIALS: HOOT BAY

10.21 Introduction

with the turbulence probe

adverse weather conditions

Following the inconclusive results obtained during the St.

Helena Bay field trials (Chapter 10.12), it was decided to

conduct further trials in an attempt to get a better

evaluation of the system. Tests were conducted from a

ski-boat in 40 m of water in Hout Bay during September,

1989. The temperature profile [shown in Appendix 35(a)]

indicated a stratified sun-warmed surface layer with a

reasonably constant thermal gradient varying from 17 ~C at

the surface, to 12 ~C at 40 m.

10.22 Deployment Results

The system was deployed to a depth of between 25 and 30 m.

The resultant pressure characteristic [Appendix 35(b)]
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The mean square shear for the spectrum shown in FIG. 10.1 

is 2x10- 3 
S-2 over the frequency range 0-25 Hz. (Applying 

Equation 41 with a vehicle fall speed of 0.8 ms-' and a 

band limit of 25 Hz, it can be seen that the energy of all 

wavelengths down to a scale of 32 rom is being considered, 

corresponding to the 3 dB cut-off in spatial resolution of 

the airfoil probe as discussed in Chapter 5.11) 

The dissipation associated with a mean square shear of 

2xl0- 3 s- a may be calculated using Equation 44. If a 

kinematic viscosity of 1.3x10- 6 m2 s-' is assumed (N.S.Oakey, 

1988), then the resultant dissipation is 2xl0-a Wkg-'. 

It was intended that more field tests would be conducted in 

deeper water in the same area with the turbulence probe 

set at a higher sensitivity, but adverse weather conditions 

necessitated their cancellation. 

10.2 FIELD TRIALS: HOOT BAY 

10.21 Introduction 

Following the inconclusive results obtained during the St. 

Helena Bay field trials (Chapter 10.12), it was decided to 

conduct further trials in an attempt to get a better 

evaluation of the system. Tests were conducted from a 

ski-boat in 40 m of water in Rout Bay during September, 

1989. The temperature profile [shown in Appendix 35(a)] 

indicated a stratified sun-warmed surface layer with a 

reasonably constant thermal gradient varying from 17 =C at 

the surface, to 12 DC at 40 m. 

10.22 Deployment Results 

The system was deployed to a depth of between 25 and 30 m. 

The resultant pressure characteristic [Appendix 35(b)] 
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shows a constant vehicle fall speed of 0.9 ms-' between 5 m

(when the data logger was activated) and 26 m, where the

fall was stopped by the retrieval rope.

The sensitivity of

(corresponding to a

the turbulence probe was

full scale response of 1.8

set at

s-').
x10

The spectrum resulting from the average of Sx4 second

segments (Sm - 25m) is shown in Appendix 35(c). A section

of the accompanying shear trace is shown in Appendix 3S(d).

The spectrum is characterised by two distinct regions. The

first is below 20 Hz (corresponding to a wavenumber k of

22 cycles/metre), where the gentle "hump" represents the

turbulent energy region. The second region, above 20 Hz, is

characterised by noise resulting from high frequency

mechanical vibration generated as the water flows over the

probe, and as the vehicle drags the retrieval rope behind

it.

10.23 Discussion

As in the case of the St.Helena Bay tests, there was no

strong thermocline (characterised by a constant thermal

gradient in the surface layer, followed by a sharp

temperature differential, as shown in FIG. 10.2).

Therefore, turbulence dissipation levels were expected to

be low.

The mean square shear for the spectrum shown in Appendix

3S(c) is 7.Sx10-4 S - 2 over the frequency range 0 - 25 Hz.

The associated turbulent dissipation, calculated in the

same way as in Chapter 10.13, is 7x10-9Wkg-'.

The noise shown in Apppendix 35(c) is at spatial

frequencies higher than those resolvable by the probe and,

therefore, does not significantly contaminate the turbulent

energy region.
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shows a constant vehicle fall speed of 0.9 ms-' between 5 m 

(when the data logger was activated) and 26 m, where the 

fall was stopped by the retrieval rope. 

The sensitivity of the turbulence probe was set at x10 

(corresponding to a full scale response of 1.8 s-'). 

The spectrum 

segments (5m -

resulting from the average of 5x4 second 

25m) is shown in Appendix 35(c). A section 

of the accompanying shear trace is shown in Appendix 35(d). 

The spectrum is characterised by two distinct regions. The 

first is below 20 Hz (corresponding to a wavenumber k of 

22 cycles/metre), where the gentle "hump" represents the 

turbulent energy region. The second region, 

characterised by noise resulting from 

above 20 Hz, is 

high frequency 

mechanical vibration generated as the water flows over the 

probe, and as the vehicle drags the retrieval rope behind 

it. 

10.23 Discussion 

As in the case of the St.Helena Bay tests, there was no 

strong thermocline (characterised by a constant thermal 

gradient in 

temperature 

the surface 

differential, 

layer, followed by 

as shown in FIG. 

a sharp 

10.2) • 

Therefore, turbulence dissipation levels were expected to 

be low. 

The mean square shear for the spectrum shown in Appendix 

35(c) is 7.5x10-4s-2 over the frequency range 0 - 25 Hz. 

The associated turbulent dissipation, calculated in the 

same way as in Chapter 10.13, is 7x10-9 Wkg-'. 

The noise shown in Apppendix 35(c) is at spatial 

frequencies higher than those resolvable by the probe and, 

therefore, does not significantly contaminate the turbulent 

energy region. 
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The dissipation 1eve1s ca1cu1ated from the Hout Bay tria1s

are 4.5 dB 10wer than those ca1cu1ated for St.He1ena Bay.

This phenomenon may be exp1ained by reca11ing that there

was no therma1 gradient in the water co1umn in St.He1ena

Bay, suggesting that high 1eve1s of background turbu1ence

(as opposed to turbu1ent strata - FIG. 10.2) were keeping

the entire water co1umn we11 mixed.
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The dissipation levels calculated from the Hout Bay trials 

are 4.5 dB lower than those calculated for St.Helena Bay. 

This phenomenon may be explained by recalling that there 

was no thermal gradient in the water column in St.Helena 

Bay, suggesting that high levels of background turbulence 

(as opposed to turbulent strata - FIG. 10.2) were keeping 

the entire water column well mixed. 
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CHAPTER 11

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

11.1 SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF SYSTEM

11.11 The High Frequency Cut-Off Scale

The ability of the system to resolve short wavelengths is

limited by the diameter of the airfoil probe, as described

in Chapter 5.11. The designed diameter of the probe

for TROUT is 8 rom, limiting it's resolution to wavelengths

above 32 rom (assuming a fall speed of 1 ms-'). This was not

verified during calibration because the generation of

wavelengths of this scale would require a calibration rig

capable of oscillating at frequencies of 1800-2400 rpm, a

mechanically difficult task to construct.

The spectrum in FIG. 10.1 shows the system frequency

response to be flat ove~ the range 1-100 Hz; the spatial

resolution of the system could be increased by

constructing a probe of lesser diameter, and using it in

conjunction with the TROUT system.

The 32 rom cut-off peak of the strain gauge probe may be

compared with that of 18.8 rom for the piezoceramic airfoil

probe (expendable) used by R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn (1985),

and 24 rom for the piezoceramic airfoil probe (tethered

vehicle) used by N.S.Oakey (1987).

11.12 The Low Frequency Cut-Off Scale

The ability of the system to measure long wavelengths is

influenced by two factors.
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CHAPTER 11 

EVALUATION OF SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

11.1 SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF SYSTEM 

11.11 The High Frequency Cut-Off Scale 

The ability of the system to resolve short wavelengths is 

limited by the diameter af the airfoil probe, as described 

in Chapter 5.11. The designed diameter of the probe 

for TROUT is 8 rom, limiting it's resolution to wavelengths 

above 32 rom (assuming a fall speed of 1 ms-'). This was not 

verified during calibration because the generation of 

wavelengths of this scale would require a calibration rig 

capable of oscillating at frequencies of 1800-2400 rpm, a 

mechanically difficult task to construct. 

The spectrum in FIG. 10.1 shows the system frequency 

response to be flat ove~ the range 1-100 Hz; the spatial 

resolution of the system could be increased by 

constructing a probe of lesser diameter, and using it in 

conjunction with the TROUT system. 

The 32 rom cut-off peak of the strain gauge probe may be 

compared with that of 18.8 rom for the piezoceramic airfoil 

probe (expendable) used by R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn (1985), 

and 24 rom for the piezoceramic airfoil probe (tethered 

vehicle) used by N.S.Oakey (1987). 

11.12 The Low Frequency Cut-Off Scale 

The ability of the system to measure long wavelengths is 

influenced by two factors. 
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Firstly, as described in Chapter 6.22, the system is unable

to resolve wavelengths longer than the vehicle. In the case

of TROUT, this corresponds to wavelengths > 1m. Secondly,

the high pass filter separating the strain gauge bridge

from the processor has a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz, also

effectively limiting the low frequency resolution to

wavelengths < 1m (assuming a vehicle fall speed of 1

ms-'). Thus, if better low frequency resolution is

desired, a longer vehicle will be required, with a bridge

circuit having a different frequency characteristic. (It

should be noted that for frequencies below 1 HZ, the

thermal sensitivity of the electronics becomes critical,

which should be considered).

The low frequency cut-off of 1m for the TROUT system is

comparable to that of the piezoceramic probe used by

N.S.Oakey (1977) and better than the 0.05m of the

expendable piezoceramic probe used by Lueck et.al. (1985).

The low frequency usefulness of piezoceramic transducers is

inherently limited to about 1 Hz due to pyroelectric

effects (T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980).

11.2 THERMAL SENSITIVITY OF THE STRAIN GAUGE PROBE

In Chapter 8.422, the thermal sensitivity of the

semiconductor strain gauge probe was determined as

-1.36% ~C-'. This value should be compared to a typical

thermal sensitivity of +1% ~C-' for a piezoceramic airfoil

probe (T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980). The only

significant difference between the two values is that there

is an increase in sensitivity as the strain gauge probe

penetrates a typical thermocline, whereas the piezoceramic

probe has a comparative decrease in sensitivity under the

same conditions.
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Firstly, as described in Chapter 6.22, the system is unable 

to resolve wavelengths longer than the vehicle. In the case 

of TROUT, this corresponds to wavelengths > 1m. Secondly, 

the high pass filter separating the strain gauge bridge 

from the processor has a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz, also 

effectively limiting the low frequency resolution to 

wavelengths < 1m (assuming a vehicle fall speed of 1 

ms-'). Thus, if better low frequency resolution is 

desired, a longer 

circuit having a 

should be noted 

vehicle will be required, with a bridge 

different frequency characteristic. (It 

that for frequencies below 1 Hz, the 

thermal sensitivity of the electronics becomes critical, 

which should be considered). 

The low frequency cut-off of 1m for the TROUT system is 

comparable to that of 

N.S.Oakey (1977) and 

the piezoceramic 

better than the 

probe used 

O.OSm of 

by 

the 

expendable piezoceramic probe used by Lueck et.al. (1985). 

The low frequency usefulness of piezoceramic transducers is 

inherently limited to about 1 Hz due to pyroelectric 

effects (T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980). 

11.2 THERMAL SENSITIVITY OF THE STRAIN GAUGE PROBE 

In Chapter 8.422, the thermal sensitivity of the 

semiconductor strain gauge probe was determined as 

-1.36% ~C-'. This value should be compared to a typical 

thermal sensitivity of +1% ~C-' for a piezoceramic airfoil 

probe (T.R.Osborn and W.R.Crawford, 1980). The only 

significant difference between the two values is that there 

is an increase in sensitivity as the strain gauge probe 

penetrates a typical thermocline, whereas the piezoceramic 

probe has a comparative decrease in sensitivity under the 

same conditions. 
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11.3 SENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS DUE TO ELECTRONIC NOISE LEVELS

The power spectrum of the electronic noise level of TROUT

is given in FIG. 8.13, from which the equivalent mean

square shear and associated dissipation may be calculated.

For an assumed vehicle fall speed of 0.8 ms-' (the actual

fall speed during the Hout Bay field trial), the noise has

an equivalent RMS shear of 0.06 s-' (bandlimited to 100 Hz)

and 0.03 s-' (bandlimited to 25 Hz). The associated

dissipation levels of 3x10-a Wkg-' and 7x10-9 Wkg-'

respectively, are determined using Equation 44.

The electronic noise levels of the piezoceramic probe used

by R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn (1981) corresponds to an RMS

shear of 10-4s-' (bandlimited to 250 Hz), with an

associated dissipation level of 10-'3 Wkg-' Unfortunately,

from the selection of papers available on piezoceramic

probes, this was the only value quoted.

11.4 SENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS DUE TO MECHANICAL NOISE LEVELS

The ultimate sensitivity of the system is determined by the

background noise generated as water flows over the

probe, the supporting vehicle and the supporting rope as it

is dragged through the water column. An accurate estimate

of the mechanical background noise level requires a water

column having separate strata of turbulent activity and

inactivity. These requirements were not met during the

field tests of TROUT due to the winter weather conditions

which prevailed. The effective noise level may, however, be

estimated from the power spectrum of the Hout Bay trials

[Appendix 35(c)].

The dissipation level

given in Chapter 10.23

over the frequency range

as 7x10-9 Wkg-'.

1-25 Hz is
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11.3 SENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS DUE TO ELECTRONIC NOISE LEVELS 

The power spectrum of the electronic noise level of TROUT 

is given in FIG. 8.13, from which the equivalent mean 

square shear and associated dissipation may be calculated. 

For an assumed vehicle fall speed of 0.8 ms-' (the actual 

fall speed during the Hout Bay field trial), the noise has 

an equivalent RMS shear of 0.06 s-, (bandlimited to 100 Hz) 

and 0.03 s-, (bandlimited to 25 Hz). The associated 

dissipation levels of 3x10-a 

respectively, are determined using Equation 44. 

The electronic noise levels of the piezoceramic probe used 

by R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn (1981) corresponds to an RMS 

shear of 10-4 s-' (bandlimited to 250 Hz), with an 

associated dissipation level of 10-'3 Wkg-' Unfortunately, 

from the selection of papers available on piezoceramic 

probes, this was the only value quoted. 

11.4 SENSITIVITY LIMITATIONS DUE TO MECHANICAL NOISE LEVELS 

The ultimate senSitivity of the system is determined by the 

background noise generated as water flows over the 

probe, the supporting vehicle and the supporting rope as it 

is dragged through the water column. An accurate estimate 

of the mechanical background noise level requires a water 

column having separate strata of turbulent activity and 

inactivity. These requirements were not met during the 

field tests of TROUT due to the winter weather conditions 

which prevailed. The effective noise level may, however, be 

estimated from the power spectrum of the Hout Bay trials 

[Appendix 35(c)]. 

The diSSipation level over the frequency range 1-25 Hz is 

given in Chapter 10.23 as 7xl0-9 Wkg-'. 
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This value is significantly lower

dissipation level for a mixed

Wkg-' (N.S.Oakey, 1988), and it may

the system was deployed in relatively

The effective noise level of approximately 10-8 Wkg-1

(Bandlimited to 100 Hz) should be compared with values of

4xl0-'0 Wkg- 1 achieved by R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn (1981),

and a value of 10-10 W/kg for EPSONDE, the instrument used

by N.S.Oakey (1988).

The resolution of the probe may be evaluated by assuming a

o dB SNR and substituting the estimated noise level of

10-8s-1 into Equation 44. The resultant resolution is an

RMS shear level of 3.2xl0-2s-'. This resolution is

comparable to the values quoted for other systems in

Chapter 2.2.

11.5 PROBE RELIABILITY

The semiconductor strain gauge probe manufactured for the

TROUT system has proved to be extremely reliable. Only one

probe has been constructed. It has survived a variety of

calibration tests and field deployments. Previous research

using piezoceramic probes, both at the University of Cape

Town (G.S.Anderson, 1986) and elsewhere (T.R.Osborn and

W.R.Crawford, 1980) has highlighted their fragility, many

probes having been broken despite their having been handled

with caution.

11.6 COST OF THE SYSTEM

The component costs incurred in the construction of the

TROUT system have been approximately :
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This value is significantly lower than the typical 
dissipation level for a mixed layer of 10-6 

Wkg-' (N.S.Oakey, 1988), and it may thus be assumed that 

the system was deployed in relatively quiet waters. 

The effective noise level of approximately 10-8 Wkg-' 

(Bandlimited to 100 Hz) should be compared with values of 

4x10-10 Wkg- 1 achieved by R.G.Lueck and T.R.Osborn (1981), 

and a value of 10-10 W/kg for EPSONDE, the instrument used 

by N.S.Oakey (1988). 

The resolution of the probe may be evaluated by assuming a 

o dB SNR and substituting the estimated noise level of 

10-8 S- 1 into Equation 44. The resultant resolution is an 

RMS shear level of 3.2xl0-2s-'. This resolution is 

comparable to the values quoted for other systems in 

Chapter 2.2. 

11 .5 Doru"" 

The semiconductor strain gauge probe manufactured for the 

TROUT system has proved to be extremely reliable. Only one 

probe has been constructed. It has survived a variety of 

calibration tests and field deployments. Previous research 

using piezoceramic probes, both at the University of Cape 

Town (G.S.Anderson, 1986) and elsewhere (T.R.Osborn and 

W.R. Crawford , 1980) has highlighted their fragility, many 

probes having been broken despite their having been handled 

with caution. 

11.6 

The component costs incurred in the construction of the 

TROUT system have been approximately : 
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4 x Semiconductor Strain Gauges

10 x Conventional Strain Gauges

Electronic Components

Vehicle Construction

Data Logging System (including Software)

Pressure Transducer

Rope and Shackles

Total

Because the system is retrievable and the

maintenance costs are minimal compared

expendable turbulence probe (R.G.Lueck

1985), the electronics of each expendable

approximately $ 130.

11.7 CONCLUSIONS

R 450

R 100

R 250

R 3 000

R 10 000

R 2 000

R 150

R 15 950

Based on the above evaluation of the system, the following

conclusions may be drawn:

a) The system has a spatial resolution comparable to

that of other airfoil probes. Although the high

frequency response is limited to wavelengths of 32

rom (versus about 20 rom), this may be improved if a

probe having a smaller diameter is constructed.

b) The probe has a thermal sensitivity of similar

magnitude but opposite sense to that of piezoceramic

probes. No significant consequence of the latter

aspect is apparant.

c) The electronic noise level of the strain gauge probe

is higher than of the piezoceramic probe (about 50

dB). This is due to the comparitively higher

amplification required for the strain gauge probe.
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4 x Semiconductor Strain Gauges 

10 x Conventional Strain Gauges 

Electronic Components 

Vehicle Construction R 

R 450 

R 100 

R 250 

3 000 

Data Logging System (including Software) 

Pressure Transducer 

R 10 

R 2 

000 

000 

Rope and Shackles 

Total 

Because the system is retrievable and the 

maintenance 

expendable 

1985), the 

costs are minimal compared 

turbulence probe (R.G.Lueck 

electronics of each expendable 

approximately $ 130. 

11.7 CONCLUSIONS 

R 150 

R 15 950 

probe is rugged, 

with those of an 

and T.R.Osborn, 

vehicle costing 

Based on the above evaluation of the system, the following 

conclusions may be drawn: 

a) The system has a spatial resolution comparable to 

that of other airfoil probes. Although the high 

frequency response is limited to wavelengths of 32 

rom (versus about 20 rom), this may be improved if a 

probe having a smaller diameter is constructed. 

b) The probe has a thermal sensitivity of similar 

magnitude but opposite sense to that of piezoceramic 

probes. No significant consequence of the latter 

aspect is apparant. 

c) The electronic noise level of the strain gauge probe 

is higher than of the piezoceramic probe (about 50 

dB). This is due to the comparitively higher 

amplification required for the strain gauge probe. 
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However, the electronic noise level does not

determine the ultimate sensitivity of the system.

The effective noise level (caused by background

mechanical noise) is 20 dB poorer for the strain

gauge probe but the noise level of the strain gauge

probe is 20 dB lower than dissipation levels

associated with a typical mixed layer.

However, in the deep ocean, dissipation levels may

be 10-'0 Wkg-', 20 dB lower than the present noise

level of the system.

Under such conditions, the strain gauge probe will

not have adequate SNR to detect the turbulence.

(Under these conditions, the piezoceramic probe will

have 0 dB SNR). Thus, the use of the TROUT system is

limited to regions where there are moderate to high

levels of marine turbulence (mixed layers with

strong thermoclines, flooding tidal channels, etc.),

having RMS shear levels of above 3.2x10-2s-'.

d) The semiconductor airfoil probe is more reliable

than the piezoceramic airfoil probe.
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However, the electronic noise level does not 

determine the ultimate sensitivity of the system. 

The effective noise level (caused by background 

mechanical noise) is 20 dB poorer for the strain 

gauge probe but the noise level of the strain gauge 

probe is 20 dB lower than dissipation levels 

associated with a typical mixed layer. 

However, in the deep ocean, dissipation levels may 

be 10-'0 Wkg-', 20 dB lower than the present noise 

level of the system. 

Under such conditions, the strain gauge probe will 

not have adequate SNR to detect the turbulence. 

(Under these conditions, the piezoceramic probe will 

have 0 dB SNR). Thus, the use of the TROUT system is 

limited to regions where there are moderate to high 

levels of marine turbulence (mixed layers with 

strong thermoclines, flooding tidal channels, etc.), 

having RMS shear levels of above 3.2x10-2 s-'. 

d) The semiconductor airfoil probe is more reliable 

than the piezoceramic airfoil probe. 
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CHAPTER 12

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following

development of

experience on

Chapter11.7 :

improvements are recommended in any further

this system, based on the author's two years

this project, and on the conclusions in

a) The probe should be redesigned with a reduced

diameter to achieve an improved spatial resolution.

The current spatial resolution of the probe is

determined by the width of the Kyowa semiconductor

strain gauges (5 mm) used for this project. Other

manufacturers (eg: Entron, UK.) produce semiconductor

strain gauges which will permit a probe diameter of

about 4 mm (compared with the current probe diameter

of 8 mm)

b) The vehicle should be redesigned to incorporate a

stainless steel rather than a PVC casing, to increase

the depth capability from 50 m currently to at least

200 m. Such redesign should also increase the length

of the vehicle from it's current 1 m which is not

consistent with that of other tethered free-fall

vehicles (eg: the vehicle used by N.S.Oakey, 1988, is

4 m long); the resultant stronger righting moment

will improve vehicle stability and reduce the

effective noise level.

c) A temperature sensor should be incorporated into the

system to facilitate deployment procedures and improve

the accuracy of correlation between the measured

variables. The data logger has a channel available for

such a sensor.
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CHAPTER 12 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The following improvements are recommended in any further 

development of this system, based on the author's two years 

experience on this project, and on the conclusions in 

Chapter11.7 : 

a) The probe should be redesigned with a reduced 

diameter to achieve an improved spatial resolution. 

The current spatial resolution of the probe is 

determined by the width of the Kyowa semiconductor 

strain gauges (5 rom) used for this project. Other 

manufacturers (eg: Entran, UK.) produce semiconductor 

strain gauges which will permit a probe diameter of 

about 4 rom (compared with the current probe diameter 

of 8 mm) 

b) The vehicle should be redesigned to incorporate a 

stainless steel rather than a PVC casing, to increase 

the depth capability from 50 m currently to at least 

200 m. Such redesign should also increase the length 

of the vehicle from it's current 1 m which is not 

consistent with that of other tethered free-fall 

vehicles (eg: the vehicle used by N.S.Oakey, 1988, is 

4 m long); the resultant stronger righting moment 

will improve vehicle stability and reduce the 

effective noise level. 

c) A temperature sensor should be incorporated into the 

system to facilitate deployment procedures and improve 

the accuracy of correlation between the measured 

variables. The data logger has a channel available for 

such a sensor. 
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This would obviate the current need for a separate

temperature probe, which complicates procedures and

does not ensure measurement of the temperature in the

immediate vicinity of the probe.

d) The program SPECTRUM should be modified to permit

comparison of the spectra for turbulent regions within

a water column with those of quiet regions. This would

require the facility to select separate spectra

representing short intervals of the trace, instead of

a single resultant time averaged power spectrum

representing a complete deployment.
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This would obviate the current need for a separate 

temperature probe, which complicates procedures and 

does not ensure measurement of the temperature in the 

immediate viCinity of the probe. 

d) The program SPECTRUM should be modified to permit 

comparison of the spectra for turbulent regions within 

a water column with those of quiet regions. This would 

require the facility to select separate spectra 

representing short intervals of the trace, instead of 

a single resultant time averaged power spectrum 

representing a complete deployment. 
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APPENDIX 1

Dow Cornlnq' 03-3321 RTV ~4y·tol:mma1
High Strength Silicone Elastomer.~rl~~~ONES & TECHNICA

• PRODUCTS

Mculdmaktnq Rubber. 29:~;~i5~~~~l~gET
PHONE: 61·2161/2

Physical form
II Dow Corning SlIlconu

Medium viscosity two part silicone elastomer

Special properties Very high tear strength. low modulus, high elongation

Applications High strength flexible moulds also.
potting and encapsulation of components,
fabrication of silicone rubber parts

These velues are not Intended for UIII: In preparing eeeeureeuee, Please contact
Dow Corning Europe prior 10writing .pecHlc."on.,

c) Cured Material
Tested according to ASTM alter 7 days at 25·C
Tensile Strength 6 MPa
Elongation at break 410 %
Tear Strength. die B. 24 kNlm
Modulus at l00~. 0.7 Mra
Herdness 22 Shore A
Uneer Shrinkage 0.5 'I,

These properties are not affected by heat aging lor 24 hours alISO ·C.

1.21
40 minutes
1 hour
24 hours

• Good heat stability
• Remains lIexible down to - 65'C
• Excellent dielectric properties

over wide temperature range.

Applications for these moulds ine
lude:

- Decorative furniture panels. grills
and carvings

- Jewellery. buttons and decorative
parts

- Works of art, statues, candles
- Prototype engineering parts and

models.

Although primarily designed lor
mouldmaking. Dow Corning" 03
3321 RTV can also be used to en
capsulate electrical or electronic
devices. where it provides excellent
environmental protection from mots
ture, dirt. corona, weathering and
corrosive atmospheres. Other appli
cations include gasketing. sealing
and the fabrication of silicone rubber
parts.

How to Use
To ensure maximum reliability and
performance. the loll owing informa
tion should be read carefully.

Preparation
The original from which the mould Is
to be made should be thoroughly
cleaned of dirt and all contaminants.
Where solvents are used for the'
cleaning, care should be taken to
ensure they are compatible with the
original and sufficient time should be
allowed for them to fully evaporate. If
required. the original and the holding
box should be coated with a release
agent. This is parttcutarty important
With porous substrates. Suitable rel
ease agents are petroleum jelly or
soap solutions.

Mixing
The base and the catalyst should be
stirred prior to use. They should then
be thoroughly mixed together in a
ratio of 20 parts base: I part
catalyst, by weight.
Hand mixing or mechanical mixing
are satisfactory but care should be
taken to avoid entrapping too much
air or splashing the catalyst.

Mixing should be completed in 2·4
minutes and should not generate
excessive heat (35'C maximum).

03-3321 Calelysl
clear
100

1

03-3321 Bas.
white

45.000
20

Applications
Dow Corning" 03·3321 RTY is pri·
marily designed for mouldmaking
applications. where its viscosity and
110w characteristics allow an excel·
lent reproduction of fine detail. The
low modulus. high tear strength. high
elongation and excellent release
characteristics permit easy de
moulding and give a long mould life.
even when deep undercuts are
present.

Because of these features it is oHen
possible to make a one part mould
where previously a two pari mould
had to be used. Mouids made from
03-3321 RTY can be used to cast a
wide variety of materials. including:
polyesters, polyurethanes. epoxies.
piaster, wax and low melting point
metal alloys.

General Properties
• High tensile strength (6MPa)
• Very high tear strength (24kNlm)
• High Elongation (400 '.)
• Working time 01 1 hour with

catalysed mixture
• Material cures at room tempera

ture within 24 hours even in thick
section
No exotherm during cure

• Cure not sensitive to inhibition
• Low shrinkage on cure (0.5 %)
• Excellent reproduction of fine

detail
• Exceptional release characteris

tics

Description
Dow Corning· 03-332 I RTV Is a two
part, medium viscosity silicone rub
ber. The base is white with a typical
viscosity of 45.000 mPa.s and the
clear catalyst has a viscosity 01 100
mPa.s. .
The base to catalyst mixing ratio is
20: 1 by weight and the catalysed
mixture cures at room temperature.
within 24 hours to a flexible silicone
elastomer.

a) Materials as supplied

Colour
Viscosity mPas
Mixing aanc by wetqnt

b) Catalysed Mixture
S.G.
Pot Life·
Working time
Cure time
• de'lned IS lime lor ""COllly 10 do"bl.

Typical Properties
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APPENDIX 2

-------------------

LM607/LM607AlLM6078 Precision Operational Amplifier
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9 nV/iH'i@ 10 Hz
1 R Mill gall1·bandwldth

o 1111 jJo$ Slew rate
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:l:13V

:l:3V to ±18V

Allows drlvtng h'gh CL

PRELIMINARY
January 1981

• High speed

• low suPply current

• WIde input common mode

• WIde supply range

• Overccrnoeosancn

Features
• Low Vas LM601A.
• Low dntt LM601A:
• DrIll 100'" tesred. A and B grades

• High ga,n l M607A'

• Hogh CMRR LMti07A:

• High PSRR LM607A:

• low r'IQlse

Typical Performance Characteristics

General Description
The LM607 eenea 01 ~r9CISlon oP~rallOl"l81 llmpl,h&rS lire
tnlfImed at wafel '!ort to q"treme1y low values 01crtset von
IIq.. ,II(lvllnced clreull deSIgn aN:! testing lachnlQues allo...
g'JJ!fl'lnt"'ed dr," spee,hc3110nSas low as 0 3 p'lJrc ...,th olf.
sets as low as 25 p.V

Othel',nout parameters are equally ImpresSIve The tyPICal
open coc voltage ga,n of 5 MI~lOn 'f'elds q,,\remely low 91'

lor ,1"1 rngh_g8,n appi-cahons CMAR and PSRR are ,xplca11y
1..0 dB
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L\1607 \0 cceeete al h'gh ,nput stage current while mi\lI1la,n.
"'9 low vetcee of mpul bas current II nA tYDI ThiS gives Ihe
part ,1$ low mput vottaqe nose 6 5 nV I.HZ_
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APPENDIX 5

~TH ORDER ELLIPTIC FILTER DESIGN

Spec1fications: Ama x : 0.5dB
Am1n : 50dB
fs/f c: 2.5
HO : 1

From the Nomograph 6.1.3. of the National Semiconductor Handbook,
1t can be seen that a fourth order f1lter lS requ1red.

Using sect10n 6. ~6;

fOA : O. 6322 x 100Hz : 62. 33Hz
fOB : 1. 0311 x 100Hz : 103. 11Hz
fZA : 2. 6893 X 100Hz : 268. 93Hz
fZ~ : 6. 2975 x 100Hz : 629. 75Hz
QA : O. 716~
QB : 3.2215

Arrange 1n ascending order of Q, i. e. stage B second.

1)Choose R1A : 20kQ (Convien1ent input 1mpedence)

2)Unity gain at D.C. requ1res R4 : R1
R4A : -HeLPA x R1A

: 20kQ

3)R2A: R~A x (fOA2/fc2) : 7. 770kQ

~)R3A: QA X R2AR4A : 8. 931kQ

5)Choose RLA : 20kQ

6)RHA : RLA x (fnA2/fc2) : 1~~. 6kQ

7)R4B : -HeLPB x RLA : 20kQ

8)Second Stage centre frequency: R2B : R~B x (fOB2/fc2)
: 21. 26kQ

10)Choose RLB : 20kQ for adequate load impendence.

11)RHB: RLB x (fnB2/fc2) : 793.2kQ

12)RG : (-RLB x HoLP)/(HLPA x HLPB) : 20kQ
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APPENDIX 5 

4 TH ORDER ELLIPTIC FILTER DESIGN 

Speclficat1ons: Amax : O.5dB 
Am1n : 50dB 
fs/fc: 2.5 
HO : 1 

From the Nomograph 6. 1. 3. of the National Semiconductor HandbooK, 
lt can be seen that a fourth order fllter lS requlred. 

Using sectlon 6.46 : 
fOA : O. 6322 x 100Hz : 62. 33Hz 
fOB : 1. 0311 x 100Hz : 103. 11Hz 
fU : 2. 6893 X 100Hz : 268. 93Hz 
fZB : 6. 2975 x 100Hz : 629. 75Hz 
QA : 0.7164 
Qs : 3.2215 

Arrange }.n ascending order of Q, i. e. stage B second. 

l)Choose R1A : 20kQ (Convienlent input lmpedence) 

2lUnity gain at D.C. requlres R4 : Rt 
R4A : -RoLPA x R1A 

: 20kQ 

3)RZA: R4A X (fOA2/fc2l : 7. 770kQ 

4)R3A: QA x R2AR4A : 8. 931kQ 

5)Choose RLA : 20kQ 

6)RHA : RLA x (fnA2/fc21 : 144.6kQ 

7)R4B : -RoLPB x RLA : 20kQ 

8)Second Stage centre frequency: R2B : R4B x (fOB2/fc 2 ) 
: 21. 26ka 

10lChoose RLB : 20kQ for adequate load impendence. 

11)RHB: RLB x (inEZ/fcZ) : 793.2kQ 

12)RG : (-RLB x RoLP)/(HLPA x HLPS) = 20ka 
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APPENDIX 12

Pressure Transducer Specification Sheet

Miniaturized High Accuracy
GagelAbsolute
Pressure Transducers
:,1oda:s MG and MA

New
Small size

0.25% Accuracy

Models MG (Gage) and MA (Allsalute)
miniaturized, high accuracy pressure
transducers are designed for demanding
aerospace an,d In~ustrlal.applicatlons. These
models combine light weight and small size
with high accuracy and rugged construction.
Pressure ranges from 15 to 10,000 psi are
measured within + 1-0.25% of full scale.
ModeJs MG and MA measure 1.75" in length
by 1-118" or 1-114" in diameter.

PERFORMANCE Pressure rango' "
Accuracy (min) ...
Non·Lineanty (max)
HysteresIs (max) ....
Non-Repeatability (max) .
Output _ .
Resolution .

ENVIRONMENTAL Temperature. Operatmq .
Temperature, Compensated
Temperature Effect

- Zero (max) .
• Span (max) . . .. ..

ELECTRICAL Strain Gage Type ....
Excitaucn (calibration) ..
Bridge aeeererce .
Connector Winng .
Electneal Temuneticn (std) .
Mating Connector (not mcl.)

MECHANICAL Mod'o .
Overload-Safe .
Pressure Port 15 • 500 psi .

750 . 1500 psi .
2000 - 10,000 psi .

Wetted Parts Materia! .
Type (Gago, Ab•.) .. __ .
Case Malerial .
Weight .

Model MG (Gage)
Ord., Code SPin

25 to 500 psig
./.() 25% F.S.
+1·(1.15% F.S.
+H).10% F.S.
+/-0.05% F.S.

3mvlv
lnnnite

~SO F to 300° F
60° F to 160° F

0005% F.S.!" F
0.005% Adg./o F

Bonded fOil
IOVCe

350 ohm
12 (see P. 143)

PT1H·l~P or equiv.
PT06A-l0-6S or equiv.

Gas, Liquid
50% Over Capacity

1/4-leNPT MaJ.
N.A.
N.A.

'7..... PH Stainless
Gage

Stainless
7 oz.

Model MA (Aboolu.e)
Order Cod. BP912

1510 10.000 psia
+/~.25% F.S.
+1-0.15% F S.
+ /-0.10% F.S.
+/-0.05% F.S.

3mvlv'
In'lnlle

-65° F to 300° F
60° F to 160° F

0005% F.S.!o F
0.1)05% Rag.!" F

Bondod toil
10VOC

350 ohm
'2 (See P. 143)

PTl H·,0-6P or equiv.
PT06A·'G-6S or equiv.

Gas, Uquid
SO% Over Capacily

lJ.4-18NPT Male
1/4-18NPT MaJe

1/4-18NPT Female
'7~ PH Stainless

Abso'ute
Stainlesa

7 oz.

DIMENSIONS Model MG (Order Code BP911)
Available Ranges 0" L"
25; 50; 75; 100; 150 psig 1.25 1.75
200; 300; 500 psig 1.25 1.75

Model MA (Order Code BP912)
Availabl. Rang••
15 psia
25; so; 75; 100; lSO; 200; 300 psia
500' 7SO' 1000' 1500' 2000' 3000 psia
5000; 7sOo; 10',000 psia '

P"
1.25
1.125
1.125
1.125

L"
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75

\

RESSURE PORT
114-11 NPT
WI 314 HEX

~
l-1.7S'~
15 TO 1500 PSI

• C" up'.X' e

o
DI".

I

PRESSURE PORT
'/4·18 NPT
WI 7/1 HEX

f-..7S.-1
2000 TO 10000 PSI

o
DIA.

OPTIONS

PREMIUM OPTIONS
ACCESSORIES

Temperature compensated lb. tc. 1d, le, U; Pressure ports Sa (:s 1500 psi only), 5c (:s 1500 psi only), 5d
(s 1500 psi only); Electrical terminallon 68; Precision internal snunt cal sa (See P. 154)

19, Ii; 50 (;02000 psi only); 6j. 6i; 12a, 12b (See P. 154)

Mating connectors and connector/cable assemblies; Pressure port adapters (See P. 138)
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APPENDIX 13

SENSOTEC

PRESSURE T~~SDUCER CALIBRATION RECORD

TYPE .

~~~N~~.) d101i~;fr'''
CAPACITY 0- 30 _
DATE //- 1'- g 8

Excitation Volts /0 OC/AC RMS
Compensated Temperature Range 3 a of to

" Capacity

a
Ascending 50

100
Descending 50

a

Output

oSs-; ~ r;
0-/0

IS: ~ Y22-.
o

. ." t -Jotating Connector Model
;Pressure Port Fitting -/rf AJ,o I

" Shunt Resistor Value of s-1k ohms across

: 'RESISTANCE: .
::Input .. f".!'"7.!Ohms
. :Outpu t • .3 £/. a Ohms
'. ,Leakage .. ;7,14 K&jh1I1s

COLOR CODE
Red .. + Input
White .. + Output
Green • - Output
Black .. - Input

Connector Model Co $;)-5"-/0 -G f
Non Standard 0 StandardjB...

Input
+A&B
- C&D
Output
-E
+F

e~t t9 -/() -6.

Accepted & Certifie~~~~~~~~

Da te /-'--.''''::'_-'''--'"-_
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APPENDIX 17

SOLID STATE DATA-LOGGER

The NRIO solid-state data-logger is used as the heart of most
underwater and field instrumentation developed at NRIO. It was
designed out of a need for an in situ, large capacity. low powered
data-logger and makes use of large CMOS static RAM devices to store
data. The CHOSmicrocomputer which controls the data storage and
retrieval can also be programmed to perform control tasks related to
any specific instrument. A conventional PC computer is used to
recover data from the solid-state memory-module .

DATA STORAGE MODULE

Capacity

Modules

Security

Backup

* Can be any multiple of 32 k bytes, up to 6+ M bytes.
Typically 0,5 H bytes to 2.2 H byte.

* Each plug-in module can house sixteen 32 k byte R~s

giving a capacity of 0,5 M byte/module.
* On-board low-voltage detect circuit prevents false

writes to memory under Ilow battery conditions.
* A standby battery provides backup power to the

memory-module for in excess of 9 months.

MICROCOMPUTER

CPU

RTC

MEMO

Data

* The CPU is designed around the Motorola MC146805.
User programs can drive i/o to suit requirements of
specific instruments.

* The microcomputer contains an RTC module which can
supply full calendar and time information for
control. and data indexing.

* The skeleton operating system, MEMO, contains a
monitor for testing and many routines to support
likely data logging tasks.

* Data storage and retrieval are managed by the CPU.
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SOLID STATE DATA-LOGGER 

The NRIO solid-state data-logger is used as the heart of most 
underwater and field instrumentation developed at NRIO. It was 
designed out of a need for an in situ, large capacity, low powered 
data-logger and makes use of large CMOS static RAM devices to store 
data. The CMOSmicrocornputer which controls the data storage and 
retrieval can also be programmed to perform control tasks related to 
any specific instrument. A conventional PC computer is used to 
recover data from the solid-state memory-module . 

DATA STORAGE MODULE 

Capacity 

Modules 

Security 

Backup 

* Can be any multiple of 32 k bytes, up to 6+ M bytes. 
Typically 0,5 M bytes to 2,2 H byte. 

* Each plug-in module can house sixteen 32 k byte R~s 
giving a capacity of 0,5 M byte/module. 

* On-board low-voltage detect circuit prevents false 
wri tes to memory under Ilow battery conditions. 

* A standby battery provides backup power to the 
memory-module for in excess of 9 months. 

MICROCOMPUTER 

CPU 

RTC 

MEMO 

Data 

* The CPU is designed around the Motorola MC146S05. 
User programs can drive i/o to suit requirements of 
specific instruments. 

* The microcomputer contains an RTC module which can 
supply full calendar and time information for 
control. and data indexing. 

* The skeleton operating system, MEMO, contains a 
monitor for testing and many routines to support 
likely data logging tasks. 

* Data storage and retrieval are managed by the CPU. 
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DATA RETRIEVAL

Opto link * Communication with the data-logger is done
optically, With instruments in underwater
housings. data are transmitted via an optical
pipe which passes through the'·lids of the
containers. This makes it possible to communicate
with instruments after they have been sealed for
deployment. or even while they are deployed.

Interface * A simple interface converts the optical signals
to RS232 levels for data retrieval by a PC.

Hilker * A portable data retrieval (milking) device is
available to transport data to a PC. This
device also has other useful operational and
testing functions.

READALL * READALL is the data retrieval program for the PC.
It is written in GWBASIC and provides amongst othe
things, routines for data retrieval, data plotting
and the generation of calibrated ASCII data files.

POWER SOURCE

Battery * The data-logger is powered by rechargeable sealed
lead acid batteries. Battery life varies with the
data logging task, but typical life will be
3 to 6 months, Longer times have been obtained.

Standby * A 3 volt standby alkaline-battery is used to
support the memory-module should the main battery
fail. For longer life and greater security, a
lithium battery can be used.

APPLICATIONS

This data-logger has already been used in a variety of
instruments developed at NRIO. The more significant of these
are:

* Vector Averaging Current Meter

* Electro-magnetic Current Heter

* Wavestaff Water Level Recorder

* Pressure Transducer Water Level Recorder

* Acoustic Water Level Recorder

Reliability has been high and the solid-state memory-module ha
proved itself as a safe and convenient data storage medium,

CSIR NRIO
Stellenbosch 02231-75101 Contact person: S G Holroy
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DATA RETRIEVAL 

Opto link * Communication with the data-logger is done 
optically. With instruments in underwater 
housings. data are transmitted via an optical 
pipe which passes through the' lids of the 
containers. This makes it possible to communicate 
with instruments after they have been sealed for 
deployment. or even while they are deployed. 

Interface * A simple interface converts the optical signals 
to RS232 levels for data retrieval by a PC. 

Hilker * A portable data retrieval (milking) device is 
available to transport data to a PC. This 
device also has other useful operational and 
testing functions. 

READALL * READALL is the data retrieval program for the PC. 
It is written in GWBASIC and provides amongst othe 
things. routines for data retrieval, data plotting 
and the generation of calibrated ASCII data files. 

POWER SOURCE 

Battery * The data-logger is powered by rechargeable sealed 
lead acid batteries. Battery life varies with the 
data logging task, but typical life will be 
3 to 6 months. Longer times have been obtained. 

Standby * A 3 volt standby alkaline-battery is used to 
support the memory-module should the main battery 
fail. For longer life and greater security, a 
lithium battery can be used. 

AP LICATIONS 

This data-logger has already been used in a variety of 
instruments developed at NRIO. The more significant of these 
are: 

* Vector Averaging Current Meter 

* Electro-magnetic Current Meter 

* Wavestaff Water Level Recorder 

* Pressure Transducer Water Level Recorder 

* Acoustic Water Level Recorder 

Reliability has been high and the solid-state memory-module ha 
proved itself as a safe and convenient data storage medium. 

CSIR NRIO 
Stellenbosch 02231-75101 Contact person: S G Holroy 
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APPENDIX 18(conL)

Effect of 10 Hz Low Pass F.I.R. Filter
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Spectra Generated by Calibration Procedure
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Spectra Generated by Calibration Procedure
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Dynamic Re!lpon!le of Probe
(Themocltne Simulation)

TEMPERATURE VS TIME:
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APPENDIX 21

CALl3RATICN USING ANGLE OF ATTACK
Mean Velocity· 0.14 mI.

1210468
ANGLE OF ATTACK [degrees]

2

f--
//

- .:-:
V

/
. ,o

o

See Footnote
0.1

0.04
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0.08

DEPENDANT VARIABLE:
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APPENDIX 22

Thermal Impulse Response of Probe
CdT • 31°C for 6 seconds)
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DETAILED VIEW OF STRAIN GAUGE PROBE
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APPENDIX 25

CALCULATION OF WEIGHT OF BALLASTS REQUIRED
TO CONTROL VEHICLE FALL SPEED

J.D. Woods (1969), describes the in water weight, W, of a free
falling vehicle as

where Cd is the drag coefficient of a vehicle with a cross
sectional area. A. The vehicle falls freely at a speed U through
a fluid of density p.

For the vehicle illustrated in Appendix 24, falling through sea
water, the following specifications apply:

A = 0.02 m"
p • 1027 kg/m3

Cd to 0.4 (personal communication - A.Sayers, Fluid dynamics
department, U.C.T.l

Furthermore, the volume of water displaced by the vehicle Is
appoximately 0.0148 m3 and has an equivalent mass of 15.2 kg.

If the vehicle fall-speed Is to be controlled at ims",
then using the above equation, the required total vehicle mass is
16 kg.

This mass is comprised of the following components:

Data Logger:
Vehicle:
Probes + Vehicle Lid:
Additional Ballast:

5.39 kg
6.90 kg
1.05 kg
2.66 kg

Due to the approximations used for values of vehicle volume and
drag coefficient, the above calculation gives only a rough
estimate of the required mass of the ballasting weights.This mass
may be fine tuned in the field to give the exact required fall
speed.
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CALCULATION OF WEIGHT OF BALLASTS REQUIRED 
TO CONTROL VEHICLE FALL SPEED 

J.D. Woods (1969), describes the in water weight, W, of a free 
falling vehicle as 

where Cd is the drag coefficient of a vehicle with a cross 
sectional area. A. The vehicle falls freely at a speed U through 
a fluid of density p. 

For the vehicle illustrated In Appendix 24, falling through sea 
water, the following specifications apply, 

A = 0.02 m" 
p - 1027 kg/m3 

Cd .. 0.4 (personal communication - A.Sayers. Fluid dynamics 
department, U.C.TJ 

Furthermore, the volume of water displaced by the vehicle Is 
appoximately 0.0 148 m3 and has an equivalent mass of 15.2 kg. 
If the vehicle fall-speed Is to be controlled at Ims- I, 

then using the above equation, the required total vehicle mass is 
16 kg. 

This mass is comprised of the following components: 

Data Logger: 
Vehicle: 
Probes .. Vehicle Lid: 
Additional Ballast, 

5.39 kg 
6.90 kg 
1.05 kg 
2.66 kg 

Due to the approximations used for values of vehicle volume and 
drag coefficient, the above calculation gives only a rough 
estimate of the required mass of the ballasting weights. This mass 
may be fine tuned in the field to give the exact required fall 
speed. 
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Deployment Simulation u~ed to Calibrate
Pressure Transducer
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DATA LOGGER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

To Start the Data LOQger

1. Connect the "Red lead" connector to red (.,.) battery terminal and "Black

lead" connector to the black (-) terminal on battery.

2. Push "R" on Keyboard and the "e " will be displayed on the left-hand Side

of the display, Indicating that the machine has been reset.

To Check the Sensors

While in the Reset {e ) mode, push "L" on the keyboard to start the sensor

check mode. Each input channel will sequentially be displayed fer a few

seconds on the LDC display. Push "R" to terminate the sensor check mode.

To Start the Data Logger for Deplovment

1. Connect power to the instrument.

2. Push" R" for reset.

3. Push "P" and "test" or "data" will be displayed. If "data" IS displayed it

means that the memory module still contains valid data. Push "G" to erase

the data, or "S" to retain the eXisting data by skipping to the end of the

valid data and starting recording from the next available memory position.

On pushing "G", "test" will be displayed.

The "test" is a memory test. Once the Data Logger has passed the

memory test, SIX zeros will be displayed. Enter the date; first the year

then the month and day, ego 881016.

Push "ENT" and four zeros will be displayed. Enter the time in 24 hour

format; first the hours then the minutes, ego 1047 for 10h47. Push "ENT"

and the date will be repeated on the display before the time is again

displayed.
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DATA LOGGER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

To Start the Data Loager 

1. Connect the "Red lead" connector to red (.,.) battery terminal and "Black 

lead" connec'!:or to the black (-) terminal on battery. 

2. Push "R" on Keyboard and the ":" will be displayed on the left-hand Side 

of the display, indicating that the machine has been reset. 

To Check the Sensors 

While in the Reset (:) mode, push "f " - on the keyboard to start the sensor 

check mode. Each input channel Will sequentially be displayed fer a few 

seconds on the LDC display. Push "R" to terminate the sensor check mode. 

To Start the Data Logger for Deolovment 

1. Connect power to the instrument. 

2. Push" R" for reset. 

3. Push "P" and "test" or "data" will be displayed. If "data" IS displayed it 

means that the memory module still contains valid data.. Push "G" to erase 

the data, or "8" to retain the eXisting data oy skipPing to the end of the 

valid data and starting recording from the next available memory position. 

On pushing "G", "test" will be displayed. 

The "test" is a memory test. Once the Data Logger has passed the 

memory test, SiX zeros will be displayed. Enter the date; first the year 

then the month and day, ego 881016. 

Push "ENT'" and four zeros will be displayed. Enter the time in 24 hour 

format; first the hours then the minutes, ego 1047 for 10h47. Push "ENT"' 

and the date will be repeated on the display before the time is again 

displayed. 
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Approximately 5 seconds later "A" will be displayed. This indicates tnat

the Data Logger program is running with the power to the sensors

swrtched off. When the reed switch Is momentarily triggered (closed)

power is supplied to the sensors and "Ab" is displayed.

As soon as the pressure has reached its preset trigger level, the Data

Logger will start recording, the display will Indicate the starting time of

this record. A "F" Is displayed to indicate the end of a recording cycle.

The operator at this stage may either wish to retrieve the data or trigger

another record via the reed switch.

NOTE: The memory can only store 8 records.

Cleaning of the instrument

When cleaning the instrument l.e, scraping off barnacles, etc. after recovery,

keep the plate covering the perspex eyes" In place as scratches on the "eyes"

cause "read errors" during the data recovering process.

DATA RECOVERY

1. Connect the optical sensor plug to the Data Logger taking note of the

direction of the arrow marked between the 2 perspex "eyes".

2. Connect the RS232 link to the P C computer serial Input.

3 Connect the mains.

4. To run the program, type in "Readall" and follow the prompts.

5. The display on the Data Logger will go through a reset phase and end

with a "c" on the left-hand side and "00" on the right-hand side.

6. At the end of the data transfer, and "E" will be displayed and "Readall"

will end. However, if the Data Logger ran out of memory before ending

off the last file, no "E" will be displayed and a "b" will remain Indefinitely

on the display. In this case it is safe to assume that all the data have

been transferred as the PC will continue to wait for the rest of the flie.
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Approximately 5 seconds later "A" will be displayed. This indicates tnat 

the Data Logger program is running with the power to the sensors 

sWitched off. When :he reed switch is momentarily triggered (closed) 

power is supplied to the sensors and "Ab" is displayed. 

As soon as the pressure has reached its preset trigger level. the Data 

Logger will start recording, the display will indicate the starting time cf 

this record. A "F" is displayed to indicate the end of a recording cycle. 

The operator at this stage may either wish to retrieve the data or trigger 

another record via the reed switch. 

NOTE: The memory can only store 8 records. 

Cleaning of the Instrument 

When cleaning the instrument Le. scraping off barnacles, etc. after recovery, 

keep the plate covering the perspex eyes" in place as scratches on the eyes" 

cause "read errors" during the data recovering process. 

DATA RECOVERY 

1. Connect the optical sensor plug to the Data Logger taking note of the 

direction of the arrow marked between the 2 perspex "eyes". 

2. Connect the RS232 link to the P C computer serial Input. 

3 Connect the mains. 

4. To run the program, type in "Readall" and follow the prompts. 

5. The display on the Data Logger will go through a reset phase and end 

with a "d" on the left-hand Side and "00" on the right-hand side. 

6. At the end of the data transfer, and "E" will be displayed and "Readall" 

will end. However, if the Data Logger ran out of memory before ending 

off the last file, no "E" will be displayed and a "b" will remain Indefinitely 

on the display. In this case it is safe to assume that all the data have 

been transferred as the PC will continue to wait for the rest of the file. 
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A full memory module can contain up to 8 files for the 512k version.

7. It is recommended that the Data Logger is put on charge to reduce the

possibility of errors due to low voltages.

8. After the data have been successfully retrieved, disconnect the AA cells

by unplugging the white plug on the mother board.
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APPENDIX 28(contJ 

A full memory module can contain up to 8 files for the 512k version. 

7. It is recommended that the Data Logger is put on charge to reduce the 

possibility of errors due to low voltages. 

8. After the data have been successfully retrieved, disconnect the AA cells 

by unplugging the white plug on the mother board. 
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FORMAT OF MULTIPLEXED DATA RECORDS.

CONTENTS OF EACH RECORD:

Hex data Sequence:
[7 bytes]
[01] [01]
[87 bytes]
[02] [02]
[60 480 ov t e s ]
[03] [03]
[ 1 A]

Description
SUb-header generated bY "READALL".
SOH (Start of header)
Header
EOH (End of header)
Data File
ETX (End Of text f I I e)
DisK HouseKeePing

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN FILE HEADER:

Bytes: 73-74:
75-76:
77-78:

79:
80-81 :
82-83:
83-84:

FORMAT OF DATA FILE:

Date of f i 1e (Year).
Date of f I I e (Month).
Date of file (Day).
BlanK space
Time of file generation (hrs.).
Time of file generation (mlns.).
Time of f lie generation (s e c s v ) •

[100 bytes)
[1 byte]
[100 bytes]
[1 byte)
[150 bytes]
[1 byte)
[100 bytes)
[1 byte)
[150 bytes]
[1 byte]

etc.

Data from turbulence channel sampled @ 499.26 HZ.
Temperature value.
Turbulence data.
Pressure value.
Turbulence data.
Temperature value.
Turbulence data.
Pressure value.
Turbulence data.
Temperature value.
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FORMAT OF MULTIPLEXED DATA RECORDS. 

CONTENTS OF EACH RECORD: 

Hex data Sequence: 
[7 bytes] 

Description 
SUb-Meader generated by "READALL". 
SOH (Start of header) [01] [01] 

[87 bytes) 
[02] [02) 
[60 480 byteS] 
[03] [03] 
( 1 A 1 

Header 
EOH (End of header) 
Data File 
ETX (Ena of text f I I e) 
DisK HouseKeePing 

INFORMATION CONTAINED IN FILE HEADER: 

Bytes: 73-74: Date of f i Ie (Year) . 
75-75: Date of f I Ie (Month) . 
77-78: Date of file (D ay) . 

79: BlanK space 
80-81 : Time of f I Ie generation (Mrs.). 
82-83: Time of f I Ie generation (mlns.). 
83-84: TIme of f lie generation (sees.). 

FORMAT OF DATA FILE: 

[100 bytes] 
[1 byte) 
[100 bytes) 
[1 byte) 
[150 bytes] 
[1 byte) 
[100 bytes) 
[1 byte] 
[150 bytes] 
[1 byte] 

etc. 

Data from turbulence Channel sampled @ 499.26 Hz. 
Temperature value. 
Turbulence data. 
Pressure value. 
Turbulence data. 
Temperature value. 
Turbulence data. 
Pressure value. 
Turbulence data. 
Temperature value. 



York I iI e
DeS! i Rat i 01
Filepath
Fullfi leMile :
FirstDeploYlent:
Aecnn :
I
COIPute
Henalue
Cont
MI,MZ,M3,MI

lOr
DeploYlentMul : String!I);

begin
Str(Record nUI,D/ploYlentHul);
Hnale :: '1lead' 1 DePlonentMul;
Tii_naae ;: 'Turb' 1 DeployuntHn;
P nale :: 'Pres' 1 DeploYlentMul:
Te_nale :: 'Telp' • DeploYlenlMul

end;

Procedure AssignFiles(lar HeadFile,rurbfile,pressFile,Telpfile:Datafile;
lar Header nale,Turo nale,Press nale,relp nale:Male;
!If Outputpath:DirecforYI; - -

-A38-

APPENDIX 30

Software Reference: Program DATA SORT

Progral Datasort(input,output);

I This progral sorts the lultiplexed hexldecllal file created by 'AEADAll'
I iAtO lour text files, nalely: the header lile, the turbulence data
I file, the pressure data fi Ie and the telperature data Ille.

Type
Directory: stringll5l;
Male: StringI5]:
DalaFile: File 01 Byte:

ur
HeadFile,rurbFile,PresFile,relpFile: DataFile; I Sorted Data

I Fi Ies.
Dalalile; Source Data file nau. I
DIrectory; Destination Data tile path. I
Directory; Source Data 1,Ie path. I
Directory: Source Data lile nale. I
Integer; Stores filenulber 01 lirst lile
Inleger; HUlber 01 probe deployunts. I
Inleger; loop urlables. I
Boolean: Flags progril end I
Byte; Data Ii Ie eleunt I
Char; Stgnals terlinat,on
Mau; DUllY I i Ie nales. I

Procedure DelineYorkFile(lar F,lepath,Fullf,lenale:Directory;
Aecnn, Firstnn: Inlegerl;

ur
Filenul ; Str,ng!ll;

begin
Str(Aeml,Fi lenuII;
FullFilenale :: F,lepath 1 Filenua 1 '.bas';
Assiga (Yorklile,FulllileHalel:
1$1-1
Aeset (Yorklile); I Prngral terlinates If source file does not exist. I
1$111
if IOresull () 0 then
begin

If Aecnul : Firstn~1 then
beg,n

Yriteln('Cannot find' ,Fllepath,Aecnua,' .bas');
Yriteln('Please ensure that the abole data file exists.'):
Yri tel n; Writeln; Yrlteln;
Yrlteln('Datasort terlinated.');
Halt

end
else
beg,n

Writeln('AIl availlble files hale been sorted.');
Yriteln('Datasort cOlplete,'!: '
COlpute :: false;

end
end

end;

ProcedlJrt CreateFil~f\,~elt('f~!" ~ "?~~,T~ ~~~~IP ~a!le,Te n3I1e:~l.e:
tar Record_nui :Integer); -

•
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Program DATASORT (Page 2)

1ar
ExternalMaae ; SIr,ng[IO!;

begin
ExternalMaae .' OutputPath • '\' • Header_nale • '.pas':
Assign(Headfile,EllernaIMalel:
lelrite(Headfile);
ExternalM3Ie :: OutputPath • '\' • Turb_naae • '.pas':
Assign(Turbfile,ElternaIMalel;
Relr,te(Turbf,lel;
External Male :: OulputPath • '\' • Press_nue • '.pas':
Assign(Pressf,le,ExternaINale):
Re,rite(Pressfilel:
ExternalMaae :: OutputPath • '\' • TelP_naae • '.pas':
Ass,gn(Telpfile,ElternaIMalel:
Relrlte{telpfile)

end:

Procedure Transfer(lar Oest,nationF,le:Datafilel:
lar

Henalue : Byte; , Transfers single byte frol source
beg,n '10 destination .
. Read(Yorkfile,Hexlaluel:

Yrlte(OestinatlonF,le,Hellaluel
end:

Procedure CloseF,les(lar Headl,le,Turbflle,Preslile,Telpf,le:Oatalilel:
begin

Close(Headfi Ie);
Close(Turblilel:
Close(PreSfilel;
Close(telpli Ie)

end:

Procedure Quil(lar FI,FI,F3,FI:Datafilel: , User triggered 'qUit' routine. I
lar

leynl ue : Char:
beg,n

iead(lbd,leYlalue);
II leYlalue : 'Q' then
beglA

Yriteln;
Yrlteln{'Oatasort terlinated.'I:
CI oseF iIes(Fl, FI ,F3, F4):
Close(Yorklilel:
Ha 11

end
end:

Procedure In,tdatafiles(lar Record nUI:lnteger;lar HFle,TuFle,PFle,TeFle:
Dataf,fe;lir COIPute:Booleanl;

nr
MI,MI,M3,MI : Hale: I DUllY Ille nases. I

begin
CreateFilenales(HI,HI,H3,HI,iecord nUll:
ASslgnFiles(HFle,TuFle,PFle,TeFle,il,HI,NJ,HI,Oestinalion);

end;

Procedure Recordread{lar Record nUl: Integer;lar Headl,Turbl,Presl,Telpx:
- Dalafllel:

lar
I,J :Integer:

begl n
wrileln:
Yriteln('Sorling deploYlent No.' ,Record nu,' .,,'):
Yrileln:Yriteln:Writeln('Press • Q' to-quI!.'):
Yri leln:
for 1::1 to , do Read(YOrkfile,HeXlalue): I Adlances pOinter beyond SOH
lor I :: 1 to aT do Transler(Headxl; I Reads File header. I
lor I :: I to Z do Read(Yorkfile,Hellalue):
for I :: , 10 100 do TrIRSfer(Turbxl:
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APPEND IX 30 (con L) 

Program DATASORT (Page 2) 

nr 
ExlernaIHa.! ; 5Ir'8g[IO[; 

be9in 
Exlernalhle ," OulpulPalh • '\' • Header_nale • ',pas': 
IssignIHeadlile,ExlernaIMalel: 
le,rile(Headlilel: 
ExlernalN"e :: OYlPulPalh • '\' , TurD_na.e , ',pa,': 
Issign(Turblile,ExlernaINale}: 
Relr,le(TurD',le}: 
ExternalMaI! :: O~lpul'alh • '\' • Press_naae • ',pas'; 
IssigR(,resSI,le,Externaliale); 
Re,rile('r!;slile}: 
ExlernaINne:: OulpulPalh, '\' • TeIP_nale. ',pas': 
Iss,gnITel,Iile,!!llrnaIM'lel: 
Rlln Ie ltelp' i I el 

eRd: 

'rucedure Transler(Yar DesllnaliunF,le:Dalalile); 
var 

HenalYI : Byll: I Transfers single byte Irol source 
beg,n I \0 destinat,on, 
, iead{Yorllile,Hexvalue\: 

rr,te(Oestinat,onl,le,HeIValul) 
Ind; 

Procedure CloseF,les(Iar Headl,II,Turbl,II,Preslile,Tllpl,le:Dalalilel: 
blgin 

eloselRIadli Ill: 
Cl051(Turblilel: 
CIOSe(.reslile); 
Close(tel,'i lei 

end; 

Prucldure QUit(!!r 1I,II,13,1.:O,lalilel: I User Ir,ggered 'quit' rouline, I 
Yar 

teynlue : Char: 
beg,n 

iead(Kbd,KeYlaluel: 
'f Keyvalue ; 'G' Inln 
begin 

Yriteln: 
Yr,leln('Dalaslrl lerlinaled,'I; 
CI oSIF i I IS IF I, FI ,Fl, F41: 
Close(Vorklilll: 
Hall 

end 
end; 

Procedure In,ldal,lil!!!var iecard nUI:lnllglr;,ar HFII,Tufle,PFle,Tefle: 
~a1al,re;l!r COlpule:!ooleanl: 

var 
~1,MZ,M3,H4 : Male; I DUllY 1,1e nailS, I 

beg,n 
CrealeFilenames(MI,HI,Hl,M4,Reeord nUll: 
A5s,gnFJles(HFle,lufle,PFle,Tefle,il,HZ,Ml,H4,Deslinalionl: 

end; 

Proeedure Rlcordrlad{llr Record nUl: Inleger:lar Headx,Turbx,Prelx,Tenpx: 
- Data/ilel: 

Ilr 
I,J :,nleger: 

beg,n 
Yriteln; 
Yrilelnl'Slrling deploYlenl MO,',Record nUl,' ,,,'I; 
Yrileln:Wrillln:Wf,leln('Prell • Q' 10-qUI!.'l: 
Vrileln: 
lor 1:11 10 , do Read(Ynrklile,HIxlllu/l: I Idlances pOlnler beyond SOH 
lor 1 :: 1 \081 do TranSler(HeUxl; I Relds File hilder, I 
lor 1 :1 I to Z do ReadIVorl/ill,Hexyaluel: 
lor 1 :1 I \0 100 do Trlftsfer(Turbxl; 
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Program DATASORT (Page 3)

Transftr(Telpx):
for I ;: 1 10 100 do Transfer(Turbx);
Transfer(Presxl;
for J :: I 10/39 do I Sorts lulliplexed source data file. I
btgin

for I :: I to 110 do Transftr(Turbx):
TranSfer(TeIPx):
for I :: I 10 100 do Transfer(Turbxl;
TranSfer(Presx):
if Keyprtssed then Quil(Headx,Turbx,Presx,TeIPI);

end;
for I ;: 1 1010 do Transfer(Turbxl;
Wrileln;Wrileln;
Wrileln('Oeployaent ~o.' ,Record_nua,' sorled.'):
CloseFiles(Headx,Turlx,Presx,TeIPx);

end;

I MAIM PROGRAM I
begi n

CI rser:
wrlleln('Enler palh and generic filenale of source Oala.'):
Yrileln('e.g. A:\ D,reclory\ Filenue');
Wrileln;
Readl n (F iIepath);
Wrlle!n;
Wrileln('Enler the nUlbtr of Ihe first filt:'):
Yrileln:
Readl n (RecnuII;
Wrileln;Wrileln;
Writeln('Enltr path and nale of nel direclory Ihere '):
Wrileln('sorled files are 10 be slored.');
Wrileln('e.g. A:\ Ne,DlrecloryKut'J;
Write!n:
Rtadln (Otsllnationl;
1$1-1
Mkdir (Oest, nal ion):
1$111
If 10resuit () 0 then
begin

Yriteln('Direclory ',Oesl,nalion,' already msls.'I:
Wrileln('PleaSt selecl a palh and a MEW d,reclory:'I;
Readl n(Oesl inal ionl:
Mkd' r (Desl ina II onl:

end;
COlpule ;: True;
FirstDeploYlenl ;: RecnuI;
for I ;: FirslOtploYlenl 10 (F,rSIOeploYlenl 1 1) do
begin

If COlpule Ihen
beg,n

If I : (Recnul I I) Ihen
begin

Wrileln;
Wrile!n('1f you are using a 310K floppy disk, it '111 be full.');
Yrlleln('Replace it lilh a nn forulled disk and 'I;
Writeln('prtss' R• ,hen ready 10 conl,nut ... 'J;
Yrileln:
Yrlleln('lf you are us,ng a Hard-driye, ignore lhe aboYe'I:
Yriteln('and press' C • 10 continue ... 'I:
Repeat until xeypressed;
Read(Kbd,Contl:
If ConI: 'R' then Mkdir(Destinationl: ICreates dlreclory on nel diskl
If ConI: 'r' then Mkdir(OeSlinationl:

end;
OefineYorXFile(Filepath,FuIIFileKale,Reenul,FirsIDePloYlent);
In itdataf iIes (hcnua, HeadF iIt, TurbF i re, PresF iu, TelpF i Ie, COlPU lei:
If COlpule then
belln

ecordread(Reenul,HtadFile,TurbFile,PresFilt,TeIPFilel;
end
else
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Program DATASORT (Page 4)

begin
Er ase (Headfi I eI; Erase (Turbf II el;
Erase (Presfl) eI; Erase [Telpf iIeI;

end; .
Close(Iorkfllel;
ieenul :: ieenul • ,

end
end;
If ieenul : (FirstdeploYlent • TI then rriteln('Datasort eOlpleted,')

End,
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APPENDIX 30(cont.) 

Program DATASORT (Page 4) 

begin 
Er ase (Headt; I e I; Erase (Turelli el: 
Erase (Pres I,) e I; Erase (Telp!; 1 e I: 

end; . 
Close(rorklilel: 
ieenul :: ieenul • I 

end 
enO; 
II Reenul : (firSldeploYlenl • T) then rriteln('Oatasort eOlpleted.') 

End. 
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Software Reference: Program TROUT

File 01 Byte; I File type lor source ~ata I
String1351; I Path for Input and output Data I
StringllDJ; I iecord 01 Date lor Graph I~ent"ieation
Array[!..!] 01 Date;

Progral TROUT(input,output);

I $1 Iype~el,sys I
I $1 graphix.syS I
I $1 kernel.sH I
I $1 ,Indo,s.sys I
I $1 lind,rld.hgh I
I $1 axis.hgh I
I $1 polygOn,h9h J
I $1 Derll.1ne I

type
Dalalile
Dlre~tory
Date
htearray

(I Graphics In~lude Illes I)

nr
Prllt
Option
Header
FIlepath
COlplete
Finished
Routine
Hea~X

Screen line
Hea~erfle

Pathlle

:800Iean;
:Char;
:Oatearray;
:Olreclory;
:800Iean:
:Boolean:
:Char;
:OalaFi Ie;
:StringIIOI;
:Text;
:Text:

Print Option I
Oel,nes selected deploYlent option

Path of Source data I
Flig to nlidily file existance J
Flag to dete~t terllnatlon I
Defines user selected analysis option

iea~s I,ne 01 text Irol s~reen I
Telp. file lor storage of deploYlent slats

1I1II11III11111I111III1I111111111I1111I111I1111I11111I11111111111111111111111
II Procedure "alneenu aslls the user to select the appropriate 1\
II analYSIS routlne.The user uy choose: 1\
It - To ~Isplay ~ates and tiles of deploYlents II
It - To analyse pressure data 1\
It . To analyse turbulence dala II
II - To quit 1\
1111I1I11II1III111111I1I1111111II11I11I1111I11I1111111IIII1II1IIII111111I1I11

Procedure Main"enu(tar selectedFun~tion:Char):
nr

FIrstbyte :Char;
begin

rhile Firstbyte () 111 do
begin

CI rser:
rri teln; rrl teln;
rriteln('MAIM nNU' :12):
rrlteln('-·-···_·--·':4l);
rriteln;
rritelnl'Please select one of the lollo"ng functions:');
rri urn: rr,teln;
rrJleln('[FII Display of the date and tile 01 each probe deploYlent.');
Yriteln;
rriteln('[FI] Analysis 01 probe lall speed and deployment ~epth.'):
rrlteln;
Yritelnl'[fll Analysis 01 turbulence Data.'];
rriteln;
Yriteln('IF4] Quil.'):
rrlteln:rr,leln;
iead(lIbd,f Irstbytel:
Rea~llbd,Selectedfunction);

end
end;

"111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
II The Iollo'in, procedures create I text lile containing II
II all ,.hrut,on relating to deploYllit tlles,Thls ~ala II
II is thea I"ted on the correspondi.g graphS lor 1.0. II
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APPENDIX 31 

Software Reference: Program TROUT 

PrograM TiOUTlinpul,outputl; 

I $1 Iypede!.s!s I 
I $1 grap~ix.s,s I 
I II kernel.sn I 
I $1 lindol' •• " I 
I $1 lind,rld.hgh I 
! II ui,.hgh I 
1$1 polygon,ngn I 
I $1 Oer I I. I ne I 

(I Graphics Include files I) 

Iype 
Oatalile 
Directory 
Dale 
Dalearray 

File of Byte; I Fill type lor SOUfce data I 
Slring!3I); I Path for Input and output Data I 
Slringl30J; I iecord 01 Dlte lor Graph Idenl"ication 
Array [I., 8J 01 Date; 

vaf 
Pfl!t 
Option 
Header 
Fi lepath 
COlplete 
Finished 
toulin! 
KeadX 
SCfeen Ii Ae 
Headerlle 
Patnll e 

:Boolean; 
:Char; 
: Datearray; 
:Oirectory; 
:80011In: 
:Boolean; 
: Char; 
:Oatafi Ie; 
:Strin;llOI: 
:Tul: 
: Text: 

Print Oplion I 
Oel,nes selected dep10Ylenl option 

Path 01 Source data I 
flal to validily Ille uislanel J 
flag to delect ttrllnation I 
Defines user selecled analysis option 

Reads line of text Irol screen I 
Telp. l1Ie lor storage 01 deploYlent stats 

11111111111111111111I111111111111111111I11111111111I11I1I1I111111111111111111 
II Procedure ~alnlenu aslls Ihe user 10 selecl Ihe appropriate II 
I. analySIS routlne.The user uy choose: II 
II - To display dates and tiles 01 deploYlents '1 
I' - To analyse pressure data Ii 
II - To analyse turbulence dala II 
II - To quit II 
!Illlilitililitliillliilillililillllilliilllillilillil111111111111111!1111111 

Procedure KainKeou(lar Seleel!dFunetion:Charl: 
var 

firstby\e :C~af; 
beglo 

Yhile firslbyte () 111 do 
begin 

CI rser; 
Yri lelo; Yrlteln; 
Yri\eln('KAIM KEHU' :121: 
Yrileln('-----------':13); 
Yriteln; 
Yrlleln('Please seleel one of Ihe follOWing funclions:'); 
Yri teln; Yr,leln: 
Yritelo('lfl) Display 01 Ihe dale and lile 01 each probe deploYlent.'I; 
Yrileln; 
Yrileln('[Fll Analysis 01 probe lall speed and deployneH deplll.'); 
Yflteln; 
Wrillln('(fli Analysis 01 turbulence Dala.'); 
Wrileln; 
WriteIR('!FIJ Qui!.'l: 
Yriteln;Yrlleln: 
Read(kbd,f I rslbyll): 
Readllbd,Selecledfunelionl; 

end 
lOa; 

'1lllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllIlllllllllltllllllllill 
II The Iollo"n, proeedUrn create I tut file contain,n; II 
II all IAhrniiOA relalinG \0 dlPloYIUI lilel,T~IS data II 
II is thea lISted on the eorrlspon~iAI graphS lor I.D. 1\ 
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Program TROUT (Page 2)

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111(1111111111111111111)

Procedure ReadDale(lar Datefile:Oatafilel:
ur

Hexnul :9yte; I File Eleaent I
I :Integer; I loop Yarlable I

begin
lor I ;: I to 2 do
begi 0

Read(Datefile,Hexnull;
Wrile(Headerlle,Cnr(HexnUlll

end
eRd;

Reads T'lelHrs,) I

Reads Day 1
Sets File POlnler

ieads Tilelllns,l

Reads Tile!Secs,1
'I;

Records nUlber 01 f,rst dePloYlent I
Inlernal assignleat for 'HEAD' flies
External assignaent for 'HEAD' llies

') ;
I Sels File Pointer I

, ,Oepl oyn.I,'
I Reads Yelt I

I ieads Nontn I

I
I

');
I

I

I

Procedure WrileloHeadllelvar Oeploynul:lnlegerl:
nr

Firslnul:lnleger;
Inlfile :DalaFlie:
Extnale ;Slring(101:
~ulber ;Slringlll;

begin
f,rsinul ;: Deploynul:
repeal

Slr(Deploynul,~ulberl:
Extnaae :: Fi1epaln , '\ Head' , MUiber , ", pas':
Assign(lnlfile,Extnalel:
III-I
ieset(lolfile)
11111 ;
COlplete ;: (IOresull <) 01:
II not Co,plete tnen
beg in

Seekllnlfile,T31:
Vr,te(Headerlle,'
ReadDale (Inlfi lei:
Vrlle(Headerlle," 'I:
ieadDale(lnlfi lei:
Vrlle(Headerlle," 'I:
ReadDale(lalfi leI;
SeeK(lnlflie,IOI:
Vr,le(Headerlle,'
ReadDale(lnlfi Ie}:
Vr i te(Headerfl e, 'n' 1:
ieadDale(lnlfi lei:
Vrile(Headerlle,' 'I:
ieadDale(lnlfi leI:
WrlteIHeaderfle,'secs,
Close( Inlfi lei:
WrllelnlHeaderflel;

en d
else if co,plele and (firstnuI:deployn.11 tnen
begin

Wrilelnl'Cannot lind ',Exlnale,','I:
Vrilelnl'Progral TROUT ler"nated,');
Ha II:

end;
Deployn.1 :: DeploynUi , I;

unti I cOlplele;
end;

Procedure OeploYlentDales:
nr

Error : 8001ean; DeleclS incorrect source Pain I
I,J ; Inleger: I Represents deploYlent nUlber I

begin
Wr,leln;
Vritelnl'lnp,t nUlber assigned to first DeploYlent:'I:
Readlnlll:
Assign(Headerlle,Filepal~ , '\ Header,pas'};
1$1-1
ie1ritelHeaderfiel
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APPENDIX 31 (cont.) 

Program TROUT (Page 2) 

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 

PrlcI40re ReadDale(lar Dalefile:Datalilel: 
IIr 

Hexnul : Byte; I f i leE 1 ellnl I 
1 :Integer; I loop 'Iflable I 

begin 
for I :' I 10 2 do 
begi a 

iead(Oalelile,Hexnul); 
Wr i Ie (Headerf I I, Chr (Hexnolll 

end 
eld; 

ProcIdure WriteloMeadflelyar OIPlo/nul:lnteger): 
.ar 

Firsllll:lnleler; 
Inllile :DalaFlie: 
Exlnall ;Slrilg(~OI: 
~ulber ;Slrilllll; 

begin 

Records Duaber 01 f.rst dePloYlenl ) 
Inlernal alsignlell lor 'HEAD' foles 
Exterlal .ssignaenl lor 'HEAD' flies 

f.rstnu ;: Dlployoul; 
repeal 

Str(Deplo/lul,lulber); 
Exlnale :: f i llpath , '\ Head' , Mnber • ',pas': 
Assign(llttile,!!II,le): 
111-1 
imt(laHilel 
1111): 
COlplete :' (lOr/suit () 01: 
II nol COlplele tnen 
b!~ i n 

SHk{lnlfile,13I: 
Wr.tl(M/ldlrlle,' 
ReadD.I! (I ntfi lei: 
Yr.te(Headerlle,', 'J; 
~eadOat!(lntfi hi: 
Wrole(HeadHlle,', 'I; 
ieadDale(lfttli leI: 
SeeK (I nt! 11 e, 101; 
Wrlll{Meaderfle,' 
hadDale(lnlfi lei: 
Yr i II (Headerlle,' n' I: 
ReadDale(lnt!i lei: 
Yrill!Headerlle,' 'J; 
leadDale!lntli lei: 
Yrlle(Headerll/,'secs, 
Close! Intli Ie); 
Wr.telnIMe3dertle); 

en d 

Sets File Poinler I 
, ,Depl oynn,' 

leads Year I 

I Reads Day I 
) Sets Fole Po.nter 

I); 
I 

I 

leads 'IaIIKrs,) I 

ieadl Till[IIIS,1 

leadl lilllllel.1 
II; 

else if cOJplete and (lirstnul:depIOYIUI) then 
beg.n 

Yriteln('Cannot lind ',Exloale,','): 
Yrileln('Progral lROUT lermlnaled,'): 
Ha It: 

end; 
Depiornul ;, DeploynUi • I; 

unli I cOlpllle: 
end; 

Procedure DeploYlenlDalel; 
IIr 

Error : ioollan: Delects incorrect louree path I 
I,J : lollger: I ieprelenls deploYlent nUicer I 

begin 
wr.teln; 
Yrilelnl'lnp,t nUlber assilled 10 lirsl DeploYlenl:'): 
hadln{ll: 
AISijR(Headerfle,Filepalh • '\ He.der,Pll'l: 
1$1-
Relrile(Headlrflel 

j) ; 
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Program TROUT (Page 3)

1I1I1 ;
Error :: (IOresult () 0);
II Error thn
beg,A

Yr,te\o('Cannol I,nd Direclory ',F,lepalh);
Yriteln;
Yr,telo{'Please check Ihat the above Directory containiog ');
Yritelft('tbe Data 1,Ies generated by 'OATASOIT' exists.'I;
Yritelo;
Yriteln{'PrograD TIOUT aborted.');
Kall;

end;
Yr,letoKeadlle(I);
leset(Headerfle);
For J ;, , to (I-I) do
beg,R

Readln(Keaderfle, smenl ine);
Keader[J] ;: CopY(Sereenline,17,28); I Sets up array lor Graph 10 I

end;
Close(Headerflel;
AssignIPathlle,'OataPath.pas');
lelr,le{Palhflel;
Yri I!{Pathfl e,FiI epalh);
CIoSl(Pathllel;

end;

Proeedlre OisplayHeadfle; I OisPlays liles of all deploYDenls I
begio

Clrser;
Wril!lO;
Yri lelo('OEPlOYKENT':21, 'OATE': IS, 'TIKE': 111;
Yrileln;
Assign(Keaderfle,Filepalh I '\ Keader.pas');
leset (Ke ader I IeI;
Yhile nol EOF(Keaderflel do
begia

Readln(Keaderlle,Sereenlinel;
Yriteln(Screenlinel; I Displays Text lile on sereen I

end;
CloselKeaderllel;
Yrileln;Yrileln;
Yriteln('Press <SHIFT> and <PrtSe> to get a Hardcopy,');
Yrileln;Yriteln('Press any key 10 return 10 Ka,n Kenu');
lepeal Unti I KeyPressed

end;

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Illllllll1111111111111}
I' The lollol,ng proeedures are related to the analys,s 01 data r]
I' IrOi tbe pressure transducer,These ,nelude graphing rout,nes tI
I. used to plot depth and fall-speed is. lile. as 1111 as a Spt. <l
I' d,lIerenlial,on algor,thD 10 derive tbe speed eharacler,SI,e, tI
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Proeedure ChoosePresf,le(var Preslile:Oalalile;var Innl,dFile:Boolean);
var

Extfile :Slring(IOI: I Path and nale of external pressure Iile )
beg,n

CI rscr:
Writeln;Wrilelft;
Wrileln('Please selecl deploYlent nUlber 10 be analysed,');
Yriteln('Enter nUlber (H)');
Yriteln;Yritela;
leadln(Oplionl;
Extfile :: Filepalh I '\ Pres' I Oplion I '.pas';
ASSign(Preslile,Exllile);
1$1-1
ResH(Presfi lei:
1$111;
lAulidFile :: (IOrmlt () 0); I Error il aD uternal lile hURd I

-~
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APPENDIX 31 (cooL) 

Program TROUT (Page 3) 

11111; 
Error :: (lOr/suit <) 01; 
II Error thn 
beg,g 

Yr,\lln('Cannot I,nd Direclory ',F,lepalh}; 
writlln; 
Yr,lelll'Plelse check thaI thl aboll Director, cDnlaining 'I: 
Yrllllnl'the Data foils lenerated by 'OAllSOn' existS,'l: 
VrilelA: 
YrilelAl'Pllgral TiOUT aborled,'l: 
Hall; 

end: 
Yr,leioRead'lell}: 
ieleIIKeaderlle}: 
for J :, , to (I-I) do 
beg,. 

ilUln(Keaderlle, scrllnl i nel; 
Keadlr{JI :: Cop'IScreuline,17,2SI: I leIs up arra, lor Graph ID I 

Ind; 
Closl(Keaderllel: 
Alsignl'alhlle,'oala'alh,pas'l: 
ielr,le(Palhfle}; 
Yri l!(palMII, f i I epalh}; 
ChlelPalhllll; 

end; 

'rlcedlrt OisplayKeadlle; I OiSPla,s limes 01 all depIoYI!!ls I 
~egift 

Clrser; 
VrilelA; 
Yri Iela('DEPl01MENT':2r, 'DATE': 15, 'TIKE': HI: 
Vrileln: 
Assign(Headlrfle,filepalh , '\ Headlr,pas'): 
Reset (Headerll e I; 
Yhile nol EOI(Headerlle) do 
begiR 

ReaalnIHeaderlle,Screenli!e); 
VrilelnIScreenlin!l: I Oilpla,l Tell lile an Icreen I 

end; 
Clos!IKeaderllel; 
Yrileln:Vrillln; 
Yliltlel'Press (SHIFT) and <PrtSc) 10 gel a Hardcopy,'}: 
Wrlltln;Yrilelnl"ress any Ie, 10 reI urn 1o Main "enu'); 
Repeal Uni I KeyPressed 

end; 

111111IIIIIII£IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!1111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIllllllllllll} 
II The 101101'"1 procedures are related 10 the analys" 01 aata II 
I' Iro. the pressure tranlducer.These Inelude grapll,ng rout,nes I) 
\. used 10 plot deplh and fail-speed IS, lile, as tell as a 5pl, I) 
I' d,fferentiat,on algor,\1\1 tl derive the speed Characteristic. II 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Illllt!IIIIIII"!!!III, 

Proeedure Choose/relf,lellar Presfile:OalaliJe:lar Inul,dfile:Booleanl: 
lOr 

ExUi\! :51rin91101; I IUh and nale of lllernal pressure file I 
begin 

Cl rser; 
Writ/IR;Yriteln; 
Writelnl'Please seleel deploYleol nUlber 10 be analysed,'I: 
Vrilllo('Eoter nUIDer (1-11'1: 
Wrileln:.rillln; 
ieadlolOplionl; 
ExUIl! :: Filepalh I '\ PrlS' ,Option, ',pas'; 
AsSign(Pr!sfile,Elllilll; 
iiI-! 
hstl(Prnli III: 
UlH: 
!Aulidfile :: (IOrml\ 001; (Error if no external file IoURd 1 
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Program TROUT (Page 4)

If InnlidFile then
beg in

Writeln;
Writeln('Cannot lind Data file PRES',Option,',PAS,');
writeln('Pre,s any Key 10 relArn 10 Ha,n Henu,'I;
Repeal unti I leyprelled

end
end:

Procedure GraphPlot{lar Graphlaluel:PlolarraY;lar TI:lnteger;
nr TitIe,Hi IIe,Un II:YrKslrl ng; Pr Inl:Bool ean):

nr
MUI,R :Integer; I MUI II Inteler deriled IrOi ~eploYlent selection
DaY,Tile:Str,ngllll; I Graph Idenllficalion I

begin
EnterGraph; e:
DeflneWindOl(l,trunc{Xlaxglb/IOI,trunC(Tlaxglb/IOI,

trune «(Xlaxgl b19) /101, trunc ((TIl,gl b'91/10) I:
DefineWindol(l,trunc(XlaXllb/lO),trunc(Tlaxglb/IOI,

trunc ((Xaaxg Ibl91/1 0) ,Irunc ((Tlax II b'9) II Oll;
Define'Orld(I,O,IOOD,IOOO,DI:
Select'lndol(ll;
SetHeaderofl;
Fi ndlor Id(l, Gr aphnl uel, (trunc ((TIl/D, 611, 1.Z, I.Z Ii
Select'lndol(ll:
Or aiBorder;
GotoXT(ll,ll:write('~-----------l'):
GotoXYllZ,ll:Wrlte(' ',Title,' 1'1:
GotoXY Ill, 4): Wr Ite(' -L:._-' 'I;
SetLinestyle(OI;
DrliAXiI(8, 5,10,15,5,15,9,0, lalsel:
Dr 31Polygon (Gr aphlll ues, I, -trunc (T 1/0,6) ,0,1,01;
Selecllorldlll:
Selectlindo,ll);
GotoXY(10,91:WrlleITTitle); Labels Y-AXIS
GotoXT(IO,IO);Vrite{UR,t):
GotoXY(l8,lll:YrJle('Tiae [sl'); Labels X-Ax,s
fal (OptiOR,MuI,R);
Day:: Copy(HeaderlnuIJ,I,81;
Tiae:: Copy(Header[nulj,16,11);
DraiTexlV(850, 80,1,'DATE: 'I;
DraiTexlV(850,IIO,I,Dayl: Graph Ident,.,ication Date
oraiTextV(840,145,1,lilel: Graph I~entlflcation Tiae
If Print then HardcoPY(false,6):
lepeat Until leyPressed;
LealeGraphi c

end;

Procedure LOlpassFilter(lar Data:Plotarrayl:
nr

I Integer; I looP llriable 1
begin

lor I ._ 1 to 198 do
begin

Oalall ,II:: (Datal H,II'Datall-I,II.Datall ,11.0alall.I ,11'Datall.l,111/5:
end

end:

ProcedAre Speedcalc(lar Pressure,Speed:Plolarray);
const
MUIPts : 100: I Specifies nUlber of data points I
MUlderi, : 100; I MUlber of points at 'hich ~erl,atlle is e,alulted I
var
T,leaxis :TOlector; Array 01 salple tile lor nUlerlcal dilferentlat,on
Preslector :TOlector: Array of preslure lalues for differentialion I
Speedlector:TD~ector; ~esultant array frol nUlerlcal ~Iffenliation I
Error :Byte: I ~eturns error slalus after d,flerent,ation I
I :Integer; I Loop lariable I
begin

for I:: I to 100 do

•
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Program TROUT (Page 4) 

If InnlidFile then 
beg i n 

Wfilth; 
Writelo('Cannot lind Data file PRES',Option,',PAS,'); 
¥rileln('Prns any Key 10 return ID MalR Menu,'j; 
iepeal unli I leyprelled 

end 
end: 

?roeedlre GraphPlo\{lar Graphlaluel:Plotarra,:lar TI;lnleger; 
lIr T I tI e, Hi II e,Un I t; WrKllr, ng; Pr, nl: Sool !iRI; 

var 
MUI,R :Integer; I MUI ,$ Integer deriled Irn deploYleAt selection 
DiY,Tile:Str,ngI\ZI: I Gripll Identification 1 

beg'A 
EnlerGrlphi e; 
DerineWindO,(!,lrunc(llaxgl~/!D),lrUnC(Tlalllb/!Ol, 

trunc ((lUll I b19) /101, trune ((Tlax.1 ~'9111 0) I; 
DefineViedo,{Z,trunc{XlaXllbIIOI,trune{YlllllbIIOI, 

!mc ([haxg I b. 9111 01, Irune [(Tlax 91 b '9) /I Oll; 
Oef i nnor 1 d 11,0, I COO, 1000,01; 
Seleell,ndol{21: 
SetHeaderoll; 
Fi n dlor I d(Z, Graplml ues, {Irunc ((Til 10, 511, 1.2, 1.11; 
Seleel"ndol(Z); 
Dr .. Border; 
GOloU {lZ,ZI :Wrile(' ~--------1'1: 
GoIoXY(3Z,ll:Wr.te(' ',Title,' 1'1: 
GotoXY{lZ,41:Wrlte(' ----L:.--"I; 
Sellineslyll{OI: 
Or!lAXI5(S, 5,10,15,5,15,9,0, lalsII; 
OralPolygon (Graphnl aes,l, -lrunc{TI/O, 5),0, 1,0): 
Sel!e\Iorld{ll: 
Seleellindo!(II! 
GOloXY{IO,91:Wr,\e{YTitle); labels Y-AIIS 
GotoXY(IO,IOI;Yrile(Un,I): 
GotOXY(l8,2ZI;Yr.te{'TiU [5\'); labels X-AXIS 
val (option,Mul,R)! 
Day;: Copy(Header(nulj,I,81: 
Til!;: Copy{Header(null,\6,IZI: 
Or3lTex1Y(8\0, 80,1,' DATE: 'I; 
orawlexlV(350,120,I,OaYI: Grapn IdentdicalioB Dite 
oraITeltf(!~O,145,!,rilel: Graph Identol,calioB Tile 
'f 'rint then Hardcop,('al!e,6): 
lepeal Unlil KeyPressed; 
leallGraphi c 

end: 

Procedure lOI,assfilter(var Oala:Plolarra,); 
var 

I Inleger: I loop variable I 
begin 

lor I ,_ 3 \0 198 do 
beg,n 

oalall,l]:: (Datal H,Z]'Oatall-l,lj'Data{ I ,/1.Dala! 1.I,2j'Oala!I.2,211/5; 
end 

end; 

PrOtedire Speedealc(lar Pressure,Speed:Plolarrayl; 
eonst 
MUlots : 100: I Specifies numDer of dala poinls I 
MUlderi, : 200; I MUlDer 01 points at Inieh derlvallve is Ilaluated I 
nr 
T,Meaxis :!Ouctor: 
Preslector :TDvlctor: 
Speedleelor:TOleclor: 
Error : Byte: 
1 ; I nlller: 

Dlgin 
for I:: I 10 100 do 

Array of salple lile lor nUler,cal diflerentlallon 
Arra, of pressure lalues lor dilferenlialion I 
Resultant array Irol nUler,cal d,llfllialion I 

I Relurns error stalus alter dillerenliation I 
I loop lariable I 
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Program TROUT (Page 5)

Copies tile alis lor speed graph
CopIes speed pOInts calculated I

I Creates lector lor tile alis I
I Vector of d,splacelent lalues I

legia
T,leallslll :: Pressure!l,ll;
PresYlctorli1 :: Pressure(I,2)

end;
First Derilalile(MUlpts,Tileslls,Preslector,S,Mulderil,

- T,lealis,Speedlector,Errorl:
,f Error: 0 theo
hegi n

for I :: I to 200 do
hegln

speedll"l :: TileSlis!I!;
Speedll,2 :: SpeedHctorlll;

end;
l olpassF i Iter (Speed);

end
el II
leg iI

Writelo('Error ',Error,' detected in speed calculation,'l:
Writeln('Progral TROUT ahorted.·);
halt;

end
eod:

Procedire CrealePlotArrays(yar Presf,le:Oatafile;yar Pressure,Speed:PlotArraYi
var Callhrate:Real);

var
helAn
I
Pressurenl
Tile

:Bvte:
: Integer:
:Rea I:
:Real;

Dala file elelenl I
loop counler I
PIOI srray eleDent
Salpl ing Per,od I

hegin
Wr,tell('Calculat,ng curyes ... ·):
lor I :: 1 10 100 do
leg,o

Read(Presfi le,HexnuI);
Pressureval :: Hexnul I Cal ihrale;
Pressurell.21 :: Pressureyal

end:
Iole :: 0;
lor I :: 1 to 100 do
legit

Pressurell,lI :: I'll:
IIIe :: lile • 0.6011

end:
Close(Presfilel;
(I lOlpassFiller(Pressurel: .)
Speedcalc(Pressure,Speed);

end;

IPressure file conlalos 100 hyles

Reads dala pOInt Irol ext. Ille
Caillrates dala poinl I
Wr,tes datapolnt to Piol array I

Salpling period is 0,6012secs.

I Filters dala I
Calculales array lor speed curye

:Boolean;
:Char:
:Charj
: Inleger;
:Real;
:Rea I;
:WrKString:
:Wrks tr ing:
:Wrkstri nli

var
Print
FirstByle
PI olOpl ion
A, B, I
Rale
tAI' 8
Ti Ie
YTille
Unit

hegin
Clrscr;
writeln;
Wrlleln('SU8-KENU':44):
Wri lein(' -----••• ': U I:
Wrilelo('Pressire Derlled Graph SeleclioR':S61:
Wr! Ie In(' (Dep IoYIIiI No.': H, Opti 01,' .1' I;
Wr,leln;Wrllell;
Wrileln('Please selecl ole of Ihe folloling f.octions:'):

Procedure PressureKenU(lar PressureArraY,Speedarray:Plolarray:
var AnolherFile:Booleao;,ar Tl:lolegerl;

Print oplion I
First hyle of escape sequence
User selecled graph I
Used to co.pule a,erage speed
Used to cOlpule a,erage speed
Used 10 cOlpule alerage speed
Graph head,ng I
Dependenl ,arlahle I
Un,ls of dependenl yariahle I
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Program TROUT (Page S) 

II,il 
.Ieal.slll :. Pressurell,ll: 

Presnctorlll :' Pressurell,2) 
ena: 

I Creales Hctor for tile alis I 
I lector 01 d,splacelent lalues I 

First Dlrilaljle(MUIPls.Til!!I.s,Presleclor,5,Mulder;I, 
- r'le!lis,SpIedleC\or,Errorl: 

'f Error: 0 IheD 
begi n 

for I :' I \0 ZOO do 
beg,n 

SPIedll,l1 :. Til!alis!ll: 
Speeall, Z :. Sp/elvechr III; 

Cop,es I'll alis lor speed graph 
Cop,es speed po,nls calculaled I 

end: 
l olpassF; I ler (Speedl: 

Ind 
the 
beg i I 

Writeln('Error ',Error,' detecled in speed calculation.·I: 
Wr,leln('Progral TIOUT aborted.'l: 
hall: 

end 
end: 

Proeedxre CrealePIDllrrarsl.ar Presl,le:Dalali le:.ar Pressure,Speed:'lollrrar: 
'ir CallbraH:hall: 

lar 
~euUl 

I 
Pres,urenl 
T iae 

~elift 

: Byte: 
: I RIeger: 
: Rea I: 
: Real: 

Oil. lile elele~1 I 
loop counter I 
'lot IrrlY eilleni 
Salpl ing Per,od I 

Wr,tell('Calculat,ng curyes ... ·I: 
for I :. I 10 100 do IPressure file conla,ns 100 brles 
begin 

lead(Presflle,Hexnulj; 
Preslureul :' KexouD I Cal ilrale: 

ieads data po,nl Irol !xt. 'ole 
Calibrates data poinl I 

Preslurell,ZI :. Prlssurelal 
end; 
till :; 0: 

Yrlles dalapDin! to Piol array I 

lor I :. I 10 100 do 
begin 

Pressurell,l! :: 1111: 
lite :; Iii! • 0.6011 

end: 
Clole(?resfile): 

Sal,l ing perIOd il 0.60IZsees. 

(I lo,p.ssfilllr(Prmurel: I) 
Spe ede a Ie (Pr Issur e, Spee d I: 

I fillers dala I 
Calculates arra, lor speed cur.e 

end; 

Procedure PreslureMenu(,ar PreSIYreArra!,Speedarr,!:Plol,rr,!: 
var Anotherf i I e: Bool eaR: .. r TI: I nllger): 

nf 
Prinl 
FirstSy!! 
PI olOpl i on 
A. S, I 
hie 
IA,IS 
Ti lie 
Hille 
Unil 

beg;n 
Clrscr: 

:S •• Jean: 
:Char: 
:Char; 
: I nleger; 
:Rul: 
: Rea I; 
:Wfutring: 
: YrU Ir i ng: 
:Wrkstring: 

Wrileln: 
Vrlleln('SUB-K£MU':441: 

Prinl oplion I 
First ~yle of escape sequence 
User selected graph I 
Used \0 co.pule .Ierage IPee. 
Uled 10 cOlpute litrlgf speed 
Used to compute Ilefage speed 
Graph headIng I 
Oependenl lar,able I 
Units of dependent variable I 

Vri tel n I' ------- -': U I: 
Wrileln('Pressure Der,ved Graph Selec\ioR':56): 
Wr! leh('IOepIoYIUI MO.·:41 ,Opti on,' .1'): 
Wrlleln;.r,tel.; 
Wrilelft('Please select Oft! 0' the lollo,;ng fUleliOn!:'I; 
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Program TROUT (Page 6)

Yrileln;Yrileln;
yrileln('IFlj Plot of veh,cle Oeplh IS. Tile.');Yrileln:
Yrlleln('!Fl Piol of Veh,cle Fall-Speed IS. Tile.'l;Yr,leln;
Yrilela(' Fl COlpute Fall-Speed oler specified I'le inlerul'):Yrileln;
Yriteln('[FII Hardcnp, of presenl depth characler,slic.');Yr,leln;
Yr,teln!' [F~ Hardcop, of presenl speed characlerlSlic.');Yr,leln;
yrileln('!F51 Select Pressure Oala Irol another deplo,lent,'I;Yrlleln;
Yr,leln(' FT Relurn to Kaln Kenu.";
iead(Kbd, ,rsn,te);
Read!Kbd,PlotoptionJ;
CASE PlotOption OF

1~9: be9in
Tille :: 'Oeplh H. Tile';YTitle :: 'Oeplh';Un,1 ;: ' (I":
Print :: false;
GraphPI oj(PressureArray, TI, Ti lie, YT iIIe,Un,I,Prinl):
PressureKenu(PreSSureArra"SpeedArra"Anolherf,le,T11:

end;
160: beg in

Tille:: 'Speed IS. Tile';YTille :: 'Speed';Un,1 :: '(I/S]';
Print :: false:
GraphPlol(SpeedArraY,TI,Tille,YTille,Unit,Prlnll;
PressureKenu(PressureArra"SpeedArra"Anolherfile,TII;

end;
151: beg,n

Clrscr; Yrileln;
Yrileln('Enler slart-lile 01 interval:');
ieadIIA);Yrileln;
Yrileln('Enler end-lile of interYal (t[lal) : lID sees.):');
Read (\8);Yr ,leI n; Yr i IeIn;
A:: iound(tA/O,50111; I Salple period is 0.6011 seconds I
8 ;: iound(18/0,50111;
If A: 0 Ihen A;: I:
Rale :: 0;
for I :: A10 Bdo
belin

Rale :: Rale' Speedarra,II,21:
end;
iale :: iale/IB-A);
Yrileln('Ayerage fall-speed oler seleeled inlerlal'J;
Yr,teln!'is ',iale;l:l,' I/S.');
Yrileln;
Yrllelnl'Press <iETURH> 10 conlinue •.• ');
Repeal unt i I keypreSSed;
PressureKenu!PressureArra"SpeedArra"Anolherfile,Tl);

end;
162: beg,n

Clrscr;
Yr,leln;Yrileln;
Yr,lelnl'Please ensure prinler is on-line.');
Yrileln('Hit any key 10 slart prinl.'};
Yrileln:
Repeal Unlil Keypressed;
Tille :: 'Depth IS. Tile':lTille :: 'Deplh';Unil ::' [11';
Prinl :: Irue;
GraphPlol(PressureArra"TI,Tille,YTille,Unil,Printl;
PressureKenu(PresSureArra"SpeedArra"Anotherfile,TII

end;
153: be9in

clrser ;
Yrileln:Yrileln;
Yrileln('Please ensure printer is on-line.'l;
Yriteln('Hit an, key 10 slart prlnl.'l;
Yriteln;
Repeat Unl i I Keyprnned;
Tille :: 'Speed VI. Till';lTitle :: 'Speed';Unil :: '(I/sl';
Prinl :: Irue;
GraPhPIOI(SpeedArra"TI,Tille,YTille,Uait,prinll;
PressureKenu(PreSSUreArra"SpeedArra"Anolherfi e,TII

end'
161: AnolherF i Ie •. True;
165: AnolherFile :: False;
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Program TROUT (Page 6) 

Yrileln;Yri!eln; 
rrilell!'IFII Plot of Veh"le Depth IS. Tial.');Yrileln; 
wr'leln!'[F2 Piol of Veh,ele Fall-Speed n. Till.'I;Vf,Wn; 
Vrilela(' Fl Coapule Fall-Speed Olef speeilied I,I! inHnal');Yr,\eln; 
Yrilel!('['.l HardeoPI of presenl depth eharacter,sl't.');Vr,teln; 
Vr,teln!' [F~ HardtOPI 01 present speed eharaeler,stie.');Wr,teln; 
vril!ln('IF61 lelett Pres lure Data Irol another deploYlenl.');Yr,leln; 
Vr,leln(' fT hlurn 10 h,n Kenu.'); 
lead(Kbd, ,rsUrlel; 
Read(lbd,PlotoplionJ: 
CASE PlolOption Of 

159: begin 
Tille :: 'Deplh n. Tile';nille :: 'Deplh';UI,! :: ' 111': 
Prinl :' hlle; 
GrapnFl o! IFreslUreArray, TI, Ti lie, YT i t I I,U., I,Print}; 
Pressure!enu(PreS5ureArra"SpeedArraY,lnotherllle,TII; 

end; 
160: leg i n 

Title:: 'Speed IS. Tile';nitle :: 'Speed';Un,1 :: '{I/sI'; 
Print:, false; 
Ir.pnPlol(SpeedArrl"TI,Tille,ITitle,URit,Pr,nll: 
PressureKenu(PresslreArr.r,Speedlrrar,llolherlile,TI): 

end; 
161: beg,n 

Clrscr: Yrileln; 
Yrileln('Enltr sl.rl-lill 01 interval:'I; 
~eld(IA1:Yrileln: 
Writeln!,!n!!r end-Iii! of inllrval (!llal) : 110 ms.):'): 
Read (18l; Yr ,leI n: Yr i tel n; 
I :' louodlll/0.60Ill: I S'Bpl. period is 0.601l seeonds I 
B :' iound!lB/O.50I2J: 
II A : 0 th!n A :' I: 
hte :' 0: 
Iorl::ll08do 
begin 

iale :: Rale. SpeedarrarIl,21: 
end: 
iale :: lale/(a-A); 
Wrilelo('llerage III I-speed Olef sel!cte~ inlerl!I'): 
Yflleln('is ',lale:4:2,' 115.'); 
Wril!ln; 
Wr,teln!'Prels <RETURM> to eontinue •.. '); 
Repeat unt i I l\eypressed; 
Prellureleno(PreSIUfeArray,Speedlrray,lnotherfile,TI); 

end; 
,62: beg,n 

Clr"r; 
Yrlleln;Yrileln: 
.r,lelnl'Pleas! ensure prio!er is on-line.'l: 
.rilelnl'Hit any key 10 slart print.'): 
wrillln: 
Repell Until leypressed: 
Title :: 'Depth n. lile':lTille :: 'Deplh':Unil ::' [11'; 
Prinl :' Irue; 
Graph? I 01 (PressureArray, ll, Ti I I e, YT ill e, Uni I, Printl; 
PreSlureKenu(PresSureArraY,SpeedArraY,Anolherfile,TI) 

end; 
163: begin 

Clrser; 
.riteln:Yri!!ln: 
nileln!'Plea!e ensure prinler is on-line.'); 
.riteln('Kil any key to slarl pr.nl.'); 
.rileln; 
Repeat Unl i I Keyprusu: 
Tille :: 'Speed n. Tile':ITille :, 'Speed':Unil :: '(I/Il'; 
Prinl :' true; 
GrIPhPIOI(SpeedArrly,TI,Ti!le,YTille,UBil,Pfinll; 
Pre!!UfeMenu(PreSSUfeArray,SpeedAfray,Anolher!i e,ll) 

end' 
164: AnoherFi Ie ,- True: 
165: Anotfierfile :: false; 
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Program TROUT (Page 7)

end
en~;

:Boolean;
;Boolean;
: Inleger;
: I nleger;
:Real;
;PloIArray;
:PI olUray;
:Dalalile;

Proce~ure PressureAnalyse;
var
Error
nore~ata

~Bar
Tt
Calibrate
Pressure
Speed
Presfi Ie

Delecls inul,d exlernal lile nne 1
Flag for user lerllnalion 1
Full-Scale Irans~ucer outpull
Scale oulPlt ~ala to laXIIlse resolullon
Calibration coefliclent I
Pressure lalues frol file I
Differentlate~ pressure values
Inpul ~ala file I

begin
Clrscr;
Yrileln;Yriteln;
Yriteln('Please enter Ihe calibrated full-scale pressure lor Ihe');
Yriteln(' pressHe transducer In I~Bars!.'I;
Yriteln;
Readln(~Barl;
Yrileln;Yriteln;Yriteln;Yriteln;
Yriteln('Please enter the lile range to be analysed.'I;
Yrileln('Analysls begins frol t:O ,hen probe .5 ~eploye~.'J;
Yrileln;
Yrileln('Enter til! 'hen ~eploYlenl 15 cOlplele:');
Yrileln('O[lax) : 110 secs.}');
Yrileln;
Readln(Tt);
Yhlle Tt ) 110 do
begin

Yrileln;
Yrileln('SorrY,l[lax! is 110 secon~s.'l;
Yriteln('Please enler a value less \han or equal 10 this.');
Readln(T11

end;
Cal,brale :: dBarII16.0;
Error ;: False;
noreOala ;: True;
ChoosePreslile(Preslile,errorl;
II nOI Error Ihen
begin

CrealePloIArrays(Preslile,Pressure,Speed,Calibrale);
en~;

Yhile noreData and nol Error ~o
begin

Pressurenenu(Pressure,Speed,noredata,Tl1;
il noreDala Ihen
begin

Choos ePresli Ie (Pr esf i1e,Error) ;
il nol error Ihen

begin
CreatePloIArraYS(Preslile,Pressure,Speed,Calibrale);
Pressurenenu(Pressure,Speed,noredala,Tl)

en~
end

enll
end;

Proce~.re TurbulenceAnalyse;
begin

Clrscr;
Yr,lell;Yrileln;
Finished :: true;

end;

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
II Procedure SElECTROUTlnE conlrols Ihe progral by seletlinglhe I)
II the appropriale algorithl chosen by the user in nAINnEMU. II
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I
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Program TROUT (P age 7) 

end 
end; 

Procedure 
var 
Error 
!oredala 
dBar 
T1 
Calibrate 
Pressure 
Speed 
Presli Ie 

begio 

Pressurelnal,se; 

:Boolean; 
:Boolean; 
: Inteler; 
: I Dleger; 
: Rea!; 
:PlolArra,: 
: PI olUra,; 
:Datalile; 

Clrser; 
Yrileln;Vrileln; 

Deleets inul,d uternal lill nile I 
flal lOf user t!rllnation I 
Full-Scale tfansducIr outpul I 
Scale outPlt dala \0 IllIIIS! resolution 
CallbrltlOft coeftielent I 
Pressure Illue! trol lile I 
Differentiated pressufe lalues 
Inpul data Ille I 

Vrileln('Pleasl enter the calibrated lull-scale pressure lor the'l; 
Yrileln(' pressure lransducer 1ft [dBarsl,'); 
Wrilel!; 
Readln(dhr); 
Vrileln:Wrileln:Wrileln;Vrileln: 
Yr;telnl'Please enler Ihe IiI! rang! 10 be analysea,'l: 
Writeln!'.nal,sIS begins frol I.D ,ften probe ,. leplayed,'J: 
Yriteln: 
Yrillil/'Enhr tile Then deplo,lent II cOlplele:'): 
Yrileln('{![UI) : 110 seel,)'); 
Wrileln; 
leadlnlT1l: 
Wh, Ie TI > 110 do 
begin 

Yrileln; 
Writell{'Sorrr,l(lul is 120 seeonds,'): 
YriHlnl'Plene enter a nlue less than or equal 10 Ihis,'); 
Reallnn!) 

end; 
Calibrate :. dlar/ZSI,D; 
Error :: False; 
!oreData :. True; 
ChoosePreslilelPreslile,errorl: 
It not Error Ihen 
begin 

CrlalePloIArrays(lresfile,Pressore,Speed,CalibraleJ: 
en d; 
While MoreDala and not Error do 
begin 

Pre5sureMenu(Pre55ufe,Speed,Mofedata,111: 
il MoreData then 
be;,n 

ChoosePreslile(Preslile,Error); i' not error then 
begin 

CreatePlotAfrays(Prellile,PreSlure,Speed,Calibrate!; 
PressureMenu(PreS5ure,Speed,!oredata,111 

end 
end 

eno 
end; 

Proeedure TUfculeneeAnalyse; 
beg,n 

Clrler: 
Wr,lell;Writeln: 
FiRished :' true; 

end; 

1lllllltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll«111111111tlllllllllllllllllllill 
I' Procedure SELECTROUTIME controls Ihe prOlr!1 by Hieclinllhe I} 
I. Ihe appropriate algorilhl ehosen Dy the user in iAINMEiU, .) 
""""""" •••• " ••• ,1',1 •••• 11" •••• 1 •• ,.11 ••••••• ' •• ",.11111111,.".,.) 
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Program TROUT (Page 8)

Procedure Selectiouline;
begin

RainRenu(Routine);
CASE Routine OF

159: DisplayHeadlle;
160: PresmeAnalyse;
151: Begin

TurbulenceAnalyse
end;

16~: Finished :: True
end

end;

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111IIIIlIIIlillIIIIlIIlll
I' Rain Prograa '1
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

begin
Initgraphic; I Initialises the graphics systea lor ;raphs
lealegraph,C; I Teaporerily leales the graphic syslea I
Clrscr:
Writeln;Wrileln;
Writeln('Enter path and suD-dlreclory 01 input Oata.'};
Wrileln('e,g, C:\ Filepath\ Subdirectory'l;
WrilelA;
ieadln(Filepathl;
DeplOyaentDales; I Sets up lile 11th dates lor graph 10 I
Finished;: False;
Wh,le not F,n,shed do SelectioUI,ne:
Wr,leln('Prograa TROUT teralnated,'):
Writeln('Type • Trace' to analyse turbulence ,n t,ae dOla,A '):
Writeln('OR'I:
Wr,teln('Type • Speclrua • to perlora POler Spectral analys,s,'):

end,
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APPENDIX 31 (cont.] 

Program TROUT (Page 8) 

Procedure Seleclioutine; 
begia 

RainKenu(Routinel: 
CASE Rouline OF 

15!: DisplayHe.d!le: 
160: PresmeAnalyse; 
161: ge918 

TurbulenceAnalyse 
end; 

16~: finished :' True 
nd 

end; 

l'lltlllllllllllllll'111111!!I(11111111111111111111111tlllll!llllltllllll!lll 
II Ra'i Progr.. '1 
l.illllllilllilllilllliliilllilllliilltilliliill(lilll11111111111111111111111 

begin 
Inilgraphie; i Inllialises Ihe graphics s,slel lor araphs 
lealegraphlc; I Telporerill leales the graphiC I,slel I 
Clrser; 
Wrileln;Wrilelu; 
Writeln('Enler palh Ind Ilb-d,reclor, 01 inpul Oala.'I: 
Writeln('e.g. C:\ filepath\ Subdirectory'l: 
writeln; 
Rtadln(fiIIPathl; 
Deplo,.enIDales; I Sels up lile I,tl dlltS lor graph 10 I 
Finished ;, false: 
Wh,le nol f,nlShed do SeleelRoul,ne; 
Yr,leln('Progril flOUT lerllnalld.'); 
Wrilelot'T,pe • Traee • 10 analyse turbulence ,n I,me dOla,n 'I; 
Vrillln('OR'I; 
Wrlteln('T,pe • Specirul • 10 perlofl POler Speetral anal,515.'I; 

end. 
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Software Reference: Program TRACE

progra. Traeelinput,oulpull;

Seglenled array 01 lurbulenee ~ala I
Asslgne~ 10 vali~lly 01 selecte~ 'ilenale
Turns 101 pass liller OH/OFF I
Flag 'or User lerlinalion I
Prinl oplioo I
uaer selecle~ Iiller eharaelerislie
User selecle~ Inpul f i le I
Arra, 01 ~eploYlenl slallslics ,
Oireclory ot source ~ala I
Sels graphies sealing tor snear Iraee
Hex lile Illh lurbulenee ~ala I

(. Graph,es Inelu~e tlies I)

:Arr ayptr;
:8001 ean;
:800Iean;
:800Iean;
:8001 ean;
:Char;
:Char;
:DaleArray;
:Direelory;
:Rea I;
:Turbdatal IIe;

type
Oireelory : Slrlng[151;
Dale: SlringllO!;
Oalearra, : Array[I .. 8) 01 Dale;
Tapleight : Array[-IO .• IOI 01 leal;
Turb~alalile: lile;
TNYeelor : Arra1l0 .. Z04Tj 01 real;
Turbarra, : Array[I .. 46.,O •. IZ11 01 byle;
Arrayplr : 'Turbarray;

I $1 Iype~el.sys I
I $1 graph,x.sys I
I $1 kernel.sys I
I $1 Iln~ols.sys I
I $1 lin~lrld.hgh I
I $1 aXls.hgh I
I $1 polygon.hgh I
var

Buffer
Err
lPF
Koredata
Prlnl
Fi lIerType
Option
Hea~er

Filepath
Kanhear
Turbdah

: I nleger;
: Tetl:
: Iert;
:Slring[80!:

Proee~ure SelupHea~er;
var

I
Palh
Hea~erlle

Sereen line
begin

Ass ign (Palh, 'OalaPalh. pas' I:
iesel(Palhl;
ieU(Palh,fi lepalhl;
C10se(P3Ihj;
Asslgn(Hea~erlle,Fllepalh • '\ Header.pas');
ieseIIHea~erllel;
I :: I;
lepell

lea~1 n(Hea~er II e,Screen line);
Hea~er[11 :: CopYISereenline,lT,Z8); I sets up array 'or Graph 10 I
I :: 1.\;

Unlll EOF(Hea~er'le,;
CloseIHea~erllel:

(t EraseIPalh); I)
(t Erase(Headerlle) .)
en~:

Proee~ure ChooseTurbl 11 e(lar Turbt i Ie:Turb~al ali Ie: var Inval idF i Ie:800 Iean I:
var

Exllile :stringI40\: I Palh an~ nale 01 exlernal pressure lile I
begin

CI rser:
Yrilelo:Yrileln;
frileln('Please !eleet ~eployaenl nUiber 10 be analyse~.'I;
Wrileln('Enter nUlber (1-81'1;
Wrileln;Yrlteln'
Readllbd,OptiOO!:
Exllile:: Filepalh. '\ Turb' I Oplion • '.pas';
Assigl(Turbli le,Exlli 1e);
'$1-1
iesel(Turblile);
1$1.1;
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APPENDIX 32 

Software Reference: Program TRACE 

prOlrlllrlcelinput,oolpotl; 

type 
Directory: Slr,n9[351; 
Date: SlringllDI; 
CHearf., : Arr.rll .. 81 of Date; 
T.,leight : Arr'rl-IO .• IOI 0' ieal: 
Turbdatalile : lile: 
lNHclOr : ArraYlO .. 2041] 01 real: 
Tlroarr., : Arrly{I .. 464,O •. IZll of byle; 
Arrl,plr : 'Torb,rrl'; 

I $1 typede!.srs I 
I *1 graph,x.sn I 
I *1 kernel.srs I 
I II IlndolS.SrS I 
I II lindlrJd.hgh I 
I II IIls.hgn I 
I *1 polygon.hgh I 
var 

hffer 
Err 
lPV 
MoredaU 
PrJ RI 
Vi IIeriype 
Option 
Header 
Filepath 
!anhear 
Turbdah 

: Arr a,ptr; 
: Sool ean: 
:800Ieao; 
:80olean; 
:8oolean; 
:Char; 
:Char; 
: OaleUray; 
:DirectofY; 
: Rea I; 
: Turbdita,,1 e; 

Procednre SelopMeader; 
ur 

J 
Palb 
Header!le 
Screen Ii oe 

begin 

: I nleger: 
:Tut; 
: Texl; 
:SlringllOI: 

ASlign(?ath, 'CalaPatb.pas'l: 
i!Sel(?athl: 
iead(Patb,fi lepathl: 
elcle(Pathl: 

SegBented arrar of tYrbulenee data I 
AII,gne~ to validlt, of lellclel lilenale 
Turnl 10f Pill lilter OM/OFF 1 
flag lor Uler leraination I 
Print option I 
User Hlected Iliter characterillic 
User sellclld Inpot file I 
Array 01 deploYIInt Itat,l\ici I 
lirector, 01 lource dala I 
Sets ,raphics scaling lor Shear trace 
Mex lile f,tb turbulence data I 

AlllgnINeaderfle,!llepat •• '\ Header.pas'l: 
'eleIIKeaderfle}: 
I :: I; 
lepeal 

Ie adl n (Header fie, Screu Ii nel: 
Header[l] :: CopyIScreenline,l1,21): I SeU up arra, lor Graph ID I 
I :: I, I: 

Until EaF(Head/rllel: 
Clas/{Headerllel: 

(I Erm(Palh); I) 
(I Erase(Headerfle) ,) 
end: 

Procedure ChooseTurbl1l el !at Jurll i I e: Turldataf i Ie: ur I Inl i dF i Ie: 800 I ean I: 
¥ar 

Exl'ile :sttingIIDl: I Path and nail 01 external preslure lile I 
begin 

CI r5cr: 
Wri hID; Writeln; 
Writeln!'Please !eleet deplo,lenl nUIDer \0 be analysed.'}: 
writelnl'Enler IUller (I-I)'); 
Writ/ln:Yrlteln: 
Readllld,Option): 
Exllil! :: Filep3th I '\ Turb' I Option. '.pas'; 
Allill(Turblile,Extfile); 
1$1-1 
iesel(Turbfilel; 
1$1+1: 



I Error iI no external III e found I

-ASl-
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Program TRACE (Page 2)

InulidFile :' (IOresult () 01;
II InulidFile then
begin

Wrlteln:
Wr,teln('Cannol lind Data lile TURB',Opllon,'.PAS.·l:
Wrlteln('Press any key to return to Ka,n Kenu.'):
Repeat until leypressed

end
end;

Procedure ReadTurblile(yar Turblile:Turbdalalile:
var A:Arrayptr: ur Flesize: Integer);

beg,n
ReSel(Turblilel;
FleslZt :: Files,le(Turblile):
BI ockread (Turbl iIe,A", FIes Ize):
Close(Turblllel;

end;

Procedure FlushBuller(lar A:Arrayptr: ur lenglh: Inleger):
ur

J,l :Inleger: I loop var,ables
begil

Wr,leln:Wrileln:
Yrileln('Clear,ng Melory ... ·):
lor J :: I 10 length do
begio . A

tor K :: 0 10 IZl do A IJ,11 .- 0:
end

end;

Procedure CalcOllset(locallel:Arrayptr:lar Ollsel:lnleger);
var I Calculates s.e. ollsel 01 salpled dala I

Runale :Rea I:
I,J :Inleger:

begin
Runale :: 0;
lor J :: I to 4 do
beg,n

for I:: 0 10 117 do Runal! .- Runal!' (locallel"IJ,II/5IZ):
end;
Ollset :: RoundlRuAllel;

end:

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111lllllllllllllllllll}
I' Procedure Filler is used to liller data (lPF '11h 25Hz cuI-oil), l}
I' oelore ,I is plolled.The tap leighls are calculated Irol an FIR t ]
I' lPF Iruncaled 10 II po,nls and I,ndo,ed Ihrough a Hall,ng "ndo,. '1
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

CuI-oIl Irequency :
CUI-oIl Irequency :
Cut-oIl lrequency :
CUI-oIl Irequency :
Turn liller 011.'1:

Procedure lPFlenu:
begl n

lPF :' true;
CI rser: Wr,lel n;Wr i teln(' 5el ect
Yrlleln;Wr,leln:
Wrileln(' (Ftl
Wrlteln(' IF1
Wrileln(' Fl
Wrileln(' IF!
Wri leln(' F5
Readllbd,FlllerType):
Read(lbd,Fi llerlypel:

tAd:

liller characterlsl,c:');

5 HZ.'):Wrileln:
10 HZ.·);Wrileln:
15 HZ.'):Wr,leln;
50 HZ.'I:Wrileln;

Procedure SeleclYeighls(var H:Tapftlgh\):
var

I :Inleger:
begin

Case FillerType of I Inilialises array 'lIh liller leighls I
159: begil

H(-IOI:' 0.001491; Hl-'l:: 0,001913:
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:: HI-I): 1 Filter is sYlutric I

HI-81 :: 0.003218;H -6 .:: 0.001770;
H -4 :: 0.013500;
H -21 :: 0.018197;
HIOI :: 0.02;

end;
160: begin

H -IOj:: 0.002122;
H '81 :: 0.0056381H -6 ." 0.014150,
H -4 :: 0.026154;
H -21 :: 0.036103;
HIO) :: 0.01;

en d:
161: begin

H -101:: 0.000000;
H -81 :: 0.003926;
H -6 ., 0.020076,
H -41 :: 0.051625;
H -2 ., 0.085331,
HIO) :: O. I;

end;
162: begin

HI-IOI:: 0.000000;
HI-81 ::-0.006351;
HI-61 ::-0.012104;
HI-41 :: 0.003190;
H -21 .- 0.038072,
H 01 :: 0.2;

end;
163: lPF :: lalse;
end;
For I :: I 10 10 do HII]

end;

HI-71:: 0.005220;
HH :: 0.010622; I
HI-31:: 0.016110;
HI-II:: 0.019540;

HI-91:: 0.003280;
H -71:: 0.009111;
HI-51:: 0.020206:1
HI-31:: 0.031653;
H-IJ .• 0.038992,

HI-91:: 0.001120;
HI-II:: 0.009919;
HI-51:: 0.034316;1
HI-lJ:: 0.069163;
HI-II:: 0.091116;

HI-9J::-0.002Ill;
H!-I ::-0.011661;
H-5 .- 0.00000 .1
HI-3 :: 0.081171;
HI-I :: 0.\82881;

Tap ,eighls lor F(lPI : 5 Hz I

Tap lei ghls lor F(lP): 10 Hz I

lap Ie ighU lor F(lPI: 25 Hz I

Tap 'e, gh1s lor F(lP): 10 Hz I

Convolution of FIR filler and
and inpul sequence.

I Meccesary 10 preserye causal,ty I

Slorage array lor lap ,e,ghls
I loop yariable I

I Oulpul array Irol Ii Iler I01 real;

:Taple,ghl;
: Inleger;
:Array(I .. 10241

Procedure Filler(yar U:Plolarrayl;
¥ar

H
I,K
1

begin
Se IeCIWe ighls (H);
If lPF lnen
begin

For 1 :: I 10 10 do 1111 :: 0;
For I :: II 10 1014 do
begIn

Y( II ;: 0;
For K :: -1010 10 do
beg,n

Y[II :: (YIII,UII.K,21IH(KIl;
end;

end;
For I ,. 1015 to 1024 do 1111 ;: 0;
For I :: I 10 1024 do UII,21 :: Til);

end
end;

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
II The lollo,ing procedures calculale and plol Ihe shear Irace oyer a II
II I second period selected by Ihe User. II
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Procedure CalcRNS(Signal:Plolarray;yar RNS:Real);
¥ar

I :Inleger; I loop yariable I
begin

RNS :: 0;
lor I :: t to 100 do &ignalll,21 :: sqr(Signalll,21):
lor I :: I to 100 do RMS :: RNS • Sigaalll,21/500: I Calculales RNS ¥alue
RNS :: sqrt(RN&I;

Univ
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"I-SI :: 0,00lI18; Hl-T: 0,001220; 
H -61':: 0, 0017101 HH :: 0,010621; I Tap .eights lor fll?} 
H ,4 ,,0,013500, H[-3l:: 0,016110; 
H -21 :: 0,018191; H[-I):: 0,019510; 
H[OI :: 0,02; 

end; 
begin 

HI-9l:' 0,001280; 
H -II:: 0,009147: 

: 5 Hz } 

H\-\Ol:: 0,OOZI12~ 

H -5 :: 0,011450; 
H -81 " 0,005m, 

H{-51:: 0,010106;1 Tap lei ghlS for HLP): 10 Hz } 
HI-I :: 0.016151: 
H -21 " 0,036103, 
H10j :: 0.01; 

HI-l1:: 0.01 I 651: H -IJ., O,O13!91, 

In d; 
jil: begin 

H[-IOj:: 0,000000; Hl-!I:: 0,001120; lSI :: 0,0039<5! HI-1]:: 0.009919; 
H -6 .' 0.010016, H[-51:: a.OHm; I Tap weighU lor fll?): 15 Hz ) 
H -'I :: o.O\lm~ HI-ll:: 0.061163; 
H -/ .' 0.015l31, HI-II:' 0.0'5116; 
H (01 :: 0, I; 

Ind: 
t62: heglo 

H[-IOI:: 0.000000: H[-9):,-0.OOZI31: 
Ht-S) ::-0.006351; H!-r-O.OHi6I ! Tap relghts lor F(lPJ: 50 Hz I H -6) ::-0.0IZ404; H -5 .- 0.00000 ,I 
H!-41 :: 0.0031901 HI-lj:: 0.0811751 
H -21 .- 0.038072, HH . - 0.111181, 
HIO) :: O.Z; 

163: 
end; 
lPF :: IIlse; 

eod; 
for I 

end; 
:: Ito j 0 dO HilI :: H I -II : I Filler is slMlelrie I 

Procedure Filler(var U:Plolarra,l: 
ur 

H 
I,K 
Y 

begin 

:faplellhl: 
: I nleger; 
:Arrilll .. IOZ41 

Se I ectVe i gnl! IH); 
If lPr tnen 
beglo 

01 real: 

For 1 :: I 10 10 do 1[11 :: 0; 
for I :: II 10 lOll do 
begin 

![ II :: 0: 
for K :: -10 \0 10 do 
begin 

Y[I) :: (YIII,U11,K,Z).HI1l1; 
end: 

end; 

Storage array lor tap velghts 
I loop lariabll I 

I Oulput array lrol Ii I ter I 

I Neccesary 10 preserll eausal,ty I 

Convolution of fiR filler and 
and input sequence. 

For I .' lOll to 1024 do 1(11 :: 0; 
For I :: I to 1014 do U11,21 :: Til): 

end 
end; 

ItIIIII1111111!'II!tllll!IIIII!lllllllltt'IIIII'1111111111111111111111111111 
I' The lolloling procedures calculate and plol the shlar trace oyer I '1 
I' I second period selected by the User, Ij 
111111I1I11111III111111111111I1II11111111I1111111111111IIIIIIIItlllllllllili 

Procedure ClleRMS(Signll:PlolarraY;llf 2M$:I!ll); 
var 

I :lole9Ir; I loop ,ariable I 
begin 

aHS :: 0; 
lOr 1 :: 1 to 100 dO S;;Ollll,ZI :: sqr(Signalll,ZIl; 
for I :' I to 100 do IU :: IKS I SiQUIIl,ZllSOOi I Calnlates RKS ulu! 
RKS :: sqrl(IHS): 
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Program TRACE (page 4)

end;

Procedure SelupGraphiCsl;
beglR

Enlergraph ie:
OefineYindol(I,lrunc(Xlaxglb/IOI,lrUnC(Ylaxglb/IOI,

trunc({Xlaxg I b.91/101,Irunc((Ualg Ibl91 /lOll:
OefineYindol{2,lrUnc(Xlaxglb/l01,lrunC('lalglb/IOI,

IruncI (XlalgIb191/tOI , tr meI (Tlaxg I b191/1 Oil;
Oefi nelor Id(1,0,1000, 1000,01:
Selecliorldlll;
Selecllindol(ll;
SeI8acKground(01;
Ora'border:
GOIOXY(33,21:Yrile l ' I---------------J ' I:
GOIOXY(33,31;Wrile(' Shear Trace 'I:
GOIOXY(33,11:Wrlle(' ---------------- 'I

end;

Procedure PloITracel(ShearArray;plolarrayl;
begin

findlorld(2,Sheararray.500,1.I,31:
Selecllindol(21;
OralAxi s(O,8,5,5, I, 5, 9. I, falsel:
DraIPOlygOn{ShearArraY,I,500,0,t,01

end;

loop ,ar,ables for repelilile labels
Oale and Ille for deploYlenl I

Characler equllalenls of II Ind T2 I

Procedure Displaylabelsl(lar l:lnlegerl:
var

TI,T2 :Inleger; Slarl and finish liles of currenl Irace
NUl, R ; Inleger:
I,J :Inleger:
OaY,Tile :slr,ngI121:
Iileslrlng ;Slr,ng 10).
Tlch,T2ch :Slrong[3);

begin
Selecllorld(t):
Selecllindol(ll:
DraITexIW(T,HO, I,' dU/dz'l:
OrarTexlW (1,510,', 'lisec 1'1:
ul (OplioR,nUl,RI:
Oay :: Copy(HeaderlnulJ, 1,81:
T'le :: Copy (HeaderlnUl!, 16, 121;
DraITexIW(880,50,1,'DATE:'I:
OraITextW{880,90,I,OaYI: I Graph Idenlifical,on : Oale I
Ora,TexIW(810,115,I,Tilel: I Graph Idenlo/,callon : T,le I
T2 :: Irunc(l1128/m.261: I SalPle frequency is 199,26 Hzl
TI::TZ-I;
Slr{Tt,Tlchl: I Con,erlS 1,Ies ,nlo characlers
Slr(TZ,T2chl:
Tileslring :: 'Currenl Display: I:'. Tlch • ' 10 I:', Hch .'.':
OrarTextW (620,960, I, T'liS Ir ingl

end;

Denoles user lenu oplion I
Sublract dc cORponenl frol running alerage
Passes Array for plolling I

;Char:
: Inl eger;
:PlotArray;

Procedure ShearMenul (,ar KoreShears:Boolean:lar TolaITine,Accull,le,
Cal ibrale, RMS: Rea I: rar loca Ilel: Arr ayplr; J, K, l: Inleger):

ur
Cho ice
dc
OulpulArray

begin
ClrScr;
Wrlleln;Wrileln:
Wrlleln('Tolal OeploYllnl lill is ',Tolallile:1:1,' seconds,'l;
Wrileln('Currenlly: ',ACcullile:1:'I' seconds hale been displayed,'I;
Wrilel.I'lasl RKS ,alue :' ,RKS:8:5, I/S per lelre,'):
Wri lei n;
Wrileln('Please selecl one of Ihe folloling oplions :'1:
Wrileln:Wrileln:
wrileln\' IF'I Hardcopy of pr!llous I second Irace,'I;Yrileln;
Yrihln' f2 OisPla, of nexl I second period.'I;Yr,leln;
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end; 

ProcedUfe SetupGraphiCsl; 
beglR 

EnHrgraph i c; 
OefineYindol(l,truneIXlaxglb/10l,trunc(Ylixglb/IOj, 

Imc ({Xlaxgl b .91/1 01, trune (YJaxg I b. 9) /lOll; 
DefineYindol{Z,lrunc(Xlaxglb/IOI,trunc{Ylaxllb/10I, 

Irune ( (Xlalg I b19) /101, truoc ({YallS I bl9 1/1 Oll; 
Oefi oelor Ia( 1,0,1000, 1000,01; 
Selectiorld(ll; 
Seleclriodol(ll; 
Sel8aekground{OI; 
Dralborder: 
GOIOXY{33,Z):Vfite('!---------------]'I: 
GOloXY(33,31;Vrill(' Shear Trace 'I: 
GOIoXY(33,41;Yt,\!(, -------------- 'I 

end; 

Procedure PlotTraeel(ShearArray:plolarrayl: 
Deg,n 

find,orld{Z,SheararraY,500,1,I.ll: 
;ele~tr;ndor(ZI; 

Ora!lx; s(O, 8,5,5, I, 5, 9, I, 1a15eJ; 
DralPolygOn{Shearlrrly,I,500,Q,I,OI 

end; 

PrOtedire Displa,labelsl(lar l:lnlegerl: 
var 

11,T2 :lnHger: 
hi, R : I nuger: 
I,J :Int/ger; 
Day,Til! :slrlng!"I: 
lillstr.ng :51rln9 401: 
lt~n,lZCII :Slr,ng!ll: 

begin 
Seleellorta(ll: 
Seleellindol(I); 
Or alhxlY(1, 410, I, 'dU/dz 'I: 
OrlilexIY(1, 510,1,' !lseel'l: 
val (Option,nUl,II: 

Slarl and finish Illes of currenl trace 

lDOP .,rlable, lor lepetili,e II~els 
Dale and I'le lor deplollent I 

eMracler equlllients 01 II Ind 11 I 

Day:: Copy(Header(iUllol,IJ: 
I,ne :: Copy (He,dulnu_l, IS, III: 
OraiTexIY(laO,50,1,'DITI:'): 
DrallutW(l30,90,I,Oar); I Graph IdenlificH,on : Dale I 
Ora,rexIY(810,115, !.lilel: I Graph Idenld,eat.on : Tile I 
TZ :: Irunc(1I11llm.161: I Salple Irequen~y is 439,16 Hzl 
It::TZ-I: 
SIr(TI,Tlehl: I Conlerls \,nes ,nto charaelers 
Str(T1,T2eh): 
Tileslring :: 'Carrenl Display: I:" Tlch , ' to I:'. l1eh ",': 
oravTexIV (610,960, I, T, les Ir i ngl 

end; 

Procedure Ih/arKenul (Iar KoreShears:BDolean:var TotalTine,AcculTIII, 
Cal i Dr ale, RMS: Real: .ar L eea llel: Arr .yplr; J,!, l: I nleger!: 

IIf 
eM i ce 
dc 
OutpulArra, 

begin 
elrSer: 

:CMr: 
: I nl eger: 
:PlolArray; 

Vrlleln;Vrileln: 

Denotes user leni option I 
Subtract de cOlponent frol runnin§ aierage 
Passel Array for plollin; I 

Yrll/ln('Tolal DeplnYlenl IiI! is ',Totallil!:4:I,' seconds,'l: 
Yril/ln('Currenlly: ',Aceullile:4:1,' seconds naYe been displayed.'): 
Vrihln{'tul .HI nlue :',2M5:8:S,' I/S per IIlre.'); 
Wril/ln: 
Wrileln('Pleas/ selecl on! of Ihe Iolloliog option :'J: 
Yrilelo:Vfilel!: 
Yrileln(' !F!l 
YrihU(' F1 

Hardtopy of prel,OUI 1 seeena trate.');Wrileln; 
D'sPlay of next I se(ond period.'I:Vr"eln; 



Change tiller charlclerisl,c,'I:Writeln;
Relurn 10 Turbulence sub·Menu,' I;Wr,teln;
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Wrileln(' IF3l
Wrileln(' Fl
Reld(Kbd,Chol ce};
Reld(lbd,Choiee);
Case Choice of

159: begin
CalcOllset(LOcallel,dcl:
Clrscr:
Wrileln;Wrileln;
Wr,leln('Plelse ensure prinler is on-line,');
Wrileln('Hil <RETURN> 10 start plol'):
Repeal until Keypressed;
I :: 0: I SeU parlftelers bacK I seconds I
l :: l-4; I l is vllue parlleter - does'nt etlecl globals I
lor J :: I 10512 do
beg in

OutputArraY[J,1\:: JI(I/500); .
OntpulArray[J,21 :: Cal ibrllel(O, 15/1211I(Locallea"1L, II - dcl;
I :: I";
II I : 121 Ihen
begin

I :: 0;
L :: L I I

end
end;
II lPF then
beg I n

Wr,leln: Wrileln('F ilIering", ');
Filter(OulpuIArrIY);

end:
SetupGrlphicsl;
PlotTrml (OulpuIArray);
0, spllyLabelsl (L I;
Har deoPl (Ial se ,6);
Lenegraph,c;
ShearMenul(MOreshears,TolaITiae,AccuITile,

Ca II brate,RMS, l oca Ilel, J, I, LI

160:
161 :

end:
MoreShears :: true:
begin

lPfaenu;
ShearMenul(MoreShelrs,TolaIT,le,AccuIT,le,Cal ibrlte,RMS,

locllael,J,I,ll;

Array 01 1024 verlices (2 secondsl
Flags user selected lerainalion I
Flags user seleeted terainalion I
SUblract dc eo.ponenl Irol running average
loop variables I
Returns accumulated Ille I
Used 10 cal cui ale RMS value I

end:
162: beg,n

MoreShears :: talse;
end;

end
end:

Procedure clleShearArrayl(var localael:Arrayplr;
var Calibrale,TolaITiae:Real);

ilr
ShearArray :Plotarray:
MoreShears :Booleln;
Abort :Char;
dc : Integer;
J,l,l : Integer;
AcculT iae :Rea I;
RMS :Real:

begin
CalcOllsel(locallel,dcl:
I :: 0;
l :: Ii
Clrstr;
Wrileln;Wrileln;
MoreShears :: Irue;
AcculT iae :: 0:
Wrileln:
Wrilell('Tolal deployaent tiae is' ,hUllile:4:',' seconds,'l:
wrileln:
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Wrileln!' 113! 
Vrileln(' rl 

Change lillel characlerist,c,'):Wrileln: 
Return 10 Turbulence sub-"enu,' ):wr,leln: 

Read(lbd,Cno, eel; 
Read(lbd,Choiee); 
Cau Choi ce 01 

tS9: begin 
CalcOllset(lOCall!I,dCl: 

t60: 
tSI: 

Clrser; 
rrileln;.rileln; 
Vr,leln('Please ensure printer is oo-line,'I: 
Yrileln('Hil <RETURN> 10 start plol'); 
Repeat until Keypressed; 
I :: 0; 1 SIts paraftellrs back I seconds 1 
l :: l-\: 1 l is lalue paraae!er - does'ot eHeel globals I 
lor J :: I 10512 do 
beg i 0 

OulpuUrray[J,lI :: J.(1/5001; . 
OulpuIArray[J,ZI :: Cal ibral!'(O, 75/iZlll(loeallll"ll,11 - dtl; 
I :: 11\; 
III: I/! Ihen 
beg,n 

I :: 0: 
l :: I I I 

end 
end: 
II IPf Iheo 
beg,o 

wr ,teln: Writel n ('F i I leri ng",'); 
Filler[OutpulArray!: 

end; 
SetupGraphiesl; 
Plotlracll(OulpuIArrarl; 
01 splaylabelsl(L I: 
Hardcopy(false,S); 
len/graph,c: 
ShearMenOI(MOreshears,TotaITile,Aecollile, 

Ca II brale, RXS, l OC31111, J, I,ll 
end; 
MoreShears :: Irue; 
begin 

l'flenu; 
ShearKenll!MoreShears,Tolall'II,Aeculllze,Cal icrale,RMS, 

locallel,J,K,ll: 
end; 

162: begin 
MoreShears :: lalse: 

end: 
end 

en d~ 

Procedure calcShearArra,I!Y!r locallel:Arrayplr; 

lar 
.h!arlrra, :Plotarra,: 
Mor/Shears :Booleao; 
Abort :Char: 
de : Integer; 
J,I,l : Inleger; 
Aeeuiliu :Real: 
RKS :Ieal; 

begin 
CaleOlflel(lotallel,del: 
I :: 0; 
l :: I; 
Clrser; 
Wrileln;Wrileln; 
KoreShears :: true; 
ACCUlli., :: 0; 
WritelA; 

III Calibrall,lolalliRe:Reall; 

Array 01 101i verticel (I seconds) 
flags user Illeeled lellinllion I 
flagl uSlr Illeeted terftinalion I 
Slblraet de cDlpenent frol runn,ng average 
loop Yariables I 
Returns accululated IIII I 
Used to calculate RKS value I 

Vrilell('hlal deplOYllot tilt il ',hUHile:4:1,' seconds.'l: 
wrileln: 



I Saaple frequency IS 199.16 Hz
I IIF I sie . LOZII sees. I

(LoCallel"ll,ll . dcl I (0.001861;
I SUbtract DC cOlponent 01 IZl,
10.11 Volts: byte lalue of I2a
I so 0.00586: .15/1Z8 I

APPENDIX 32(conL)

Program TRACE (Page 6)

Writell('Press <RETURN> to comaelct trace of first I secold'):
Wrltell!' or' Q' to return to Menu.');
Readln(Abort);
If Abort: 'Q' then MoreShears :: lalse;
WhIle !oreShears do
begil

ACculTile :: Accultiat t 1.021\;
for J :: I to 112 do
begil

ShearArray[J,lI :: JI(IIIOOI;
ShearArray(J,21 ;: Calibrate I
I ;: I t I;
If C : 128 then
bet,l

C ., 0;
L :: L t I;

end
tid;
If LPF then
begil

Wrl tell; Hi ttl I I' Fi I ter,lg ... 'I:
FiIter (ShearArray I;

end;
CalcRMS(ShearArraY,RMS);
Set upGr aph ies I;
PlotTractl(ShtarArraYI;
DisplayLabelsl (LI;
Repeat Unt,l leypressed;
Lealegraphlc;
Shear!enul(MoreShears,TotaITiae,AccuaTile,Calibrate,RMS,Localmel,J,I,L)

eld;
eld;

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I1111I1I
II Ihe follol;lg procedures caleulate and plot the shear trace oler a II
II \0 secold period selecled by the USH. I)
Illlltllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll1111111111111111111111

Procedure SetupGraphicslD;
betin

Enlergraphi e:
DeflneWlndot(l,trune(Xlaxglb/I),lrune(Ylalglb/IZI,

trunc ({Xaaxgl bill/I), Imc [(Yuxg Ib131112)};
DefileWindot(Z,trunc(Xaaxglb/I),trulcIYaaxglbI31IZ),

trunc ((Xlaxgl bI!) /1) , lrulc ([Tnaxg Ib'I11121);
DefineWindol(3,trule(Xlaxglb/ll,trunc[Ylaxglbll/IZ) ,

trunc ({Xuxgl bl~ I/IJ , lrulc((yaaxg I011) 11211;
Defi leWi IdOl (I, trulc (Xlaxg I bll), trule (Ylaxg I bll/l2) ,

lrunc ((Xmax91 bl~ 1/1) ,lrulc [(Tlaxg I 0191 /lZ}I;
DefileWildol(I,trunc(XaaxgI0/11,lrunc(VaaxgI0191IZ) ,

trune ({Xlaxgl bill III ,trulc( (Tlaxgl 0111) /121 I;
Def,neWindot(6,trunc(Xaaxglb/101,trunc(Ylaxglbll~},

trunc((x.axglblt)IIDI,trule({Y.axglbI13}11~11;

Definelorl d(Z,D, 1000,1000,01;
Selectlorld(ZI;
SelecIWindol(6};
SetBacKground(O);
DratOorder;
GotoXY(3J,II;Wri tel' [ ---------------]' I;
GotoXY(33,Z);Wrlte(' Shear lrace 'I;
GotoXYI33,ll;Wr,tt(' -------------- '\

end:

Procedure PlotTraCelO(lar ShearArray:plolarraY;lar Tracelua:lnleger);
begia

(I FindWorld(l,SheararraY,I024,I,1.21: I) I Used for automatic scalilg
DefineIOrld(I,O,'laxshear,Z,oS,laxshearl;
Selectlorld(lI:
Selectlildol(TracenUII:
Sellinestyle(OI;
DrnAXiS(D,6, 1,1 ,0,' ,9,1, false):
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APPENDIX 32(conL) 

Program TRACE (Page 6) 

Writelll'Press iRETURN) to eO~lenee trace of first I second'): 
Wr.teln!' or' Q' 10 return to !enu.'): 
ieadln(Abort); 
II Abort: 'Q' Inen "oreSnears :' 'alse; 
Wh.le KereShears de 
begin 

I,CUITia! :: IceUllil! • 1.0155; 
lor J :: I \0 512 do 
begil 

ShmArraytJ,1l " JIII/SOOI: 
ShearArray{J,11 " Calibrate I 
I :' Itl; 
I! K : IZ! Inen 
beg.n 

I .' 0; 
l :' l • I; 

end 
end; 
If lPF Ihen 
begin 

Saaple frequency IS 499,16 Hz 
I/F I 512 , 1.0,55 secs. I 

(loCallu"!l,ll - del I (O,OOSIS); 
I SUD tract DC cOlponenl 01 \21, 
10.15 VOlts, byte lali! 01 m 
I so 0.00580 : .15/118 I 

Wrllel n: Yri lei n (' fi I ler. ng ... '): 
f iller( SnearArr,y I; 

end; 
CalcRKSIShearArraY,RKS); 
SelupGnphicsl: 
PloITraeetISnear.rr!!I; 
Di spl arlabel st(ll: 
lepeal Unl.1 leypressed: 
LeaHgr!ph.c: 
Snelr!enul(MoreShears,TolaITinl,AccUITill,Calibrate,RMS,local~II,J,I,ll 

eRd; 
end; 

11111111111111111111111111111111111!111111111111111111tllliiilllili!llltl'l! 
II The lolloling procedures calculate and plol the shear Iraee oler a '1 
II 10 second period seleeled bl Ihe User. 1\ 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!11111tllllllllllllllllllill 

Proeedure SelupGraphicslO; 
begin 

Enlergraphi e; 
Del.neWlndo,(I,trune(Xllxglb/51,trune(YlaIQlb/lll, 

trune ({X~axgl D .41/;), Imc ((rUX! I b 131/1 ,II: 
DefineWin~o'(I,trunc(Xlaxllb/5),lr.nc('maxglbI3/111, 

trunc ((Xlaxg I bill f)l , \rune «Tnaxi I b.5 1/1111: 
DefineWindol(l,trunc(Xlaxglb/il,lrunc{Ynalgln,5/11! , 

trine (!Xuxgl 0.4115) , \r'Jne((yaaxgl b.1) /111 I: 
Defi nefi ndol I 4, trune (XUX9 I 0/5), trune (TUII I b'lI I ,I , 

Irunc ((Xmaxgl 014 J /5l, Ime( (aiXg I b '91 IlII I: 
Oefinefindo,(i,lrunc{Xlaxglb/51,lruneIYnaxglb.9/lll, 

trune ({XI,XII b '41151, Imc {{lIaxgl b '111 /I ZI I; 
Def. neW i ndol {5, Iryne (Xlaxg I 0/1 0), trunc (Tlaxgl blill , 

trune((Xlaxglb'!I/IOI,lrune((Ynaxglb'lll/llll: 
OelinelOrld(Z,O,IOOO,IOOO,OI: 
Seleellorld\ZI; 
SeleetWindo,(61: 
Set8aeKground(OI; 
DralDorder; 
GotOJY(lJ,'I;Wtit!('[---------------]'I; 
GOIoXY{33,II:fflte(' Shear Trace 'I: 
GotoXY(",ll;Yr.lel' -------------- 'I 

end; 

Procedure PlotTracelO(lar snearArray:plotarray;,ar Traeenul:lnlegerl; 
blgi. 

(. FindWorld(l,SheararraY,IOll,I,I.ZI: I) I Used lor lutoutie lealing 
DelineIOrld(I,O,'lalsnear,z.OS,llx5hearl; 
SelectJOfld(lI; 
.electlindol(TraeenUI); 
'etliolstyleIOl; 
DrawAXiS{O,6,I,I,O, 1,',1, 'alSe); 



APPENDIX 32(conL)

Program TRACE (Page 7)

DraiPolygon(ShearArray.I,IoI4,0,1,01
end:

l abe Is Ii ae axes I

labels shear axes I

I Conlerls limes inlo Characters

Characler eqolyalenls 01 TI and T2 I

loop lariables lor repelitile labels
Dale and t,le lor deploymenl I

Procedore DisplaylabelslO(yar l: Inlegerl;
nr

TI,TI :Inleger: Starl and lin,sh times 01 current Irace
HUI,R :Inleger;
I,J :Inleger:
DaY,Tile :Str,ng!llj:
T,lestring :String 40 ;
Tlch,Tlch :Slringll};

begin
SelectlOrld(ll:
Selectllndol(SI;
yal(Option,nol,R);
Oay :: Copy[Header[nol},I,8!;
Tile :: Copy(Headerlnull,IS,II);
DraiTelIW(880,50,1,'DATE:');
DrawTelIW(880,90,I,DaY); I Graph Idenlification Date
DraITelIW(STO,115,I,T'le); I Graph Idenlilication Tile
J :: SO;
DraiTexIW(T5,J,I,'dU/dz'l;
DrnTeltf (T5, (J.15) ,1,' I/secJ'I;
lor I :: I to 4 do
begin

J :: J • 100;
DraiTeltW(TD,J,I,'dU/dZ'!;
DmTexIW(TO, (J.15), 1,' IIsecl' I;
DraiTextW(8S0,J,I,'llle (sl'l;

end;
TI :: tronc(l.IIS/49'.IS):
II::TI-IO;
Str(TI, Tlch):
Slr(TI,Tlchl:
Tilestr,ng :: 'Corrent D,splay: I:'. Tlch .' 10 I:'. T2ch ".':
DraiTelIW(SI0,9S0,l,Tilestr,ng)

end;

Hardcopy 01 preYlous to second trace,'!:Wr,leln;
Display 01 next 10 second perlod.'I;Wrileln:
Change lilHr characlerist,c');WriteIR;
Change lull scale shear yalue'I:Wr,leln;
Relurn 10 Turbulence sUb-Menu,'I:wrileln;

Passes Array lor plotting

Denoles user lenu opllon:Char;
: Integer;
:PlotArray;

Procedure ShearMenolO(Yar MoreShears:900Iean:lar TolaIT,le,Accullile,
Cal ibrate: leal; Vir local lei: Arrayplr; I, J,K,l: I nleger!:

nr
Choice
dc
OotpotArray

begi n
Ca I cOlfset (loca laea, dc I;
CI rser:
Writeln;Wrileln;
Writeln('Tolal DeploYlent line is ',Tollllile:4:1,' seconds.'I:
Wr,teln('Currently: ',AccoaT,le:4:1,' seconds hale been displayed.'!;
Writeln:
Writeln('PleaSe sel eet one 01 Ihe 10110llng oplions :'1;
Wrileln;Wrlteln;
Wrileln(' (fll
wrilelnl' IfII
Writeln ' Ifl
wrileln(' If41
Wri lelA!' f5
lead(lbd,Choicel:
Read(Kbd,Choicel:
Case Cho,ce of

159: begin
CIrscr;
Wr,teln;Wr,teln;
write,nl'Please ensure printer IS on-line,'I;
Wrileln 'Hit <RETURN> 10 start plot');
Repeal until ~eypressed;

K:: 0; I Sels paraleters bac~ 10 seconds I
l :: l-40i I l is yaloe paraleter - does'nt elfeci globals
SelupGrapnicslO:
for I :: , to 5 do
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APPENDIX 32(cont.) 

Program TRACE (Page 7) 

DraIPolygon(ShearArray,I,1014,0,I,OI 
end: 

Procedure Displarlabel510(Yir l: Illeger!; 
ur 

TI,TZ 
MUI,R 
I, J 
Dar,Tile 
TIIIslr;ng 
Tlch,12ch 

begin 
Select!orld(Z!: 

: I nleger: 
: I nil ger; 
:Integer: 
:strloll"j: 
:Slring 10 : 
:Slringllj; 

Seleclmdol(SI: 
,al(Oplion,nul,i): 
Oar :: Copy[Headerlnull,I,31: 
Tile:: CopyIHeaderlnull.l&,lll; 
DrallelIV(880,50,1,'OITE:'); 

Start and linl51\ limes 01 current trace 

loop variables lor repelilil! laDels 
Oale and 1III lor deployment I 

Cilaracler equlvalenls 01 11 and 12 I 

DrarTextw[S80,90,I,DaYl: I Graph Idenlilicalion Date 
Or.ITuIW{810,115,I,TIIII; I Graph Idenllflcallon Tile 
J :: 80; 
OrailexIY(T5,J,I,'dU/dz'); 
Dr allexn (15, (J.25) , I,' (/5ee 1'1: 
for I :: I 10 4 do 
begin 

J :: J 1 ZOO; 
OrnTextW (n, J, I,' dU/d,' I; 
DmTIxlW(70, [J!25) ,I,' Iiseel' I: 
OrarTeIIW(BSD,J,I,'llle (5)'1: 

end: 
TZ :: Irunc(ll\ZS/19',26): 
TI::T2·\O: 
Slr(Tl, llcn): 

labels shear aXIs) 

labels li~1 axes I 

I Con,erls lines inlo characlers 
Str(T2,lZchl: 
Tilestrlng ;: 'Currenl Display: I:" lleh .' 101:'1 TZen ",'; 
DrailextW{SZO,9,O,I, Til/sIring) 

end: 

Procedore Snlar~enuIO(Ylr ~oreSllelrs:Soollan;yar Totalllle,Aceullile, 
Cal i brale: leal: nr local all: Mrayplr: I, J, K ,l: I nllgerl: 

nr 
elloice 
de 
OutpoUrray 

begi n 

:Char; 
: I nleger: 
:PlolArray; 

Denoles user ReflU optIon 

PI!S!! Array lor plolilng 

Cal eOffsel (loca 1111, de I: 
Cl rSer; 
Writeln:.riteln; 
Writeln('Tolal Deploy.ent tile is ',Tollltil!:4:1,' 5eeonds.'l: 
Wrlteh('Currently: ',AccuT,me:4:1,' seconds have been displayed,'l: 
Writeln; 
Wrileln!'?I!aS! seleet one 01 the Iollo"og options :'1; 
Wrileln:Wrlleln; 
Wrileln!' If II 
Writel"l' Ifl1 
Vrileln ' IFl 
Vrileln!' IF4l 
Vri IeIA(' F5 
lead(!Dd,ChOieel; 
Read(!bd,ChOieel: 
Case enolee 01 

159: begIn 

Hardcopy 01 prevlo~s 10 second Irace,'I;Yrlleln; 
Di5pla, 01 qell 10 !!cond per,od,');Yrileln; 
CMnle filler eharacterisllc');Yrilfl!; 
Chang! lull scale 51lear ,alue'!;Yr,leln; 
Return to Turbulence sub-Henu.'I:Yriteln; 

C I rscr; 
Wrlteln;Vrl!eln; 
Wrileln('PI1I5e ensure prinler IS on-line.'l: 
Yritlln('Hil <RETURN> to slart plot'l: 
lepeal unlil ~e,pressed; 
I :: 0; I Sels paraMelers back 10 seconds I 
L :: L·IO; I l is lalue paraa!ler • OOls'nl ellect globals 
SelupGrapnicllO: 
F or I :: I 10 5 dO 
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Program TRACE (Page 8)

begi u
for J ;: I to 10ZI do
begin

OutpotArray[J,1I .- JIlI/SOOl;
OutpuIArray[J,ZI ;: CalibrateJ(0.75/1Z8)lllocaIIW'll,11 . de);
K:: 1.1;
II I : IZ8 I~en

begi.
I ., 0;
L " l •

end
eud;
If LPF then Filter(OutpuIArray);
PloITraceIO(OulpuIArraY,11

end;
OI~playlabelslO(L):
Hardcopy(lal~e,i):
Lmegraphic;
S~ear"enuIO{"ore~~ear~,TotaITile,!CcuITile,

Cal ibrale,locallel, I ,J,I,LI
end;

liO: "oreShears ;: Irue;
iiI; begin

LPFlenu;
S~ear"enul0{"Ores~ear~,TotaITjle,!cCuITlle,

Cal,brale,Locallel, I,J,I,l);
end:

li2: begin
Wrllelu('Enler lalilul lalue lor ~~ear~ elpecled;');
~eadln(lalshearl;
nals~ear ;: lal~~ear I Z; I Calculale~ pop lalue
S~ear"enuI0{"oreS~ears,70taITile,AccuIT'le,

Callbrale,Localeel, I,J, I, LI;
end:

163; "oreS~ears ;: lal~e
end

end;

Procedure calcS~ear!rrlyl0(lar Localnel;Arrayplr;
rar Calibrale,TolalTiae;~eal);

Loop lar,ables I
leIurns aceululaled 1,Ie I

Array of 1021 lerlices {2 secnnds!
Fla9~ user selecled lerllnal,on I
Flag~ user selecled lerl,nal,on I

:Plolarray;
:800Iean:
:C~ar;

; Inleger:
: Inleger:
;Real;

Ilr
ShearArray
"oreShear~
Abort
dc
I ,J,l, L
ACculTile

begin
CalcOIl~e\(Locallel,dcl; I Calculales dc cOlponenl I
I ;: 0;
L :: t;
Clrscr;
Wrileln;Wrileln;
"oreS~ears ;: Irue;
ACCUIT ile ;: 0;
Wr,ltln;
Yrilelnl'Tolal deploYlenl lile i~ ',TolaITile;I;1,' ~econds.');
Wrileln;
Wrileln('Pre~s (~ETUlM) 10 cOllence Ir3ce 01 lir~1 10 ~econd~'I;

Wrilelnl' or' Q' 10 return \0 "enu,'};
Readl n[Abort I;
If !borl : 'Q' then "oreS~ears ;: false;
While "oreShear~ dO
begi n

SelupGraphic~IO;
For I;: t \l5do
begin

ACculTile ;: Accoltile • 2.0:
lor J ;: I 10 10ZI do
belin

~earArray(J, II ;: JI(I/5001:
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Program TRACE (Page 8) 

begiB 
for J :: I to IOZI do 
M;in 

OulpuUrray[J,11 .' Ji(I/S001; 
OulpulAmy!J,ZI :: CaliDralel(O.15/1ZSI!(locall!IA !L,Kl - de); 
K :: K.I; 
II K , m tben 
begil 

K .' 0; 
l .. l • 

eU 
eod; 
II LPF then Filter(OutpuIArray); 
PlotTr.ceIO(OulpuIArray,11 

end: 
DlsplaylabelslO(l); 
Har~copr(laISe,il; 
Lmegraphic; 
ShearKenuIO("oresbears,Tltallile,~CtUITile, 

Cal icrale,lotallel, I ,J,I,ll 
end; 

ISO: "DreShears :' true: 
161: begin 

LPflenu; 
SnearHenuIO(KoreShears,Totallile,AceuITlle, 

Call brale,lotallel, I,J,I,l); 
end; 

162: begin 
Wrllelnl'Enler IIXilUI lalae IDr shears expetled:'); 
~eadln(laxsbearl; 
naxsnear :: Eaxshear 'Z; I Calculates pop lalue 
ShearKenuIO(HDreShears,Tolallile,ActUITlle, 

Callbrate,lo,alnu, I ,J, I, l): 
end; 

153: "DreShears :: lalse 
end 

eld; 

Procedure taltShearArrlytO(lar localnel:Arrayplr; 

laf 
SMarArray 
MDreShears 
Abort 
dt 
I, J, K, l 
Attull i Ie 

begin 

:Plolarrar: 
:8001!lo: 
:Char: 
: I nleger; 
: I nleger: 
: lea I: 

vir C,librale,TolalTill:Realj; 

Array 01 1014 lerlieel (I setonds) 
flags usef selecled lerllnatlon I 
flags usef seletled Ilralnatlon I 

loop larlaOII' I 
ieturnl atCulllaled I,R. I 

CaltOllsel(to,allll,a,); I Calculates de cDlpooeot I 
I :' 0; 
t :: I; 
Clrser: 
Vrileln;Yrileln; 
KoreShears :: IruI; 
AetUll ile :: 0; 
Yrlteln: 
Wrltelo('Total deploYlenl lill is ',htalTill:4:1,' seeDods.'): 
Wrlteln; 
Writelo('Press <RETUiW) to tOllene. traee 01 lirll 10 Ilconds'l: 
Yriteln(' or' Q' 10 relum to Henu. 'J: 
leadl n [A~ort I: 
If Abort: 'Q' Ihen !ofeShear, :: lal,.; 
While !oreShears dO 
begi I 

SelvpGraphieslO; 
for I:: I 10540 
belin 

ACtOI!ill :: leeull,ae • Z.O; 
lor J :: 1 10 1014 do 
De,iA 

hearArrarlJ, II :: JI(I/5001: 



Reads lile ,nlo array I

lOI Pass lilter olf by delaull

Display trace in I second seglents.');Wrileln;
Oisplay Irace ,n to second seglenls.'J;Writeln;

-AS8-
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Program TRACE (page 9)

ShearArraylJ,21 .- CalibrateI(0.1~/128)[ (localleIAll,ll - ~C);
l :: lIt;
II l : 128 them
beg,n

l . - 0;
l :: l I I;

end
en~:
II lPF then FilterlShearArray);
PlotTraceIO!ShearArraY,I)

end:
Displaylabelsl0(l);
lepeat Unlil leypressed;
lemgraphic;
ShearNenuIO(Noreshears,TolaITile,AccuITile,Calibrate,locallel,I,J,I,ll

en~

ead;

Procedure calcShearTrace(yar Turblile:Turbdatalile);
const

p: 1021; , Densily Of sea later in ~g per cubic letre.
A: ~.025E-~; I Probe X-sectional area ,n square letres. I

ur
local lei :Arrayptr; Internal array to laxil,se plot speed
leyul .caar: Vllue relurned Irol user ,nput I
Plotoption :Char; Signllicanl byte 01 ecsape sequence I
Calibrate :Ieal; Calibrat,on coeffic,ent is funct,on 01 speed
Speed :Real; Fall speed lor calibration purposes I
Size :Iateger: Nuber 0112& byte recor~s 'I ~atalile
Tile :Ieal; Reluras lotal ~eploYleRl tile I

begin
Clrscr;
Yriteln;
Yr,lela('Please ealer Ihe alerage lall-speed 'I;
Yrilela!'ol the leh,cle ,n [1/51:'1;
Yriteln;
Rea~la(Speedl;
Yriteln('PleaSe enter Ihe calibralion coefficienl 01 Ihe probe:');
Yrileln;
Readln(Cal ibrale);
Yr iIeIn; Yr IIeIn; Yr i tel n; Yr iIeIn;
Calibrale :: IIlCII,bratelplAlsqr{spee~ll: Delines cal. coeHicient I
Yriteln; .
Yriteln('PleaSe enter laxilul expected shear lalue:'I;
Rea~ln(laxshear);
Nn(locallel];
ReadTurbli I e(Turbli le,locallel, SlZel;
1ile :: Size 1 0.255;
lPF :: lalse:
CI rser: Wr i teIn:
Wrlleln('Please select one 01 the lollollng oPllons:'):
wri teln;Yri leln; Wr i teln:
Yriteln!' IFII
Writeln!' IFZl
Read(lbd,PlotOptionl:
Readllbd,Plotoptionl;
writeln:Yriteln!'Oo you lish 10 liller Ihe dala? (YIN):');
Rea~(lbd,leyYalI;
II leyyal : 'Y' then lPF '- Irue;
II leyyal : 'y' Ihel lPF :: true:
II lPF Ihen lPFlenu;
CASE PlolOpt,on OF

t
~ 9 : calcShearArrayt(locallel,Cllibrate,Tilel:
50: calcShearArrlytO(locallel,Cal,brlte,Tilel:

end;
FlushSuller(locallel,Sizel;
Dispose!lOcallell;

end:

Procedure Turb"enu!lar AnotherFile:Sooleanl;
var
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Program TRACE (page 9J 

ShearArray(J,21 ." Calibr3\eI{O.1~/12111 (loealael'll,11 - ~el; 
I :: 1.1: 
II I : m Inn 
begin 

! ." 0: 
l :: l • I: 

!n~ 
end; 
II lPF Ihen FillerlShearArrayl: 
PloITraceIO(SIearlrra"ll 

end; 
DisplaylabelsIO(lJ: 
Kepell Unli I leypressed: 
lemgraphic: 
Shear!enuIO(!oreshears,TolaITile,AccuITile,Calibrale,localmel,I,J,I,l) 

end 
eod; 

Procedure calcShearTrace(iar Turblile:TurDdalalilel: 
eonsl 

p: IOlT: I Density Of sel liter in kg PH cubic lelre. 
A : S.OZSE-S; I Probe X-sectional area In square letres. I 

!ar 
lneillel 
leyval 
Plotoplion 
Ca Ii brale 
Speed 
S'le 
Tile 

begin 
elrser; 

: Arr ayplr: 
: Char; 
: Char; 
:R!aI: 
: Rea I; 
: llieger; 
: Real; 

Internal array to laxillSI plot speed 
Vllue returned Iro. user Inpul J 
Sign,licant ~yte 01 ecsape sequence J 
Calibral,on coellic,eal is function 01 
fall speed lor calibration purposes J 
KYlber 01 Iza byte recorda II dalalile 
Ret~rns tolal deployaeot lile I 

Vriteln: 
Yr,leln('PI!!!e entlr the alera~1 fall-speed 'I: 
Yrilelfi('of the vehicle In [a/sl:'I: 
Wril/ln: 
ieadln(Speedl: 
Vrileln('?I!as! enter Ihe calibralion coellieienl of the probe:'I: 
Writeln: 
Readln(Cal ibralel: 
Wr i Ie In: Wr , Ie In: Wr i I e In: Wr i I e In; 
Calibrale :: IJ(CallbraHlpIAlSqr(Speedll; Oelines eal. eoeHitienl I 
Vrileln: . 
Writ/lnl'PI!aSe !nter laxil'l !xpected shear lalue:'I: 
Readlnllaxshear): 
Hn[leeallell; 
ieaeTurbl i I elTurbl i Ie, l eea 1111, S, Ie I; 
Till :: SiZ! I 0.156: 
lPf :: hlse: 
CI rser; Wr i Ie I n: 

La. Pall 'iller 0" by de'aull 

Wrll/lnl'Please seleet on! 01 Ihe lollollog oPIl005:'I: 
Vri teln; Wri tlln: Vr i leln; 
Vlileln(' IFI! 
Vriteln{' IF21 
Read(!bd,PloIOplionl; 
Read/lbd,Plotoptionl: 

Display trace in I second segaenls.'I:Yrileln: 
Display trace In 10 slcDnd seglents.'I:Writeln: 

Yrileln:Wri!eln('Oo yo~ ,jsh to filler Ihe data? (TIKI:'): 
Read(lbd,KeYYaII: 
II leTlal : 'Y' Ihen lPF '. true: 
II leyval : 'y' IIel lPF :: true; 
If IPf then lpraenu; 
CASE PlolOpl,on Of 

i59: caleShearArra,llloeallel,Cllibrate,Tilel: 
i'O: caleShearArra,10(locallel,Callbrale,Tilel; 

end; 
flushSuller(locallll,Sizel: 
Oiapose(localllll: 

end; 

Procedure Turb"lnu!lar AnotherFile:Booleanl; 
IIr 
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APPENDIX 32(conL)

Program TRACE (Page 10)

Traee 01 shear lagnitude is tile.');

Seleet lurbulenee Data Irol another deployment.');

I Signilieant byte 01 eesape sequenee IPlotoption :Char:
begin

cirser:
Writeln;
Writeln('SUB-REXU':.41:
Writel.('- ' :H):
WritelA('Turbulenee deriled Graph Seleetlon';SI):
Writel.(' IDeploYlent "0.':41,Optlon,'.)');
Writeln;Wrlteln;
Writeln('PleaSe seleet one of the folloling funetlons:'):
WriteIA:Wrltel.;
Wrlteln(' IFII
Writeln;
writeln!' [F2)
Writeln;
Writel.(' IFJ} QUi!.');
Readllbd,PlotoptionJ:
Read(lbd,Plotopt,onl;
CASE PlotOption OF

lSI: begin
ealeShearTraee(TurbOata);
hrbKenu(Anotherllle)

end;
AnotherFi Ie ,_ lrue;
AnotherF i Ie:: Fal se;

ISO:
lSI:

end
end;
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111[11111111111111111111
II Rain progral II
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111lllllllllllllllllllill

begin
InitGraphie;
leaYeGraphie;
Err ;: False; I IBltiallses Error flag I
RoreOata ;: True;
SetupKeader;
Chooselurbfile(Turbdata,errl;
While KoreData and not Err do I Error oeeurs at EOF I
begin

TurbRenu(Koredataj;
II RoreData then
begin

ChooseTurbfile(lurbdata,Err):
iI not err then
begin

TurbRenu{KOredala)
end

end
end;
Wrlteln;Wrileln('Progral TRACE terminated.'):

end.
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APPENDIX 32(cont.) 

Program TRACE (Page 10) 

'IOloplion :Char; 
begin 

Clrscr; 
¥rilell: 
Wriltla(·SUB·REXU·:.41: 

I Significant clle 01 ecsaPI lequence I 

Writela(·········· :H): 
Writ/lnl'Turbulence defilld Grap~ Selecllon':SI): 
Wrilelnl' IDeplolaenl ~o,':41,Optlon,',I'): 
rrileln:Yr,leln: 
Writeln!'Please select one 0' Ihe lolloling IUlctlons:'I: 
Writtln:Wr,lelo: 
Vrlleln(' IFlI 
Writeln; 
Yrit/lnl' 
Yr; lell; 

t f 2l 

Trace 01 shear lagnilude is lill,'l: 

Selecl Turbltence Oala IrDI another deplo,lent,'I: 

Wrileln!' IFl) Quil.'): 
ieadllbd,Plotoptionl: 
Readllbd,Ploloptlonl: 
CASE 'lolOplion Of 

159: bliiO 
calcShearTrace(TurbDatal; 
hrbftenu{Anolherllle) 

end; 
ISO: 
lSI: 

end 

Anelherfill " True; 
Anolherf i Ie:: f aliI; 

end: 
iltlllilltllllllllltltlllllllllllllllllllllllilltllillIII11II1II1111111111I1 
II Hain progr!1 ., 
111111111111111(11111!11111111111111111111111111111111EIIlilltlllllll111llll 

begin 
InilGraphic: 
lealeGraphic: 
Err :: falle: ! In,tial,ses Error flag I 
"oreOata :: True; 
SelupHeader; 
Choose Jur b lit e (fur blala, err) : 
While RDreData and lot Err do I Error occurs al EOf , 
blgin 

TurbHenu(Horedatal: 
" !oreDala then 
begio 

ChoDselurblile(lurbdala,Errl; 
i 1 no! erf then 
begin 

lurbHenu(Horedalal 
end 

end 
end; 
Vr,\eln;Vriteln('Progral I~ACE teflinated,'I: 

end, 



(. Graphics include files .)

(. NUierical lelho~s I)
(. Include files.•)

Seglented array 01 lur~ulence data I
ASSigned 10 Yal,dity of selected r,1enale
Flag lor User terllnallon I
Print opl,on I
Inlerference suppression of shear dala I
User selecled input file I
Array 01 deployaent slallstics I
Olrectory of source data I
Hel file lith turbulence data I

-A60-

APPENDIX 33

Software Reference: Program SPECTRUM

progral SpectruI(input,outputl;

type
Directory: SlrlngllS!:
Date: Stringl3DI:
Datearray: Array!I .• !) of Date;
Storage: ArraylD .. IOHj of real;
fFTfile : file 01 Storage;
Turbdatafile : file:
T~Yector : ArrayID .. 20411 of real;
Tur~array : Arralll .. 464,O .. I/IJ of byte;
Arrayptr : 'Turbarray:
TNyectorplr : 'T~Yector:

I $1 typedef.sys I
I $1 graphll.SYS I
I $1 Kernel.sys I
I $1 Iindols.sys I
I $1 fin~Irld.hgh I
I $1 am.hgh I
I $1 polygon.ngn
1$1 FFTB4.INC I
I $1 REAlffT.INC I

13r
Bulfer :Arrayplr;
Err :800Iean;
Noredata :800Iean;
PrInt :800Iean;
Suppress :Boolean;
OptIon :Char:
Header :OateArray;
Filepath :D,rectory:
Tur~data :Iurbdataf II e;

Oyerlay Procedure SetupHeader;
13r
I : I ntegH;
Path :Telt;
Headerlle :Ielt;
Screen Iine :Slringl!OI:
~egin

Ass, gn (PaU, 'Oat aPalh. pas'l:
Rmt(Pathl:
Read(Path,filepathl;
Close(Pathl;
Assign(Headerfle,Fi lepath • '\ Header,pas'l:
Resel (Headerfle):
I :: I ;
Repeal

Readl n(Headerfle. Screen lineI;
Headerlll :: Copy(Screenllne,37,11); I Sels up array lor Graph 10 I
I :: 1";

Until EOF(Headerllel:
CIOse(Headerflel;
Erase (Palh);
EraSe(Headerfle)

end:

Oyerlay Procedure CnooseTurbfile(yar lur~lile:lurbdatafile;
Yar In13lidFile:800Iean);

13r
Exllile :SlringI401: I Path and nau 01 Illernal pressure lile

~egin '
Cl rser:
Writeln;Wrileln;
Writeln('Please select deploYlent nUI~er to ~e analysed.');
Writelo('Enter nUlber (I-I)'):
Wrileln;Writelo'
Read(lbd,OPtion!:
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APPENDIX 33 

Software Reference: Program SPECTRUM 

progral Speclrul(inpul,oulpull: 

Iype 
Directory: SlrlngllS!: 
Dale: slringllOI: 
Dalearray : Array {L .11 of Dale: 
Storage: ArrarlO .. l0Hl of real; 
ffllil! : 'ile 01 Siorage: 
lurbdalalile : Iii!: 
TK!!clor : Arrayla .. ZII11 01 real: 
hrbarray: ArraYIL.464,a .. l/TJ 01 byle: 
Arrayplr : 'Turbarray; 
TNyeclorplr : 'TMYector: 

I SI lypedel.sls I 
I $1 graphlx.sls I 
I $1 Kernel.s,s I 
I $1 Ilndo, •. s,. I 
I $1 lindlrld.hgh I 
I $1 am. hgh I 
I SI polrgon.ngh 
I $1 ffTSI.IMC I 
I $I REAlfF T. I Me I 

Vir 
8uller 
Err 
Koredata 
Prlnl 
Supprus 
Opl,on 
Header 
Filepath 
Turbdala 

: Arrayplr, 
: Boo I Ian: 
:900Iean; 
:8001lao, 
:Soolean: 
:Char: 
:OateArray; 
:Dlrectory; 
: Turodala' Ii e: 

Olerla, Procedure SelupHeader; 
var 
I : I nlegrr; 
Path :Texl; 
Headerlle :Texl: 
Screen I ine :5Iri091101: 
begio 

Asslgn(Pat~,'DataPatn.pal'l: 
Rmt(PalhJ; 
Read(Path,filepalh); 
Close(Palhl; 

(. Graphics include liles '1 

(. MUI/rical Illnods i) 
(. Include Illes. 'I 

Segleoled array 01 turbulence dala I 
ASSIgned to validity 01 selecled llienall 
F 1 a9 lor User terll nato OR I 
Prinl option J 
Interference suppression of shear data I 
User seltcled inpul file I 
Array 01 deployaent statIstics I 
DIrectory 01 source dala I 
Hex "ie 'ilh lurbulence dala I 

Assign(Header!le,Filepalh "\ Header.P!s'): 
ieset (Headerfiel; 
I :' I : 
lepeal 

leadl n (Headertl e. Sereeo Ii oe I: 
Headerll] ;: Copy(Screenllne,17,ZI); I Sets up array lor Graph ID I 
I :: I. t: 

Unlil EOF(Headerlle); 
ellse(Headertle); 
Erase (Patll); 
EraS!(Headerfle) 

end; 

Olerlay Procedure CnooseTurb/ile(lar !urClile:Turbdalalile; 
var Innlidfile:!oolean): 

!ir 
(Xliii! :StringI401: I PaU and nau 01 external pressure file 

begin . 
CI rser; 
Vrileln;Writ!ln; 
Vrileln('Please selecl deploYlenl oUlber to be analysed.'): 
Vrilelo('Enler nUMber (1-8)'); 
vrileln;Wrilelo' 
Read(lbd,QPlioa\; 
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 2)

Exllile :: Filepalh 1'\ Turo' I Opl,on I ',pas';
AsS! gn (TurOI iIe,Ex II iIeI;
1$1-'
lesel(TurOlilel;
1$111;
Inuli~File :: (IOresult <> 01: I Error il no exlernal file found I
II Inllli~File lhen
Oegin

Wrlleln:
Wrileln{'Cannot fin~ Oala Iile TUi8·,Oplion,·,PAS.·J;
Wrileln{'Press any key 10 reIurn 10 "ain "enu.·I:
lepeat unlil Keypresse~

end
en~;

O,erlay Proce~ure lea~TurOlile(,ar TurOlile:TurOdalalile;
yar A:Arrayplr:llr Fles,ze:lnlegerl;

Oegin
ieset(TurOlilel;
Fles'!e :: Filesize(TurOlilel;
810ckread(TurOlile,AA,Flesizel:
CloselTurOlilel;

en~;

Olerlay Proce~ure FlushBuller(yar A:Arrayplr: ur lenglh: Inlegerl;
yar
J,K :Inleger; I loop uriaOles
Oegin
Wrileln;Wrileln;
Wrileln('Clearlng "e.ory ... ·I;
lor J :: I 10 length ~o
Oegln

for K:: 0 10 111 do AAIJ,KJ :: 0;
end

end;

tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll111111(111111111111111)
I' The lollo.,ng procedures produce a plol 01 Ihe li.e averaged Po,er '1
I' Speclru. 01 Ine seg.enled lurOulence dala flle,The seg.enl lenglh '1
I' IS Ilxe~ alI048 Oyles (I second secl,onsl,Each seg.enl,s 'indowed, r]
I' Iranslor.ed uSing a 1014 radlx4 FFT, conyerled 10 a po,er speclrul '1
I' using Ine direct Welcn letho~ and linally added 10 Ihe array holding '1
I' Ihe accululaled ayerage speclrul. '1
11111I111111I1I1II1I11I111I1I1111I1I11111111111111111I11111111111111111111111

Funclion log(x:leall :Real:
begin

log :: lnlaOs(xIJ/ln{IO);
end;

Oyerlay Procedure Saveplol(FFT:Sloragel;
ur

SaledHT : HTli Ie; I Slorage lor HT I
I : Inleger; I loop mlable I
Maee : Slringl81:

begin
frileln{'lnpul nate 01 slorage file (8 letters nax.I:·):
ieadln{Haul:
Assign(SayedFFT,Filepalh I '\' I Ma.e I ',If I']:
ie,rile{SavedFFT)'
Wrile(SaVedFFT,FFII;
Close(Save~FFT);
Yrileln('File saved.'I;

end;

Overlay Procedure CalcRKS(FFT:Slorage);
Ilr

Cux Inleger; MUiber of cOlponents Ii lhin band I
I Inleger; loop uriable I
Fux leal; 8and lilillng Irequency
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APPENDIX 33(cont.) 

Program SPECTRUM (Page 2) 

[xllile:: Filepath "\ Turo' • Option' ',pas'; 
ASSI go (Turbl; Ie, Exlli Ie): 
1$1-1 
IlseljTorbfile); 
1$1+1: 
InnliaFile :: (IOrmll <> 0): I Error if no external Ille lound I 
II Innliarile lhen 
begin 

Wrlleln: 
Wrilelnl'Cannol fina Oata Ille TUi8',Oplion,',PAS.'J; 
Yrilelnj'Press Iny Key 10 rei urn 10 Mlin Menu,'I: 
lepeal unlil le/pressea 

end 
end; 

Overla, 'rlceaure leallurO.il!I,!r Turlfile:Turbdalalile: 

begiR 
ieset(TlrbtileJ: 

Ilr A:Arra,plr;Iar Fle'l!e:lnle;erl; 

Flella :: Fil/lizllTirllileJ: 
BlockreadjTurblile,AA,Flesilel: 
eloleITorblile); 

end; 

Olerlay 'rocedure Flul~hl!trlyar A:Arrayplr: var lenglh: Inlegerl: 
nr 
J,K :Inleger; I loop varia~lt$ 
begin 
Yriteln:Yrilell: 
Writell('Clearllg Melory ... 'I: 
for J :: I 10 lenlth ~O 
beg,n 

for K :: 0 to \/1 do A"IJ,K] :: 0: 
end 

end; 

{tltlJIIIIIIlllll11111111111111111lll1tllll1111EIIIIII11111111111111111111111 
il The lollollng proeedores produce a plot 01 I~e tiRe Ileraged Po,er II 
i' Speclru. of Ine seglented turbulence data l,ie,The legRenl Ilnglh II 
II II I,xed al 20U b,les II second leetool51,Each seglent ISlindored, '1 
I' trans/orl/d uSIng a lOll rad'il ffT, conlerled to a pOler speclru. 'i 
II using tne direct Weich Ilthod and finally added 10 the arfl, ~olding II 
I' Ihe accumulated alefage speclru.. '1 
111111'11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111 

.unclion logll:Real) :le31; 
begin 

log :: In(abs(x)JllnIIO); 
end; 

Oleflay Procedure SlveploIIFFI:SloragIJ: 
Uf 

SaHoFfT 
I 
Kal! 

blgln 

: ffTlile: 
: Inlegu: 
: StringIS): 

I Storage IOf Ffl I 
I loop variable I 

Wrlleln('lnpu\ nail 01 storage Iile (I lel\ers nax.):'); 
Read! n(Halel; 
Assign(SavedFFT,filePlth • '\' , Male + ',lit'); 
Re'fit/ISaledf'T)' 
WriteISlleIlFFl,ffl); 
elnse[SaledfFTl; 
Wfiteln!'Fil! saved,'): 

end; 

Olerlay Procedure Calcl!S(fFT:Slorage); 
IIf 

CIU I nleger; MUlDer 01 eOlponents Ii thin bind I 
I Inleger: lOOP variable) 
FlU leal; BanI! lilillng frequency 



,
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 3)

"S : Rul; I Intergrate~ spectrUi
begin

ClrScr:Yriteln;
Yriteln{'Enter band-lilit Irequency:');
Yriteln{'I[UII : 200Hz,'):
ReadlnIFlax);
Fux ;: FUI/0.2m: I Cuponents spaced at ,2138 Hz I
Clax :: RoundIFlal):
"S :: 0;
lor I :: 0 to Clax ~o "S .' "S • FrT[11:
"S :: 0.2438 I "So
Yriteln;
Yritelnl'"ean Square shear over gllen band is ',"S;6:4,' per second.'j;
Yriteln;Yrlteln('Press any xey to continue .. ,'I:
Repeat until xeypressed;

end;

I);

:Boolean;
:Char:
: Integer:
:Real;

Oyerlay Procedure COlponentTalle(FFT:Storagel:
Jar

"oretalles
xe"al
I,J,e
First,Freq

begin
"oretalles :: true;
CI rser:wr iteln; Wrl teln;
wrltelnl'Enter 10lest cOlponent 01 interest:'):
Readln( irst);
Yriteln;
I :: Rmd{First/O,lml:
Freq ;: I I 0.1438;
Yhile "oretables do
legin

CIrser:
For J:: to S do Yrite{'F1Hz! III
Yriteln;
For J:: to S do Yrite('----- ------ 'I:
Wrlteln;
For J:: to 10 ~o
leg in

For X :: I to 5 do
begi n

wr ite IF req: S: I,' ',FFT[ II:6, ' 'I;
I :: I • I;
Freq :: Freq t 0.2438:

end;
Writeln

en~:
Writeln;
Yrltelnl'Press <RETUR~) to ~isplay nelt page or • 0 • to qUit,');
lepeat until xeypressed;
lea~lxbd,xeyvall;
II xeyyal : '0' then "oretables ,- lalse:
II xeyyal : 'q' then "oretables .' lalse;

end
en~;

I Firsl byte of escape sequence I
I Signilicant lyte of ecsape sequence I

one of the lolloling oplions:');

Ft Display Speclrul (linear Scalej'I;Yriteln:
FI Display Spectrul llog Scale)'j:Yrlteln:
F3 Printoul of preYlous dISplay.'I;Yritel.:
F4 Tabulate uplilude cOlponents,'I:Writeln;

Procedure Alil"enu(var linear,Oult:800Iean;var FFTrelults:Storagej;
var

First8yte :Char:
Axisoptlon :Char;

begin
CI rser:

Yrllel.:
Yri teln:
Yriteln('Please selecl
Yriteln:Writeln;
Wrilelnl'
Yri telnl'Yritel. '
Yrilell '
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APPENDIX 33(conL)

Program SPECTRUM (Page 4)

Sale turrent Spettru.'!;Wrlteln;
Calculate Mean Square snear.'};Writeln;
Return II Main Menu,');

IFSIIF6
IF 71

Writelnl'
Yriteln('
Wrlteln('
Writeln; Wrl teln;
Read(1~d,Flrnt8ytel;

Readllbd,AlisOptionl:
YhJle IAlisopt,on<1191 or IAlisoption>,6IJ do
begin

Writelnl'lnlllld Option.'I;
Writelnl'Please selett appropriate lunttion:'};
lead(lbd,Firstbytel;
ReaC llbd, Ax isopt i on I;

enC;
Case AlisOption 01

,S9 ; linear :: Irue;
'60 ; linear :: lalse;
161 : begin

Print:: true;
Yrlteln;Wr,teln;
Wr,telnl'Please ensure printer is on-line,'):
Wrltelnl'Prenn any key ,nen reaCY to tontlnue.');
Repeat unt II leypresseC

end;
161 begin

CoaponentTablelFFTresultnl:
Ax IsMenu tll near, Qu it, HTresu I lsi;

end;
'63 begIn

SaleplotIFFTResultn);
AlisMenull,near,Gult,FFTresultnl:

end;
'61 beg,n

CalcRMS IFFTResu I In I;
AlisKenu(llnear,Gu,t,FFTrenultsl:

end;
Quit ;: true;161

end
end:

ProteCure Interpol atelI: Integer; Ylr OataArray; Storagel;
begin

oataArraYII-'1 ;: oataArra'I H 1;
OataArray 1.\ :: DataArra, 1.11;
OataArra,111 ;: OataArrarll-II' (OataArrarll+II-0ataArray[I-III/1;

end:

Procedure Findnoise{OataArray:Storage;lar B,ggest:lntegerl;
var

J : Integer;
Frequenty : lea I:

begin
Biggen t ;: I:
lor J ;: 6 to 900 Co
begin

If OataArray!JI >DataArrarlBiggestj tnen Biggest :: J;
end;
Frequent, ;: Biggest I 0.2138;
Writeln;Wrlteln('largest to.ponent In at ',Frequency:S:I,' Hz.');

end;

I loop lar,able I:Integer;
:leal:
:Char;

Procedure Filternoisellar OataArra,:Storagel:
IIr

I,Biggent
F
Suppresn

begin .
Suppresn ;: 'Y';
While Supprenn : 'Y' do
buin

Findnoise(OataArray.8iggent):
Writelnl'Supprens thin co.ponent ? (Y/MI;'):
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 5)

Read(Kbd,Suppress):
If Suppress: 'Y' Ihen Inlerpolale(B,ggeSI,OalaArray):

end;
Wr, teln;
Wrileln('Enler lalue of any olher frequency 10 be suppresse4 'I:
Wrileln('or press' °' 10 conl,nue:'):
Readln(Fl:
ni Ie F 0 0 do
begin

F ;: F/O.zm:
I ;: Round(FI:
Inlerpo Iate(I, OalaArr ay);
Wr,leln:Wr,leln;
Wr,leln('Enler nell frequency 10 be suppressed or press °10 conl,nue:');
Readln(F)

end
end;

I Inilial,ses loop cond,l,ons I

Supress d. c. coaponenl
900 ,Ieralions : Z20Hz

Array 10 be pi oIled I
Denotes Scal,ng choice I
Indicates end of roul,ne I
User selecled suppressioA J
loop lar,ables I
Used, n 'Ill' procedure I
Oer"ed frol deploYDenl selecled I
Frequency lalue for each po,er cOlponent
Idenl,ficalion of Speclrul plol I

:Plolarray;
:Boolean:
:Boo lean;
:Char;
:Inleger;
: Integer:
: Inleger;
:Rea I:
:SlringllZl;

Olerlay Procedure Plolspeclrul(Iar FFTresulls:Sloragel:
consl

dellaF : 0.Z431:
lar

COIponenl
linear
Qu, I
SuppressCHR
I, J
Code
MUI
Frequency
OaY,Tile

begin
Quil ;: false;
Prinl ;: lalse:
Suppress :: false:
AI'Slenu(l,near,Quil,FFTresulls):
While nol Qu,l do
begin

Wr,leln;Wr,leln('Oo you lish 10 suppress ,nlerference?');
Wr iteIn(' Inpul (Y 1M) :' I:Read (lbd, SuppressCHR):
If SuppressCHR : 'Y' Ihen Suppress;: Irue;
If Suppress then Filternoise(HTResUlls):
wrileln:
Wri ieIn (' Orali ng ... 'I:
Frequency :: 0;
COlponenl II, II :: Frequency;
COlponenl I,ZI :: 0;
for I ;: Z 10 900 40
begin

Frequency:: Frequency' 4ellaF:
Coaponenlll,l) ;: log(Frequencyl;
if linear Ihen
begin

COlponenl[I,ZI ;: FFTresullsll-II:
end
else
beg,n

COIponenl[I,Zl ,- log (HTrmlls[l-IIl;
end

end:
EnlerGraphic;
OefineWindol(I,lrunC(Xlaxglb/101,lrUnC(Ylalglb/101,

Irunc (Xlllg Ibl91 II 01, Irunc (Ylaxg Ib191/10) I;
OefineWindOl{Z,lrUnC(XlaXglb/101,lrunC(Ylalglb/101,

Irunc((Xlaxglbl91/10),lrunc((YlaxglbI91/IOII;
Deti Allor Id(1,0, I000,1000,01:
SelecIWindol(ZI:
SelBackgroUnd{Dl;
Findlorld(Z,ColponeAI,460,1.2,1.2);
Seleclli.dOlIZ);
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 5) 

ie,d(lbd,Suppressl: 
II Suppress. 'Y' lien Inlerpllale(BlggeSI,OalaArra,l; 

end; 
frl tel n; 
Wrilelnl',nler lalu! .f any .Iher frequency 10 be suppressed 'I: 
Wrileln('or press' 0 • 10 conllnue:'); 
ReadlnlFl: 
Wh i Ie f () 0 do 
begin 

f :. fIO.Z438; 
I :. iound(FI: 
I nllr,. I ate (I, Data.rr a,l; 
Wrltelo:frllelo; 
Yrlteln('Enler nell Irequenc, 10 be suppressed or press 0 to conllnue:'): 
11141 n IF) 

end 
end; 

Overlay Procedure PlolspectrUI(lar ffTresults:Storagel: 
consl 

dellar • 0.ZI31: 
var 

C •• ponent 
llneaf 

:Plolarray; 
: 800 I /an; 

Array to bl plotteG I 
Denotes Sealing c~oiee I 
Indicates Ind 01 routine I 
User Slle.tld suppression I 
loop variables I 

Gull 
SuppressCHi 
I, J 
Code 
MUI 
Frequency 
DaY,Tile 

begin 

: Boo lean: 
:C~ar; 

:Inleger: 
: I nleger; 
: loleger; 
: Real ; 
:Slring[1Z1: 

Used 10 'val' procedure I 
DeFiled !rol deploYI/ftt seleclld I 
frequency ,alve lor each pOler cOlponeol 
Idenllfication 01 Speclru. plot I 

Quil :' lalle: I InitiallS!s loop conditions I 
Print :' hlle: 
Suppress :. false: 
AXlllenu(llnear,Quil,ffTresultsl: 
Wlile nol QUII •• 
begin 

Vrlleln:Vnleln('Oo you lililo suppress Interference?'): 
Vrileln('lnput (YIWI :'I;~ea.(lb.,S,ppre55CHRI: 
If SuppressCHR • 'Y' Ihen Suppress:, true: 
II Suppress then Filternoise(ffTReSUItsl: 
wrileln: 
tri Ie In (' Drali Ig ... 'I: 
frequency : •• : 
cOIPonenlll,lj :. frequency; 
COlponen! 1,21 :. 0: 
'or I :. 2 10 900 do 
begin 

frequency:. frequency' aellaf: 
COlponent)I,I) :. loglfrequeneyl: 
if Unear Ihen 
begin 

COlpomt[I,ZI :. FFTresulUIHI: 
end 
else 
begin 

SupreS5 d. c. eOlpooenl 
900 Ileralions ,120Hz 

COIponenlll,ZI .' log (fFTrmlts(i-IlI: 
end 

end: 
EnlerGraphie; 
DefileVindol(I,lrunC(XI3IglbII01,trunc(Ylaxglb/IO), 

Ime ((XUX! I bl91 /1 01, Ime ((llax! I b 19)/10)1; 
DefinerinaOl(Z,trunclxI3X9lb/I01,trune('laxglb/101, 

trune((XI3x9IbIII/ID),lrunc((Y.3xglb"I/IOII: 
Defin!lorld( I,D, 1000,1000,01; 
SeleelWindot(ll; 
SeIBacKground(OI; 
Findlorld(Z,Colponenl,16o,I.Z,I.Zl; 
Seleelli.del(Z); 
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 6)

OratBorder;
SeILlnestyleIO):
OratAx, s( 1,5,10,15,5,40,9, -I, fal se);
OraiPolygonIColponent,l,-460,0,1,0);
Selectlorld(l):
Selectiindol(I):
GotoXy('Z,Z):fr'lel'I----------------]'I;
GotoXY(JZ,ll:frite(' Power Spectru 'I;
GotoXY\lZ,4):frlle{' ---------------- 'I;
GotoXY(9,8); frite('Spectral'l; I Labels Y-Axis I
GotoXY(9,9): frile('Oens,IY'J:
If Linear then
beg,n

GotoXY(9,II):frile(" dU/dz'):
end
else I , represents Spectral density I
begin

GotoXY(10,II}:frite('L09 ");
GotoXY( 10, IZ):fr I te (' dU/dz'):

end:
Yal(Option,Mul,Code);
Day:: Copy(Headerlnul,I,81;
lile :: Copy(Headerlnull,16,IZ1:
OratTextf(850, 80, I, 'DATE:');
GOloXY(Z5,IOJ;friIe ('---r--------------r---------------r---'I;
GotoXY\ZT,II);frite('1.0 10.0 100 I:
GoioXY (l1, III; frlle (' Frequency [Hz I');
Orailextf(850,110,I,OaYI: I Graph Identification Date
OratTextf[840,IH,I,Tile); I Graph Identification Tile
if Print then Hardeopy(false,S);
Print :: false;
Repeat Until leyPressed:
LtaveGraph,c;
AxisKenu(Linear,Guit,FFTreSulls):

end
end:

O,erlay Procedure Init.!FTslorel,ar A,erageFFT:Storage);
var

I :Integer: I Loop ,ariable
begin

for I :: 0 to Z041 do
begin

AverageFFTll1 ;: 0: I Initialises slorage array I
end

end;

O,erlay Procedure findoidalaIFFTdata:TM,eetorptrl;
'ar
fn :Real; I Hanning findol coefficient for each data pOint
I,J :Inleger; I Loop ,ariable I
begin

fri lei n('fi ndoling••• 'J;
J ;: 0;
for I;: 0 10 1041 do I Significant Wa points of ZO.8pl array
begin

fn :: (0.5 I (1 - cost Z,pIIJ/ZOH II): I Hanning lindol function
FFTdata"ll} :: fn , FFTdata"1J};
J :: J , I:

end
end;

O,erlay Procedure calcHodulusSquared(,ar ReResult,IIResult:TMvectorptrl;
var

I :Integer: I Loop ,ariable
begin

for I :: 0 to Z041 do
begin

ReReSult"lll :: Sqr(ReResult"llll • Sqr(lIResult"(I11
end

end;
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APPENDIX 33(conL) 

Program SPECTRUM (Page 6) 

DrnBorder; 
Selllneslyle(O); 
DrnAxl 5! 1,5,10,15,5,40,9, -I, false): 
DraIPolygon(Coaponenl,l,-'SO,O,I,O); 
SeleeUorld{l); 
Selecllindol!I); 
GoloXY{JZ,ZI:Vrlle(' 'I; 
GotoXY{J2,ll:Vrile(' POIfr Speetru. '): 
GoloXY(ll,41;Wrlte{' ); 
GotoXY(9,8); Yrite('Spectral'l; I labelS Y-Axis I 
SotoXY(9,9); Yrite('Dens.IY'); 
of linear then 
beg.n 

GotoXY(9,IIl:Wrlte(', dU/dz'); 
end 
else I , represents Spectral densily ) 
begin 

GotoXY(IO,I1}:Yrite('lo9 ;'); 
GotoXy( 10, II); Yrl te!' aU/dz' I; 

end: 
fat (opt i on, ~UI, Clde); 
Day:: CoPYIHeader!nua),I,ll: 
Tile :: Cop/IHelaer[nvl),IS,12): 
Drllhxtwl8S0, BO, I,' om:'); 
GOloXY(Z5,/OI;Yrilel'---r--------------r---------------r---'I; 
GotoXY{ZI,II);trltel'1.0 IO,C 100 I; 
SoleXy( 31,111: Yr lie I' frequency (Hz ( '): 
Ora,IexIW(350,tl0,I,Day): I Grip. Idenlificalion Date 
OrnTexU(laO,I15,I,TiRel: I Graph IdeBllllcatlon Tile 
il Print Ihen Hardcopyllalse,'}: 
Pr.nl :: hlse; 
lepeat Until KeyPressed; 
luveGrap.,c; 
AxisKenu(Linear,Guit,ffTresultsl: 

end 
end: 

Overla, Procedure Init.ffTltore(llr AverlleffT:Stcrlge): 
var 

I :Integer: I loop variable 
begin 

lor I :' 0 10 2041 do 
begin 

AllrageFFT[1I :: 0; I Initialises lIorlg! array I 
end 

end; 

OlerllY Procedure Windcldala(ffTdala:TMleclorplrl: 
lar 
Wn 
I, J 
begin 

: lea I: 
: I nleger; 

I Hanning Windol coelficlent for eacn dala pOint I 
I Loop variable I 

Vril!ln('Yindoling",' I: 
J :: 0: 
lor I :: 0 10 2041 do 1 Signi'icanl data poiots H 2048pl array 
begin 

rn :: 10,5. (I - cos( 2.p"J/ZOH Ill: I Hanning ,indnf function 
fFTdala"ll1 :: VI , ffTdata"1JJ; 
J :: J • I: 

end 
end: 

Olerlay Procedure calc!OdulusSquared(lar ieiesull,IIRelull:TNveclorptrl: 
nr 

I :Integer; loop nrilel! I 
begin 

lor I :: 0 10 Z041 do 
begil 

Ieluuit"lli :: SqrUelmll"llll • Sqr(lIRelull"lIll 
end 

end: 
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 7)

Olerlay Procedure A,erageSpectruI(,ar FFToutput:TN,ectorptr;,ar AierageFFT:
Storage; rar Factor: I ntegerl;

I A,erage is laintained by lultiplting
I each lerl by Ihe nUlber of seglents

• II/Factor. FFToutput"llll

I ar
I :Integer: I looP lar,able
begi n

rr Itelnl' Averag, ng .. , 'I;
for I :: 0 to 2048 do
begin

AverageFFT\11 :: AverageFFT III
end

end;

Procedure FFTransforldata(,ar SeglentnuI:lnteger:lar AierageFFT:Storage;
lar Buffer:Arrayptr;Iar Cal,brate:Reall:

:: ((1/2111' (Buffer I (l .offset)

I Finds relelent rOl in buffer array I

I Noraalise lith
,K1-t2811: I 1/211Iactor,

I 128 IS s.e.

Declares transforl type:(lnierse or Forelard)
Returns Error status after FFT I
Flag to detect terl,nation I
loop larlables I
Used to enter correct rOl of buffer array
Passes data to Radil4 FFT algor,thl
Array lor II ,alues of FFT Input I

:Boo lean:
:Byte;
:Char;
: Integer:
: Integer;
:TNvectorptr;
:TNvect orpt r;

var
Inlerse
Error
Guitoption
I, J, K,l
Offlet
FFTdah
laResult
beg, n

INverse :: hlse:
Wrlteln:
Wrlteln('Press 'G' If you Iish to abort transforl,'};
for I :: I to Segleotnn do
begin

If keypressed thea
begin

iead (Kbd, qui topt ion);
If Guitopt,on : 'G' then halt

end;
Wr,telo;
Wr,teln('Translorllng segnent ',II;
Nel(FFTdata) ;
Nel(llresult);
K :: 0;
l :: I;
OUset :: (16 I (I - Ill;
for J :: 0 to 2041 do
beg in

FFT daIa"l J J
K :: K'\;
If K: \28 then
beg,n

K • - 0;
l ,. l • t:

end
end;
W,ndoldata(FFTdatal:
Writeln('Perfora,ng FFT. .. 'I:
ieaIFFT{2048,ln,erse,FFTdala,llresult,Error):
calcHodulussquared(FFTdata,llresultl;
Dispose(lnresultl:
AierageSpectruI(FFTdata,A,erageFFT,SeglentnuII:
Oispose(FFTdatal

end
end;

NUlber of seglents depends on deploYlenl tilel
NUlber of 128 byte records ,n datafile I
User selected seglent nUlber I
Calibration coefficient is function of speed I
Fall-speed tor calibration I

: IRleger;
:Integer;
: Integer;
:Real:
:Real:

Procedure calcSpectrul(Iar lurbflle:Turbdalalilel:
const

p : \021; I Yater denSity in kg per cubic ntre
A: 1.021E-I: I Cross sectional area of probe I

var
Segientnul
Size
TI
Cal ibrate
Speed
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APPENDIX 33(conL) 

Program SPECTRUM (Page 7) 

Olerla, PrDcedure AyerageSpeclrullyar fITlulpul:l~yecllrplr;,ar IIlrageflT: 
Slorage; lar I actor: I ntegerl; 

nr 
I : Integer: I looP var,able 
beg; n 

wr, hln(' herag, ng ... 'I: 
for I :' 0 10 2018 do 
begin 

Allragefflll) :' AlerageFfTll1 
end 

end; 

I Alerage il lainlained by lulliplling 
I each lera br Ihe mUIDer of seglenls 

• U/faclor , ffToulpUI"[11l 

Procedure ffTransflrldala(var SIgleolnul:lnleger;var Ailraglfll:SI.rage; 
lar Buller:lrra,plr;l,r Cal,brate:leall; 

var 
IOllrS! 
Error 
Guilopl;on 
I, J, K, l 
Ofllet 
!FTdata 
Imhsull 
beg, n 

: Boo lean; 
: Byle; 

Declares Iransfor. lype:llnverSf or forelard) 
Relurns Error slalul aller 1fT I 

: Chlr; Flag 10 deletl terl' nat i on I 
loop ,ar,ables I : I nleger; 

: I nleger: 
: Tivetlorplr: 
: THvetlorplr; 

Used 10 enler correct rot pf Duffer array 
Passes dala to Radix! ffl algor,lhl 

IMlerse :: IIl$e; 
Vrileln: 

Array for II Illues 01 1fT Input I 

Vrileln('Press 'Q' If 'OU !,Ih 10 abort Iranslerl.'}; 
lor I :: I 10 Segleolnn do 
begin 

'f ke,pressed then 
Deg,n 

iead (IDa, qui topt i onl; 
II Quilopl,on : 'Q' Inen nail 

end; 
Yr,leln; 
Yr,I/ln('Transfor.,ng segmenl ',II; 
MII(HTda!!); 
Mef(llresult): 
I :: 0: 
l :: I: 
Oflsel :. (16 • (I - II): 
lor J :: 0101041 do 
beg i n 

I f,nas relelenl rOI in bulfer arra, I 

fFTda!!"(J] :' ((l/ZSSI "Bulllr ( (l.,lISel) 
I :: 1'\; 
If K : 111 Ihen 
aeg,n 

, .. 0; 
l .. l • I: 

end 
end; 
V, ndoldal a(fllaala); 
WritelRI'Perlorl,ng HT .. ,'I: 
ieallFT{1018,lnYerll,ffTdata,llresull,Error}; 
calcHoduluslquaredlffTdala,llresulll; 
Dispose(lmresulll; 
AlerageSpeClrul(flldala,A,erageffT,Seglenlnull; 
Disposellllaala) 

ena 
end; 

Protedure caleSpeclrul(lar Turbl,le:Turbdalalilel; 
eonsl 

I 
,q-118}}; I 

I 

p : 1021; I Yater aensiI, in kg per cubit nlre 
A , 1.021£-5; I Cross lectional area of proDe I 

Morulis! lilh 
1/255 factor, 
128 ,s d.c. 

var 
Seglenlnua 
Size 

: InHger; 
:Inllger; 
; Inllger; 
:Rul; 
:Ieal: 

MUlber of le91enll alpenas on deployaenl til!1 
MUlber 01 11$ byle records In dalalile I 

II 
Cal ibrale 
Speed 

User selected slglent nVlber I 
Calibralion toefficlenl is fUAtlion of speed I 
Fall-speed lor ealibration ) 



Piol 01 lile aleraged Porer Speelrul.');Writel.;
Selecl Turbulence Dala Irol anolher deploYlenl.'):

:Cnar; I First by Ie of escape sequence I
:Cnar; I Signolicanl byte 01 eesape sequence I
:Direclory; I Path and name 01 external array 10 be plolted
:Storage: I Inlernal nale 01 array I
:Flle 01 Storage: I Internal naDe of lile I
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 8)

AlerageHT :Slorage; Array of suuate~ FFT's 1
FFT~ala :TNleclorptr: Inpul/Output array lor FFT procedure I

begin
Clrscr;
WritelniWriteln;
Writeln('The lollo,ing Input !alues of IaIHpee~ an~ deploymt tm');
Writeln('Dust be obtained frol lhe pressure characteristics.'):
Writeln:
Writeln('Please enter the alerage lall-speed 'I:
Writeln('of the lehlcle In {l/sl:'};
ieadln(Speed!i
writeln;
writeln('PleaSe enter the Calibral,on coeHiclent')i
Wrlteln('ol lhe turbulence probe: ')i
ieadln(Callbrate);
Writeln:Wrlteln;
Calibrate :: I/ICalibralelpIAlsqr(speedll:
Ne,(Buffer);
iea~Turblile(Turbfile,Buffer,Sizeli I ieads lile Into may I
Segientnul :: trunc(size/l')i I Delerllnes nU~ber 01 IO~1 byte

I seglenls alai Ilble.
If Seglenlnul < I then
begin

Writeln('There IS Insufliclent data to perlorl a transforl.');
Writeln('K,n,lul data size is 1041 byles.')i
writeln:
Wrlteln('Press any key to return to lenu.'):
Repeat Until keypressed

end
else
begin

Writeln{'Enter nUlber 01 seglents 10 be analysed:'):
Wrileln('{1 Seglent I 4 sees 01 data.)'):
Wrileln('IKaxilul is ',SeglentnuI,' segments.I'):
Wrileln:
ReadlnlTl):
rhlle (TI<D) or (TI>seSlentnuI) do
begIn

writelniWrlleln('lnlalid selection.');
Wrlteln('Enter number 01 seglents:'):
Readln(TII:

end;
Segientnul :: TI:
Inil FFTStore(AlerageFFT1:
FFTransforldata (Segmen InuI, arerageFFT. Buffer, Ca I ibr ale):
FlushBufler(Buller,Size)i
Dlspose(Bufler);
Plotspectrul(alerageFFT)

end
end;

Procedure TurbKenu(lar AnotherFile:Boolean);
lar
FirstByte
Ploloptlon
FFTfilenae
FFTspectrul
SaredHT
begin

CI rser:
Writeln:
Wr iteln(' SUB-KENU' :44):
Wr, teln(' --------' :44);
Writeln('Turbulence derlled Graph Seleclion':5T)i
wrll/ln(' (DeploYDent NO.':I1,Optlon,' .)');
WrilelniWrlleln;
wrileln('Plem select one 01 lhe lolloring lunclions:'):
Wrileln;Wrilel.;
wrilelnl' IF IIWrileln ' FI
Writeln;
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APPENDIX 33(cont.) 

Program SPECTRUM (Page 8) 

AnrageHT : Storage; Array of sumlaled ffT's 1 
fFT~ala :TKveelorptr: Inpul/Output array lor ffl procedure I 

beglA 
CI rser; 
Wrileln;Yrileln; 
Wrileln('The lollot,ng Inpul values 01 lall-speld Ind deploy.enl 
Wrileln{'Dust be oblalned frol Ihe pressure characteristics.'); 
Wrileln; 
Wrileln!'Plelse enler the Iverage III I-speed 'I: 
Wrileln!'o' Ihe leh,cle ,A il/sl:'I: 
hadln(Speldl: 
Wril/ln: 
Vtileln('Please enllr Ihe Calibral,on coefficlent'l: 
Vr,leln('ol Ihe lurbulence probe: '): 
ReaGlnICallonte}: 
Wrileln:Wrlleln; 
Calibrate :: Ij(CalibratelpIAlsqrlspeed1l; 
MeIIBuffer!: 

Im'l: 

ReldTurb'ile(lurll'lle,Bu"er,lize): 
5eglenlnul :: trune(size/lil: I 

I 

I leads file ,nto array) 
Delerllnes nUIDber of 1041 byte 

segaenls alall,ble. 
If Seglenlnul ( I Ineo 
begin 

Writelnl'There 15 ,nsutfielent data 10 perlorl a transforl.'I: 
Writelnl'K,n,lul data slle is 1011 byles.'): 
Yriteln; 
rrllelnl'Press any key 10 relurn to lenu.'); 
Repeat Unlil leypres5e~ 

end 
else 
Degin 

Writelnl'[nter nUlber 01 seglenls to be analysed:'l: 
rriteln('(l Segllll I I secs 01 dlh.),I: 
rrileln('!KuiIUi Is ',SeglenlnUl,' segMnU.j'): 
Vrileln; 
ReadlnlTll: 
rhlle (11<0) or [Tillegleotnni do 
begIn 

rrileln:rr,le1nl'ln,"li~ seleelion.·): 
Wrll/lnl'Enler nu~ber 01 seglents:'): 
Readln!T\}; 

end: 
Seglenlnu. :: 11: 
Init fFTStore(AlerageffT); 
fFTranslorldala (Se9~en tnul, lIeraglFFT. Buller, Ca I i Ilr ale I; 
flushBuller(Buller,Size); 
Dlspelelau/fer): 
Plotspectrul(a.erageFFT) 

end 
end; 

Procedure TuroHenu{llr Anolherfile:Boelean): 
var 
firstSyle :Char; I First byte 01 escape sequence I 
11010pllon :Char: I Slgndicanl byU 01 eesape sequenee I 
ffTlilenle :Directory: I Path Ind name of exlernal array to be plot led 
ffllpeclrul :Slorage: I Internal na.e of array I 
SandHI :flle 01 Slorage; I Internal naae of file I 
begin 

CI rscr; 
Wrileln: 
Wr I lei n (' SUB-MEHU' :HI: 
Wfllel n (' --------, : H); 
Wrilelnl'Turbuleoce derived Graph Seleetion':571: 
.flllln!' (Deploymenl No.': 11, Opt lon,' .I'); 
Yrileln:Yrlleln: 
Wrileln!'Plem seleel on! 01 Ihe 101loti09 'unelioos:'!; 
Vrileln;Vrileln; 
frilelR!' If II Plol ollile neraged POllr SpeelrulII.'!:Vrilein; 
Wrileln ' fl Select Turbllence Dala Irol anolher depIOYleRI.'); 
wri tel D; 
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Program SPECTRUM (Page 9)

Writ/ln(' [F3] Plot speetru 01 prellously processed data,');
Wri teln;
writeln(' IF4] QUit,');
iead(lbd,Firstbytel;
iead(lbd,Plotoptionl;
CASE PlotOpt,on OF

15l: begin
ealeSpectrul(Turbdata):
TurbMenl(Anotherlile)

end;
160: AnolherF i Ie :: True;
16\: begIn I Plots speetrul 01 previously saved FFT

Vr,teln;Wrileln;
Writeln('Enter path and nale 01 lile to be plotted :');
Vriteln('(File nust nm suffiX .lltl');
ieadln(FFTfi lenae);
Ass Ign (SaltdF FT, FFTf II eRie I;
1$1-)
Reset{SaledFFTI:
III-)
II IOresult : Q then
begin

Read{SaledFFT,FFTspeetrul);
Close(SavedFFTI;
PlotSpeetrul(FFTspeetrull:

end
else
begin

Writeln{'Cannot lind Data Ide' ,FFTlileRle);
Wrileln{'Press any Key to contlnue.'I;
Repeat until le,pressed;

end; .
TurbMenu{Anotnerlilel

end;
162: AnotherFile :: False;

end
end;

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
I' Main progral II
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

beg,n
InitGrapnlc; Inil,alises graphies I
lealeGraphie; TelporarJly lelles graphles
Err :: False;
"oreOata :: True;
SetupHeader; Sets up array lor graph Idenlirieation
CnooseTurbllle(Turbdata,errl; User seleets input data lile I
Vni Ie MoreOata and not Err do
begin

TurbMenu("oredatal; Seleet analYSIS routine
if MoreOata tnen
begin

CnooseTurblile(Turbdata,Err);
il not err then
begin

Turb"enu("Oredatal
end

end
en d;
Vrlteln:Vrlteln('Progral SPECTiU" terminated'):

end,
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APPENDIX 33(cont.) 

Program SPECTRUM (Page 9) 

Writeln(' [F31 Plot speetrua 01 prellously ~rocelsea dala,'); 
Wri leln: 
Writeln(' If41 GUI1.'I: 
iead(lbd,Firstbytel: 
iead (lbo, PI olOp! ion): 
CASE PlotOptlon OF 

IS!: begin 
calcSpectrul(Turbdala): 
TurbMenu(Anotnerlilel 

end: 
ISO: AnolherF i Ie :: True; 
161: begin I Plots speetrul 01 previously laved ffT 

Vrlteln;'rit!ln; 
'riteln('fnter pain and ~ale 01 lile 10 be plotted :'): 
Irlteln('(fiJe nust hne suffiX ,III)'): 
ieadln(FfTli lenae); 
ASII gn (laHaF FT, fFTl11 en Ie I; 
1$1-) 
iesel{SaledffTI: 
III -) 
II IOrmlt : 0 then 
Ilegln 

Read{SavedffT,ffTspeetrul): 
elose('avedffTI: 
PlotSpectrul(fflspectrull: 

end 
else 
belln 

Inl!ln{'Cannol lin~ Oala !ile ',In!ilenlel: 
Yrileln('Press any Key 10 conllnue,'l; 
~epeal until Keypressed: 

en~: ' 
TurbKenu(Anotherlilel 

end; 
112: Anolherfile :: IIlse: 

end 
end: 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111((1£11111111111111111111111 
I' KaiR progral II 
jlllllllllilltlllllllllllilltllllllllllllllllllllllill1IIIIIIIIlIIIJIIIIIIII 

begin 
loi\Gfaphl~: Inll,aliles graphics I 
leal/Graphic; Telporlrlly leaves graphICS 
Err :: False; 
"DreOata :: True; 
SelupHeader; leis ap arfa, 'Of graph l~enliricaliDo 

ChooseTurbllle(Tlrbdala,errl: User selectl input data Ii Ie ) 
Whi Ie KoreOata and not Err do 
begin 

TurbHenulHDredalal; Select aoalls.s roullne 
i1 MoreDa!! tnen 
begin 

CnoDseTurblile[TYrb~ata,Errl; 
il nol err then 
begin 

TurbNenu(Moredata) 
end 

end 
en d; 
Wr,teln:Yr.teln('Progr31 SPECTiUM terminated'): 

en~, 
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APPENDIX 34

SHEAR TRACE GENERATED DURING FIELD TRIALS
(ST. HELENA BAY)

,-------------11 Sllear Trace ~l------------

,jU,'·jz

dU/d:;::

iU/,j:;::
(/HC)

~
j ,_J'L,J.,r. ",,""'" !-"1L.u..L..l"" ""''''~ .,,,. , "'.'~"f .. ~'lo."!P'''' .. "... ,~,...,...,....,.".,,.T'"' ..""I;'J1."'1':11

1.00

~i.,J."..W;~''''!....,.r.r~.,J'''~·l'n··l'·#·.\··t\··..·,.,.",...,..
1 . :,,)~

oJ~.,\o·J~'·f.,..w..,....""t.l"-~.k"rlr.....".,>I.~~"""""""'I"r....
Curr~n' Di$pl~Y. ~:0 ~o

T iHe: (~J

1:::10,

* The above trace represents 5 x 2 second
time intervals, corresponding to 5 x 1.6
intervals. (Vehicle fall speed is 0.8

* Trace commences at a depth of 3 metres.

consecutive
metre depth
rns")
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APPENDIX 3S(a)

TEMPERATURE PROFILE : HOUT BAY

TEMPERATURE
PROFILE

DEPTH Irn]T-- -;;;r----
i-

10 i- _ "" :...... .- -.,.,.... .."-' ," - - ..

f

f
f
f-

20 l- - ..--- -. - . !
~-" -'-!'-~'--" _.-" - .. -_••_ •. - ._~ ---"

~30 ..

12 14 16 18 20

TEMPERATURE [0 oj

HOUT BAY FIELD TRIAL
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APPENDIX 35(b)

PRESSURE CHARACTERISTIC HOUT BAY

; :?' :'.:' . l::
U!"Ii.? ::2<~~:

(iNT£to 1 1

4
~

... ~ ... j....... ,
1

r--------------~ Depth \,IS. Time ij------------

Depth
ern]

,
.:. • ~ E"

Time [SJ
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APPENDIX 35(c)

POWER SPECTRUM HOUT BAY

,..--------------11 Power Spect.t'um ~------------

,
~ -0 .3'+-1
N

>. :t: ~.. -1
0; ....

. i;~- 1C N.. I ~

Q ., •- 1
iii ='1 N ~

. _1

;: "0 '"C . j~'1

u j.. ~ j0..
til ~ -? 3::''';

0

~....l .
-l

-E .1~ •..~
<

"-6 . OE'~
I

1.8
,

ie. a
Frequency [Hz 1

I
HlfJ

.: '.? 1::
:.: '",:' .:' :' I,l. z ~ :

* Spectrum derived from average of 5 consecuttve 4 second
segments over depth interval 5 - 23 metres.

* Frequency spectrum over range 1 - 100 Hz corresponds to
wavenumber spectrum over range 1.1 - 111 cycles per metre.
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APPENDIX 3S(d)

SHEAR TRACE HOUr BAY

10 Second Trace (Sm - 14m) Bandl!mlted to 100 Hz:

Shear- Tr.1Ce

ijU/,jZ

Lise.:]

r-----------~'__ ~---------

·jU/d::::
(/seo:J

11)~1 I

~~~~N~~~~lf..-M-rJt,")t,~'f.-}\~·\~;')l',r
s .oo~

,jU/,j::::

C/se-:J

·jU·'1,:
else,:]

10~1 I
I ,

~·~\~~~i;ll:\,.t:M"Jil,,,,1'ir'f'~~,'r';'rr"j1f.Itvc¥,~'l>t(t)i"'''''
s .DD~

r H~ [s]

10. 1 .

~"Ut , • ""\!I,J" .....!...HI I. "Id. ..u. ..1...J_ .J,L.,j. !..;.., ~"""'" It~.)~"" r,
~-Tfi-_'" ~"'·I'll't!i...,....»;rj ~l' ,ITWl: -.,.rr,-jll'fil~!iIt~r 111' T71,1'I'~'~'fi'\~~r'\l7i-'",~, '" ,

=.001

,
I

C' ATE . i
;.;< <)3· 1~ i
i3~ll- r r sec i

!
~~~......"".,~,~-~~,~~

Trace (Sm - 14m)

,jU, (~Z

(/<eel

Bandllmi ted to 2S Hz:

r---------------I Shear Tr-ace

Second10

:::u/·jz
e/se-:]

,jU/1:
U~ecJ

TiMe t s i

:lU/1:
else·:]

1')"'~

~ "'"""'r--~.-,..""-_~~"."..,......~--..........~

s .001

TiHo!: C~J

* Vehicle fall-speed is 0.9
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